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The Northern ForestForum is published 
six times a year by the Northern 
Appalachian Restoration Project 

(NARP). 

NARP is a non-profit organization and net
work of grassroots activists dedicated to restor
ing sustainable natural and human communi

ties across the Northern Forest Region of 
northern New England, New York, and 

adjoining regions. 

For more information about NARP and indi
vidual projects, please write to: 

·NARP 
P.O. Box6 

Lancaster, NH 03584. 

Editorial Policy of The Forum 
Editorial views expressed herein are those of the writer 

and not necessarily those of other contributors or other 

NARP projects. We welcome diverse submissions on 

the Northern forest and related topics. Please send all 

material to the address above. 

Please address letters for publication 
speci:fic3Jly to the editor, 

e-mail: nff@sover.net 

Editorial 

Examining Sustainability 

Ilkecent inquiry into the nature of technology and 
its relationship to the sustainability of life on Earth 
has coupled with the decade's prevailing air of com
placency ( correction: obeisance) in the face of wealth 
and power to produce a potential hyrbrid of danger
ous attitude. That is, if we blindly accept the truth 
that past technological transformation has benefit
ted the conservation of Nature, and in any case that 
technological transformations have an air of 
inevitability, we run the risk of substituting for an 
active ethic of moral action in defense of Earth an 
ideological submission to the dictates of consump
tion and growth. 

The Canadian lecturer John Ralston Saul looked at 
this situation and characterized it as an abdication of 
active citizenship in the 
face of an economic ide
ology embracing growth 
and corporatism. Any 
leader-Clinton and 
Blair may be his exam
ples but closer to home 
any of a number of our 
Governors or Senators
in any situation has this 
excuse: I am not in 
charge; I make no choic
es; the dictates of eco
nomic growth do. 

The sustainability crowd 
has always been dual in 
nature. The high pow-

The scenarios of hyper-development and even a 
slow extension of the status quo' are the least morally 
informed-and the most injurious to wildness and 
liberty of spirit. Although we ought to dread a 
Vermont, northern New England or wider 
Northeast with twice their current populations, we 
nonetheless should prepare for such a possibility if 
we are determined to preserve wild nature and a cul
ture that exercises reponsibility for its own supply of 
food, water and shelter. 

Significantly, what Klyza and Trombulak end their 
book with is a call for renewed civics, a sense of 
awareness of what unites us all as we consider-or 
ignore-the future. Jamie Sayen's comments on page 

30 offer disheartening illu
mination of what can be 
wrong in today's policy 
forums when industry sets 
the terms by which citi
zens can participate rn 
democratic process . 

Informing ourselves is 
what The Northern Forest 
Forum has sought to 
accomplish over its life
time. We also believe in 
civics. So, welcome, sit 
back, read the damned 
paper and hope you enjoy 
it. Thanks. 

ered suits have bro11ght Indian Pipes© Robert McCann/Photonica 
to the discussion of sus-
tainability all the accoutrements of technocratic 
society: as if by incorporating a limits-to-growth 
imperative in modern planning, design and gover
nance we can engineer our way out of the thermody-
namic consequences of 5 billion over-consumers 
inhabiting the planet. The peasant and poet class on 
the other hand has been somewhat skeptical of 
those with clean nails and insisted on what Gary 
Snyder terms the perennial work of close inhabita
tion: gardening, beekeeping, reflection. The camps 
fall out over technology, both its scale and applica-
tions. 

Even those who detest the word still use resources. 
Inevitably, we grapple with their productive use, 
even while disagreeing over what productivity means. 
There can be no argument that certain new tech
nologies, such as the electronics which for instance 
make The Northern Forest Forum a possibility, can 
replace the consumption of petroleum. Just as oil 
and electricity replaced coal and wood, some of our 
new technologies can replace oil, tar, cars, and nox
ious emissions. Does this mean then that we should 
also be accepting genetically engineered plants, ter
minator technology seeds, patented organisms of all 
types, and a corporately controlled food production 
system? It would be productive after all ... 

To bring this all down to the Earth of our native 
surroundings, the reader will find in this issue of The 
Northern Forest Forum that our context is continu
ing rapid change in land use and ownership of the 
Northern Forest region (see Jym St. Pierre's summa
ry on page 9). Such changes have a history, as 
Stephen Trombulak and Christopher McCrory 
Klyza point out in their new book on Vermont (see 
excerpts on page 30). Considering both past and 
future, these two authors lay out three possible sce
narios for Vermont's future-and by extension, that 
of the wider region. 
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Subscription Information is on the 
inside Back Cover 

Clip that coupon & send it to: 
NFF, POB 6, Lancaster NH 03584 
with yr check or money order inside. 

VISIT THE NORTHEAST WOLF 

CENTER. 

The Maine Wolf Coalition has 
opened the Northeast Wolf Center in 
downtown Hallowell. Located at 190 
Water Street, the Center "will serve as 
headquarters for Maine's wolf recovery 
effort and will focus on wolf education 
and research .. " 

For more information, call MWC at 
207-445-4669, write the !v1WC at RR 
2 Box 533, South China, IVIE 04358. 
Visit the MWC website at 
http:/ /home.acadia.net/mainewolf 
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Dammed Near Extinct 
Living wild species are like a library of books 
still unread. Our heedless destruction of them 
is akin to burning that library without ever 

having read its books . ... 
- Congressman John Dingell 

The decline and near extirpation of Atlantic 
salmon from US. rivers is a story that is heart
breaking as well as an ecological wake-up call. 
While Atlantic salmon are not protected, the 
likelihood of Endangered Species protection 
might be at hand The following is a short histo
ry of the attempt to gain protection for one of the 
most imperiled species here in the United States. 

DAM THE SALMON . 
The plight of Atlantic salmon starts back with the 
settling of New England by Europeans. Historically, 
Atlantic salmon supported both a subsistence and 
commercial fisheries, providing food and employment 
to the people of New England. Salmpn were so plen
tiful they were used as fertilizer in corn fields and laws 
were passed limiting employers from serving salmon 
to servants no more than three times a week. Atlantic 
salmon and other anadramous species including shad, 
alwife, and sturgeon were vital to the people of New 
England. Then came the movement in the early 
1800s to "harness" water power. 

The precipitous decline of Atlantic salmon can 
be directly tied to the first dams built on New 
England rivers. There are reports that within three 
years of building the first dam on the Merrimack 
River, Atlantic salmon populations declined drastical
ly. Fish passage facilities at the dams were not con
structed until the 1970s. Many of the dams blocking 
tributaries still do not have fish passage facilities. 

The dam builders were prolific. According to a 
1981 Army Corps of Engineers report, over 10,000 
dams or obstructions block the rivers of New 
England. A salmon that spawns in the Ammonoosuc 
River in New Hampshire, a tributary of the 
Connecticut River, must pass through 12 dams before 
it reaches the headwaters. A migrating smolt must 
pass through those same twelve dams to reach the 
ocean, navigating the reservoirs and the spinning tur
bines. 

There have been many attempts at restoring 
Atlantic salmon to various rivers. The first modern 
attempt was in 1947 when the State of Maine passed 
legislation creating a commission dedicated to pro
tecting and restoring salmon to the State's rivers. 
According to the legislation, it was estimated that 
between 1500 and 2000 adult Atlantic salmon were 
returning to Maine, down from 500,000 two cen_turies 
ago. Last year between 1,500 and 2,000 salmon 
returned. 

In 1993 a different approach was taken. On 
October 1 of that year, Restore: The North 
Woods, the Biodiversity Legal 
Foundation, and Jeffrey Elliot, 
biologist, filed a petition with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service (FWS) and the 
National Marine 
Fisheries Service 
(NMFS) to protect ,1 

anadromous Atlantic 
salmon (Salmo salar) 
under the federal 
Endangered Species Act 
(ESA). Up until then, 
Atlantic salmon restoration 
efforts had been based on voluntary 
programs. 
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PARADOXICAL PROTECTION 

The process of petitioning the USFWS or NMFS to 
protect a species is really quite simple. Successfully 
getting a species listed is a different matter. 

According to the law, to qualify for ESA protec
tion a species must be faced with: 

• "The present or threatened destruction, modifi

cation, or curtailment of its habitat or range; 

• Overutilization for commercial, recreational, 

scientific, or educational purposes; 

• Disease or predation; 

• The inadequacy of existing regulatory mecha

msms; 

• Other natural or manmade factors affectin 

its continued existence." 
Only one of the five above factors need be pre

sent to give the species protection as "threatened" o 
"endangered." Atlantic salmon face all five. 

Jasper Carlton, executive director of th 
Biodiversity Legal Foundation, has tirelessly give 
workshops on protecting imperiled species. One o 
the first things he preaches is the petitioner mus 
know more about the species than anybody else. W 
took this to heart. In researching Atlantic salmon, 
significant amount of time was spent in various 
libraries including the Boston Public Library, th 
regional Environmental Protection Agency, Arm 
Corp. of Engineers, NMFS, and the Woods Hol 
Biological library. All articles, papers, etc. were pho
tocopied, read for information, and filed appropri
ately. Because the FWS were requiring dam owner 
to construct fish passage facilities for salmon, up
and downstream fish passage studies were gathered. 
In many cases, the dam owners, not the federal agen
cies, had copies of these reports. Some dam owners 
were less than cooperative in releasing the reports in 
which a follow-up letter to the Federal Energy 
Commission, FWS, and a local congressional repre
sentative was required. Before starting the actual writ
ing of the petition, we had accumulated a file cabinet 
full of background information. 

While drafting the petition, we began to contact 
other possible allies- particularly groups with ties to 
salmon. New England is a funny place. The "shot 
heard round the world," Shay's rebellion, the aboli
tionist movement, and other challenges to the status 
quo took place here. Not so with protecting Atlantic 
salmon. Despite a failed restoration program and 
rivers with fewer than 10 returning salmon, these 
groups claimed that "a change was just around the 
corner." 

The national office of Trout Unlimited (TU) was 
interested in signing onto the petition, 

but the Maine chapter of TU was 
not. When I went to one 

salmon organization office for 
a meeting, I was asked if I 

w Ou 1 cl 

cup of 
coffee. 

mative, I was told that there was a coffee 
shop two blocks down the street on the left. The peti
tioners were the new kids on the block, and the estab
lished groups did not know how to deal with us. 

After the petition was filed, members of angling 
organizations were the leading opponents to listing. 
The Atlantic Salmon Federation (ASF) was one of 
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the most diffi~ult organizations to deal with. During a 
conversation with ASF director, Jane Cleaves, she 
claimed that the U.S. Atlantic salmon did not qualify 
for ESA protection, the fish was ej(:tirpated from New 
England. The salmon in the rivers were just hatchery 
clones. She did send some slides of salmon for use in 
our presentation. Later, she claimed that we had not 

spoken with her and that 
the petition came as a 
complete surprise. 

Because the petition 
challenged the status quo, 
criticism of using the 
ESA process was harsh. 
Jane Cleaves denounced 
the petitioners as ama
teurs, and said the 40 year 
old ASF knew best. 
Many newspapers edito-

1. AROOSTOOK 

2. ST CROIX 

3. DENNYS 

4. EAST MACHIAS 

5. MACIIIAS 

6. PLEASANT 

7. NARRAGUAGAS 

8. UNION 

9. PENOBSCOT 

10. DUCKTRAP 

11. SI IEEPSCOT 

12. KENNEBEC 

13. ANDROSCOGGIN 

14. SACO 

15. COCHECO 

16. LAMPREY 

17.MERRIMACK 

18. PAWCATUCK 

19. CONNECTICUT 

rialized against ESA listing, yet few mentioned the 
fact that fewer than 5,000 Atlantic salmon were 
returning to the U.S. Some wrote endangered status 
was too strong, but threatened might allow a catch 
and release fishery. And, there were a few enlightened 
editors who believed Atlantic salmon were facing 
extinction and the petition had merit. 

Other traditional conservation organizations also 
took a stand-back approach. The Sierra Club Legal 
Defense Fund, The Wilderness Society, and Sierra 
Club all asked to be kept informed, but none publicly 
voiced support for the petition. The most support 
came from organizations based in the Pacific 

Northwest. 
The Atlantic salmon petition was the 

first petition received by the New England 
office of the FWS since the ESA had 
been enacted in 1973. After filing the 

petition, a local FWS official called me and 
· asked how the petitioning process worked. Later, we 
learned (through a FOIA request) one FWS official 
who reviewed the petition was opposed to citizen 
petitions. Instead he believed groups should gather 
information and turn the information over to the 
agency, then let the agency pursue whatever course it 
felt was appropriate over whatever time frame the 
agency took. 

The 75+ page petition was submitted to the 
FWS on October 1, 1993 calling for the protection of 
Atlantic salmon throughout its historic range as 
"threatened" or "endangered" under the Endangered 
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Species Act, and to designate "critical habitat," 
including all watersheds historically inhabited by 
Atlantic salmon. The agency had 90 days to deter
mine if the petition had "merit." 

A HOLLOW RULING 
The Agencies found the petition to have "merit" on 
January 20, 1994 and initiated a comprehensive status 
review of the species. This set off a new round of crit
icism. Members of angling organizations started writ
ing letters to newspapers claiming that we did not 
care about Atlantic salmon. Our real agenda was 
"locking up land." At one point we had a meeting 
with a number of Maine and FWS officials. Their 
questions were aimed at our motive. Finally, one 
asked about these "rumors." Was our goal to lock up 
the land? I responded "If the watersheds are. not pro

. tected, how are the salmon ever going to be restored?" 
All the heads in the room nodded in the affirmative. 

The opposition never really challenged the fact 
Atlantic salmon were in trouble. Instead, ESA "hor
ror" stories from other parts of the country bred like 
mosquitoes. The spotted owl made the Pacific north
west a deserted region, no jobs, no hope. Others fore
told the demise of the economy of Downeast Maine. 

No facts were offered, just baseless pronouncements. 
We continued communications with the two fed

eral agencies. Because the FWS had lead the Atlantic 
salmon restoration program, we filed the petition with 
that agency. After filing, the NMFS tried to wrestle 
the petition away, claiming Atlantic salmon was a 
commercial species which meant NMFS should be 
the lead agency. The Atlantic salmon commercial 
fisheries ended back in the 1940s due to lack of fish. 
To protect ourselves, we filed an identical petition 
with NMFS, letting the two agencies fight over turf. 

Once the petition was filed, we began to inform 
the public and opinion leaders. An eight- page 
"tabloid," documenting the threats and the ESA 
process was published. A slide show was put together 
and presentations were given to any and every one. 
Action alerts were sent out. Every negative letter to 
the editor was responded to promptly. Op ed. were 
submitted. Editorial boards were visited and informa
tion was sent to various writers and reporters. And, 
unfortunately for the salmon, the number of returning 
Atlantic salmon continued to decline. 

While the two agencies were conducting the 
species "status review," -agency officials were not idle. 
But their goal, at-least in the regional office of the 
FWS, was apparently to avoid listing the salmon. A 
FWS official spoke at a meeting of logging, agricul
ture and aquaculture officials who were not supportive 
of ESA protection. At the meeting the FWS official 
"unofficially" suggested that "stakeholders" should get 
together and develop an entity that would work 
towards protecting Atlantic salmon through private 
means. The industry interests wanted to avoid ESA 
protection for Atlantic salmon and the FWS appeared 
to be there to help them. 
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The petition did draw a tremendous amount of 
attention to the plight of the salmon and the 20 year 
restoration program that has cost taxpayers well over 
$100 million. Fewer than 3,500 Atlantic salmon 
returned to the entire United States in 1993. 1994 
saw even less. Media from around the country picked 
up the story. Articles appeared in all of the major New 
England newspapers, the Christian Science Monitor, 
New York Times, and magazines such as Down East 
and Outside Magazines. Despite the media attention, 
the species still lacked protection. 

October 1994 came and went without a decision 
on listing. At the end of October we filed a 60-day 
notice. After 60-days had passed, we initiated legal 
action to force the agencies to make a decision. 

In court documents, the Services admitted that 
they were in violation of the ESA. They had not 
announced a finding on the Atlantic salmon petition 
within the statutory time frame. The Judge did award 
us attorneys fees, "because the plaintiffs have assisted 
in the implementation of and government compliance 
with the ESA and have thereby served the public 
interest." But the victory was hollow. The Services 
ruled that the petition was "not warranted" though an 
Atlantic salmon population in seven Downeast rivers 
in Maine did qualify for ESA protection. The number 

of returning adult Atlantic salmon 
in 1994 dropped to fewer than 
2,000, more than a 50 percent 
drop from 1993. 

The ruling was a step for 
ard. The original petition called 

/or the Atlantic salmon to be pro
ec te d throughou i: its historic 

range-from the Canadian border 
o Connecticut. The Services rul

ing, however, claimed that native 
salmon populations in the rivers 
south of the Kennebec River were 
xtinct. Any salmon presently in 
hose rivers, which include the 

errimack and Connecticut, were 
considered to be descendants of 

reintroduced, captive-bred fish. 
The ruling claimed the reintroduced salmon do not 
qualify for protection under the ESA. 

While the claim is inconsistent with several exist
ing programs for other endangered species such as the 
peregrine falcon and Florida panther, we made the . 
decision to move ahead with what we had gained. 

4(D) OPTION GETS AN F 
On September 29, 1995, the Services ruled "popula
tions of salmon in the Dennys, Machias, East 
Machias, Narraguagus, Pleasant, Sheepscot, and 
Ducktrap rivers were in danger of extinction." The 
agencies proposed that Atlantic salmon in these seven 
Maine rivers be protected as "threatened" under the 
ESA. 

According to the ruling, the State of Maine was 
offered the opportunity to submit a "conservation 
plan" under section 4(d) of the ESA. This 
opportunity was intended to allow the ,.· · 
State to "maintain the lead role in th 
management of activities that coul 
impact Atla11tic salmon." The State sa 
this as an opportunity to create a "conser 
vation plan" that would subvert a listing. 

Angus King, Governor of Maine, 
issued an executive order establishing th 
Maine Atlantic Salmon Task Force mad 
up of representatives of State agencies, 
private recreational interests and Nativ 
American sustenance fishers, as well a 
."representatives of the agriculture, aqua
culture, paper, and forestry sectors.' 
There was no "slot" for the conservation or 
preservation sector. 

The product of the industry-dominated task force 

- - is the Atlantic Salmon 
Conservation Plan for Seven 
Maine Rivers (State Plan) . 

The record shows that the goal of the plan is to derail 
protecting Atlantic salmon under the ESA. The State 
Plan claims that the primary problem facing Atlantic 

salmon is "low marine survival" and "forces beyond 
the control of the State of Maine." 

The State put together a 400+ page package of 
voluntary programs and initiatives for so called 

salmon protection. 

DOCUMENTED 

SALMON RETURNS TO 

NEW ENGLAND RIVERS 

SINCE 1990 

1990 4332 
1991 2447 
1992 3190 
1993 2280 
1994 1528 
1995 1703 
1996 2630 
1997 1758 

The "proposed" 
actions include: 

• Develop a 
marking system for 
aquaculture fish but 
implement only if 
the marking is uni
versal, including all 
Canadian aquacul
ture fish; 

• Adjust state 
pesticide regulations 
to eliminate any 
excessive [not all] 
risks to Atlantic 
salmon; 

1998 1774 • Through vol
unteers, raise aware
ness of the impor

_tance of not logging shade trees along the rivers; and 
•. Encourage expanded beaver trapping. 
Evaluating the success of the State Plan is not 

based on the recovery of Atlantic salmon populations. 
Instead, success is based on how well the State Plan is 
implemented. A bureaucrat's wet dream. 

In a December ceremony at the Maine Capital in 
Augusta, Secretary of the Interior Bruce Babbitt, 
FWS and NMFS officials, the entire Maine congres
sional delegation, and Gov. Angus King, signed an 
agreement that accepted the State Plan in lieu of list
ing the species under the ESA. On December 18, 
1997, the Services officially withdrew the proposal to 
list Atlantic salmon as 'threatened." 



.. . DAMMED NEAR EXTINCT ... 

DESPERATE TIMES, DESPERATE 

MEASURES 
By 1998, some of the original petitioners.had dropped 
out of the fight. But, a new coalition came together. 
Made up of individuals, local, regional, and national 
organizations; the coalition gathered data and on 
January 27, 1999 filed a lawsuit challenging the 
Services withdrawal of the proposed rule to list the 
critically imperiled Atlantic salmon. As this is being 
written, the State of Maine has filed to intervene in 
the case, and the Services are due to respond immi
nently. 

Unfortunately, the number of Atlantic salmoo 
returning to the U.S. continue to decline. Salmon 
returns to U.S. rivers in 1998 were among the lowest 
ever recorded-fewer than 2,000-continuing the 

possibility of extirpation from the rivers of New 
England .is still very real. As the battle for ESA pro
tection enters its 6th year, there is hope that there will 
be a change, a recognition that Atlantic salmon are in 
dire straits. If the species is going to be recovered, 

change will be necessary. 

AND NEXT TIME? 
The late Molly Beattie, director of the Fish and 

Wildlife Service once said: "The Endangered Species 

Act is ... a law that plays in when local planning and 
zoning, state iish and wildlife efforts, the Clean Water 
Act, and Clean Air Act haven't worked. It is. the 
emergency room of conservation policy." 

Initiating the process of petitioning the FWS to 
list a species under the ESA should be an action of 
last resort. Getting a species listed is bitter sweet, it 
means the species is on the verge of extinction, and 

the only thing left to p'ossibly stop it is the 
ESA. 

There are a couple of things that probably 
should have been done differently. When Jhe 
initial petition was found to be not warranted, 
a. law suit could have been filed. The Status 
Review could have been challenged because it 
did not review the species south of the / 
Kennebec River. We should not have trusted 
the agency to do the right thing as much as we 
did. So~e other lessons learned include: 

• Petitioners must know more about the 
species than anyone else. If you do not, then 
others can. discredit the effort right at the 
start--something that takes more work and 
' e to recover from. If you can recruit a credi
le expert {someone with. a number of letters 

after their name), all the better. 
• Write a thorough petition that includes 

all information. If there is a report or article 
that is not hdpful, include it, but also include 
articles and reports that challenges the infor
mation. 

ive Salmon in one day far Mr. L.L. Bean of Freeport, Maine, 
shing Plaster Rock Pool on New Brunswick's Tobique River. 

• Recruit a lawyer as the petition is being 
written. Having a lawyer involved at the begin
ning helps to ensur~ 

decade-long downward trend. Some of the rivers in 
Maine saw 1 or 2 adult Atlantic sahnon return. Yet, 
the Services and the State still claim the spe<;ies is not 
endangered. 

After initial opposition, most Atlantic salmon 
angling groups are now supporting ESA protection 
for the species. The State of Maine has failed to fol
low through with many of the "promises" in the State 
Plan. In comments sent i:o the Services, Trout 
Unlimited called for Atlantic salmon to be listed. The 

ASF continues to support the State Plan but 
individual members have joined the lawsuit. 

External issues are also helping the.case for ESA 
protection for Atlantic salmon. At least iive so-called 
conservation plans developed in other states have 
failed when put to the legal test. Courts around the 
country have overturned such state plans and forced 
the listing of species, including the Barton Springs 
salamander in Texas, the (hteen. Charlotte goshawk 
and Alexander Archipelago xVOlf in Alaska, and bull 
trout and coho salmon in the Pacific Northwest. 

While the cause of the decline of Atlantic; salmon 
remains hidden, answers to questions raised by 
activists are beginning .to .9e answered, A study on one 
of the rivers in: Maine has found that there is 10 to 90 
percent over-winteting; moi;tality of young salmon. 
The salmon are not survivjugin' the river t?inakdt 
out to the .marine environment'.; This contradicts the 
State of MID~e•s positton.; ~~7het study'h~ 1i9ked 
endocrine disropt!ng 4te found · · 
tkides to gg0,etic .Qlutatip salmo 

the riv~s that ~~pport ~almo b~ throu 
blueberry ope!~ti911s @d tut).bet JQdqstry 
there is exwns:l,ire t1s ' 
these]$$U 
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the petition is id 
o~de~. provides the lawye~ 
W:ith background information 
about , the issue, and helps 
develop a relationship W:it 
the petitioner. · 

• Try to have a holisti 
agenda. The imperile 
species is just one part of th 
overall strategy. If the goal is 
to protect wildlands, talk 
about wildlands and how this 
particular species fits into the 
web of life. An agenda of one 
species can be very focused, 
but relating it to the larger'. 
picture can provide a fram 
of reference and more allies. 

, • Develop a public ed1J 
cation plan. Make availabl 
information to the public 
media, and political officials 
tJaye. pictures and talk about ~ature. Outreach as 
tn'!;ch as possible. 

• Make continuous media visits. Mark the calen
d:ir to contact the editorialboardofa different·news
paper ·every 6 weeks. Give updates about the petitioh
in;g- .process, new information about. the spec:ies, .and 
new tbre11.ts, Get to know themedia an,.d gam o-edipil
izy;\Dop't cry wolf.every time you talk, gi:ve,them. con
cise lnfdmratfo.n. / 
, . • Be<'prep9,rec.f to sue ateveij jlln<:nn-e, J.f the 

P!tty79a,y finding ~J;1te, sue. ~eleained that .dead~ 
ijp~~ were of 41'.tle qiatter t9. the agencies.,;fhreats of 
$w~wsre 1pbred, lawsuits ~ete .no~--+ / ... 

" !+Stay•·curre~t on .. new .reseatd~ .. aboyt 
· I)ur~! the 6 £the s 

·· · .. B,mation, a;~~. 
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emigration, and a report about impacts of endocrine 
disrupters have all come out, helping our case. And, 
providing new information furthers the petitioners 
credibility with the press and the public. You become 
an "expert." 

The plight ofthe Atlantic salmon is only a sym
bol of the degradation of our rivers and our way of 
treating life. It is an indicator. If salmon cannot sur
vive, how much longer will our quality of life be with 
us? Working to protect Atlantic salmon has been frus
trating, depressing, maddening, and heartbreaking. 
But, I firmly believe Atlantic salmon will be protect
ed, will recover, and once again migrate in great num~ 
bers to the headwaters of free-flowing rivers of New 
England to spawn. We owe it to the salmon, and to 
ourselves. 

-finis-

SALMON VIDEO 

AVAILABLE 
An educational video docu

menting the life cycle of 
Atlantic Salmon, entitled "The 
Sharing of a Secret," is available 

from the Newbury, Vermont 
based Salmon Conservancy for 

the Atlantic North. The 20 
minute video is appropriate for 
school-aged and general audi
ences and contains footage of · 

the Connecticut River's restored 
salmon. 

For information please call 
,t 
· '. Charles E. Metz, director, at 

t 802-222-5644. 

Fam1r;dSa/tn()n in Blue Hi!{~totk'F!tfts1 Escape.fS caf? 
be _ve~rors of.disea/~.f!'ll1gettitic. con,5an;inationfori 
wt!d.4tlantu: sal ·· ',/ 
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Maine Legislative News 

"Legislative Courage" 

Givin the Timber Industr No-Strin s Subsidies 
by Mitch Lansky 

L D 1866 got the axe under the weight of indus
try folderol, but LD 1475 surv ived the gauntlet 

to fight another day 

BACKGROUND 
O ver 40% of the Northern Forest Lands Council's 
research money went into studies that would help 
"lower taxes" as the answer. But what was the ques
tion? The original question, stemming from the mil
lion acres of Diamond lands on the market in the 
1980s, was what to do about the instabilities connect
ed with large land sales in the region. Aside from 
advocating lowered _capital gains taxes1 lowered inher
itance taxes, and more widespread current-use prop
erty taxes, the NFLC had little in the way of concrete 
solutions. Indeed, the only federal legislation that 
came out of the NFLC that passed was lower forestry 
taxes. 

Some of us did not buy this argument. We wrote 
in the Northern Forest Forum that it seemed to be an 
odd strategy- to forgo millions of dollars in annual 
taxes for all timber holders in the country just to "pro
tect" a few special parcels in the northern forest . 
These parcels could be bought full - fee with less 
money than the Treasury would lose. We looked at 
examples where tax rates were lower and could see no 
correlation with better management or less develop
ment. We asked the NFLC, which tried to radiate an 
aura of collaboration and fairness, to give us a cost
benefit analysis of such tax breaks. If such an analysis 
were done, we never saw it. 

CAPITAL GAINS 

We were right. In 1997, Congress lowered the tax 
rate on capital gains . What do you know? By some 
odd coincidence, the next year millions of acres of 
forests in Maine and other northern forest states were 
on the market. This was the opposite result promised 
by the NFLC. 

Now, surprisingly, the Socie ty of American 
Foresters is also questioning this "common wisdom" 
as well. In the April edition of the j ournal of Forestry, 
W. D avid Klemperer argues against special tax rates 
for timber in his article "The Advantages of Equal 
Income T ax Rates for All Businesses ." Klemperer 
argues that "Considering only monetary outputs , a 
low rate of return in one sector should be the market's 
signal to produce less (until prices rise, and re.turns 
become acceptable), not a signal to reduce 
t axes ."(Klemperer's emphasis) . Lowering taxes, 
Klemperer argued, "would be good for timber pro
duction, yes, but not necessarily for the nation as a 
whole . For each gain so achieved would be a greater 
social loss because the tax preference would inhibit a 
desirable movement of capital into ventures with 
higher rates of return." 

The US Treasury Department in 1985 (just 
before the 1986 tax changes that so infuriated the 
timber industry) stated that "any differential in tax 
rates among assets can reduce economic efficiency by 
causing capital to be reallocated to assets with lower 
before-tax returns." A 1981 study of the US General 
Accounting Office reported, "None of the many 
sources we contacted could provide firm evidence to 
support. generally claimed values for conservation and 
reforestation from capital gains tax treatment." 

The trouble with such preferential taxes is that 
gains are concentrated in the timber industry, but 
losses may be diffuse through other sectors. 
Conversely, loss of such tax breaks brings concentrat
ed losses to the timber industry but diffuse gains to 
society. Timber industry lobbying on these issues is 
intense. Two of the top ten Congressional recipients 
of timber industry money are Maine's two senators, 
Susan Collins and Olympia Snowe (see www.crp.org 
to learn where Con ressional and residential candi-
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dates get their money) . 

T R EE GROWTH 

The Northern Forest Lands Council also pushed the 
benefits of current-use forestry taxation to retard 
development and promote better management. 
Maine's Tree Growth Tax Law has the highest 
acreage in current-use tax of any of the northern for
est states. But the NFLC's own research showed that 
Maine had the worst record for subdivisions, 
parcelization, and development. As for forest prac
tices, Ad Hoc Associates, one of the contractors for 
the NFLC, stated that "no one gave the [Maine Tree 
Growth] program high marks for promoting better 
management." 

Indeed, subsequent studies of forest practices, 
liquidation, and timber supply have shown that 
despite the TGTL, there is plenty of overcutting, 
understocking, highgrading, stand damage, and liqui
dation going on. Ignoring this evidence, the Maine 
Forest Service, the Small Woodland Owners of 
Maine, and the Maine Forest Products Council have 
pronounced the Tree Growth Tax a "success." A suc
cess at what, though? At lowering taxes for timber-
land owners, of course. · 

In the same April edition of t he Journal of 
Forestry, Charles Brockett and Luke Gebhard gave 
evidence that lowered property taxes 

D id the timber industry like this bill? No, it did 
not. In fact, some industry opponents were so upset 
with the bill they apparently lost their ability to rea
son. They made passionate arguments against stan
dards that did not exist. And their ability to use logi
cal arguments seemed to fail them. 

The Tree Growth Tax Law was supposed to pro
mote "sustained yield." If one consistently cuts more 
than growth, yield cannot be sustained. That should 
be a no brainer. LD 1866 did not specify what 
acreage or what time span was to be used to deter
mine the cut/growth ratio. That would be determined 
by rule making with the Maine Forest Service, and 
industry would have plenty of opportunity for input. 
In the past, industry lobbyists have had no trouble 
ensuring that any hurdles created in ·such a process 
could be cleared without -a need for jumping. They 
could probably convince the MFS to compare today's 
cut with tomorrow's projected growth (with heroic 
assumptions about the benefits of herbicides and 
plantations). 

Industry opponents, despite their participation ih 
the Sustainable Forestry Initiative, do not want the 
state t o require them to practice sust ained-yield 
forestry to get a tax break that is supposed to promote 
sustained-yield forestry. "We should never be forced 
to harvest less than growth," said Jim Robbins, of 

Robbins Lumber and president of the 
Maine Forest Products Council. (with very loose strings) does very little 

( or nothing) to retard development or 
improve_ management over the long 
term. In their article, "NIPF Tax 
Incentives- Do They Make a 
Difference?" Brockett and Gebhard 
describe their study of a current-use 
forest tax program in Tennessee that is 
very similar to the Tree Growth Tax. 
They did a survey of participants and 
non participants and found that "there 
were almost no statistically significant 
relationships between participation in 
the Greenbelt program and land-use 
behavior, and no meaningful correla-

"I do believe that it is a 
good idea for the forest 
service to perform peri
odic, random audits of 
cutting operations to 
make sure that those 
who have filed harvest 
plans under the tree 
growth tax law are in 
fact following those 
plans." Jim Robbins on 
LD 1866. 

"This concept of a constantly ris
ing inventory which results from not 
harvesting growth is a recipe for bio
logical trouble. If we do not harvest 
the trees, Mother nature will" said Si 
Balch of Mead. He also said that the 
bill "would needlessly reduce harvests 
below sustainable levels from Mead 
forests by over 17% over the next 20 
years." 

"Forests having slow growth due 
to over maturity, insect and disease 
epidemics, blow-down or fire would 
be off limits to salvage harvest or 

tions regardless of level of significance." 
O ne of their conclusions was that this program 

"h as funct io ned as a windfall for p arti cip at ing 
landowners without providing commensurate return 
for the rest ot the area's citizens." "The problem, as 
we see it ," they wrote, "is that the programs can 
reward many landowners for doing what they would 
probably do anyway at the expense of the remaining 
taxpayers, many of whom could not afford to buy the 
land they are subsidizing." 

They did not reject the idea of current-use taxa
tion_, however. They felt that forest lands have the 
potential to give many public benefits that could be 
compensated. Indeed they thought the subsidy could 
be higher, but there must be strings attached: 

"For example, participating owners who intend 
any timbering could be required to ha~e a meaningful 
management plan with effective oversight of compli
ance."(Brockett and Gebhard's emphasis). 

LD 1866 
It just so happens that the taxation committee of the 
Maine legislature got a chance to look at a bill that 
would do just that- require a meaningful manage
ment plan and have an effective oversight of compli
ance . LD 1866 would have required a long- term 
management plan that assured cutting less than 
growth, adequate stocking (where overstory is man
ageable), stand improvement (rather than highgrad
ing), and minimizing of stand damage. It also sug
gested that foresters should try to reduce reliance on 
chemical pesticides, since this happens to be a state 
policy. To ensure compliance, the Maine Forest 
Service would have a random annual audit of cutting 
operations to check to see if there is a plan and the 
logger is following it. 

The Northern Forest Forum 

improvement harvests ·needed to enhance future 
growth," said Doug D enico of Plum Creek. 

How these gentlemen could precisely knowAthe 
impact of a standard that had not been created is 
rather remarkable . The US Forest Service 's 1995 
inventory of Maine's forest shows that industry over
cut and inventories fell. Perhaps the companies were 
listening to these foresters' advice! 

Jeff Romano of SWOAM wrote an editorial 
against LD 1866 in which he argued that the require
ments of the bill are so burdensome that landowners 
would drop out of the program and liquidate and 
highgrade. The trouble with this argument is that any 
landowner who wants to can already liquidate and 
highgrade under Tree Growth and not lose the tax 
break. Indeed, they can violate the Forest Practices 
Act ( which is not an easy thing to do) and still retain 
their lowered tax rate. 

LD 1475 
The committee killed LD1866 (see "Three Strikes" 
in NFF Vol. 7 No. 4), but that was not the end of it. 
Mr. Robbins, perhaps thinking that all industry lands 
under the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) would 
be exempt, said, "I do believe that it is a good idea for 
the forest service to perform periodic, random audits 
of cutting operations to make sure that those who 
have filed harvest plans under the tree growth tax law 
are in fact following those plans." . 

Donald Mansius, the acting director of the 
Maine Forest Service, supported deleting all of 1866 
but the audit. To the chagrin of industry lobbyists, 
Mansius stated that FSC certified lands might be 
exeqipt from the audit, but not SFI- which is not a 
genuine third-party audit program. The committee 
went along with the suggestion and transferred the 
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4-Lane East-West 

1-----a-ud-it-s-ec-t1-. o-n,-a-s -am_e_n_d-ed_b_y-th_e_M-FS-in-to_L_D_14_7_5 __ ----, H i g h vv a y N O n s e n s e 
Was the timber industry happy? No it was not. What 

followed was some very intense lobbying to try to kill LD 
1475. Abby Holman, the Executive Director of the Maine 
Forest Products Council, sent out a legislative alert that told 
of the horrors of iD 1475: "[It] creates a mechanism to 
kick landowners out if they are found in 'non-compliance' 
through periodic, random audits by the Maine Forest 
Service of forest management and harvest plans to 'ensure 
accountability of landowners' enrolled in Tree 
Growth."(Holman's emphasis) . Imagine kicking out "non
compliant" landowners and assuring "accountability"! Who 
else but those abusing the program would find such lan
guage threatening? Even liquidators should get subsidies, 
right? 

Ms. Holman called for legislators to demonstrate "leg
islative courage." "What is legislative courage?" she asked. 
"It is when a legislator votes with his or her constituency 
rather than under pressure of a special interest group," she 
answered. 

A very small percentage of the population has land 
under Tree Growth. The General Fund reimburses towns 
to the tune of around 5 .5 million dqllars a year. The tax 
shift within towns is even greater. Who are the "special 
interest groups"? Not the timber industry, according to 
Holman, "you are not a special interest group, but a real 
person who has real concerns and you should be the one to 
whom they listen." What about the other taxpayers who 
may not want to subsidize liquidation? 

Holman blamed LD 1475 on Donald Sussman "the 
Connecticut multimillionaire who financed Jonathan 
Carter's campaigns" She argued that industry constituents 
should "help provide [legislators] with the legislative 
courage they need to vote against the special interest of 
Donald Sussman and his gang of hired contract lobbyists." 
Later in her alert she went so far as to say that "Any legisla
tive victory for Sussman is a defeat for us." 

This is an extraordinary speech coming from one of 
the prime hired lobbyists for one of the most powerful spe
cial-interest groups in the state. The wording on tht! bill 
did not come from Sussman, it came from the Maine Forest 
Service. As previously mentioned, the president of the 
Maine Forest Products Council, Jim Robbins, even 
endorsed the idea of al). audit during the hearing on LD 
1866. Apparently, Ms. Holman assumes that just the men
tion of the name of Jonathan Carter as being associated 
with a bill should be sufficient to kill it. In this case, Mr. 
Carter had nothing to do with the wording of the bill. 

LD 1475 got through the Taxation Committee with 
"ought to pass." The Maine Senate voted to send the bill to 
the Agriculture, Con~ervation, and Forestry Committee 
(which has been death to any forestry legislation but one-a 
bill, LD 1888, from SWOAM to make it more difficult for 
towns to pass local forestry ordinances). Surprisingly, in a 
completely partisan vote, the committee voted to table 
(rather than kill) the bill with a one vote majority. This 
means that the issue will rise again in the next legislative 
sess10n. 

Representative Paul Volenik, the legislator who intro
duced LD 1866, told me about the challenges for the next 
sess10n: 

We will now have another nine months to convince the 
Legislature that tax incentives with requirements can bring 
good forestry, while the other side will have nine months to 
convince the Legislature that bad is good, up is down, war is 
peace, pesticides don' t kill people, people kill people, a low 
tax base is good for the economy, public means private, the 
U.N. is planning on occupying Wytopitlock instead of 
Kosovo, global warming doesn' t exist, but even if it does, it 
will be good as it will bring more carbon dioxide to help the 
trees grow, algae blooms are pretty, corporate citizens are 
good citizens because they don't have children to burden our 
school systems, and three years is a long time to own a mil
lion acres of land. Perhaps next year is finally the year the 
Legislature acts responsibly. Stranger things have happened! 
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The board of Friends of 

the Boundary Mountains 

voted unanimously to join 

with the Maine Sporting 

Camp Association in oppos

ing development of any 

four-lane east-west highway 

corridors in Maine. We 

believe such development 

would be wasteful, contrary 

to the economic interests of · 

northern and western 

the long-term economic 
interest of northern and 
western Maine to become a 
major transportation corri
dor for the northeastern 
United States, the Province 
of Quebec, and the 
Canadian maritime 
provinces. As residents of 
western Maine, we believe 
just the opposite. We believe 
our relative remoteness and 
inaccessibility, the charm 
and slow pace of our small 

Finally, the specific mis
s ion of Friends of the 
Boundary Mountains is to 
safeguard the Boundary 
Mountains from develop 
ment and to conserve the 
area for traditional uses of 
recreation and forestry. It is 
hard to imagine how a four
lane highway could be built 
through northern Franklin 
County and the Boundary 
Mountains to a point at or 
near Coburn Gore without 

Transportation Corridor or Wild & Remote? Photo by Conrad Heeschen 

Maine, and detrimental to 

the environment and com

munities in those regions. 

We urge the state legislature 

to cut off the study of this 

proposal and not spend any 

more public funds, state or 

federal, on it. 
Of far greater benefit to 

year-round residents, to vis
itors, and to Maine's econo
my than a four -lane east
:west highway would be an 
upgrading of our existing 
highway network to provide 
safe, efficient access to all 

· corners of the state. The 
recent improvements made 
on Route 150 from 
Skowhegan to Guilford pro- . 
vide the model. Route 150 
is now a highway that pro
vides safe, comfortable trav
el while fitting into the 
landscape and leaving the 
small towns it serves intact. 
Such highways provide good 
access to our small commu
nities without destroying 
the qualities that make them 
attractive and livable. 

Proponents of a four
lane highway believe it is in 

The Northern Forest Forum 
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towns, and the beauty of our 
uncluttered landscape will 
be economic assets of ines
timable value in the coming 
decades. Northern and 
western Maine are among 
the few strongholds of 
undeveloped land left in the 
Northeast. 

J f present projections 

are accurate and the popula
tion of this country grows 
by half again its present size 
over the next fifty years, 
Maine's greatest asset will 
be its "backwardness." If we 
are truly forward-looking, 
we will recognize that back
wardness for the irreplace
able asset it is. Maine could 
still be the way life ought to 
be for the very reason that 
you won't be able to get here 
from there at 75 miles per 
hour. We think visitors who 
value what rural Maine has 
to off er will be willing to 
drive an hour or two longer 
on a two-lane road to get it. 
Indeed, they'll probably 
enjoy the trip a lot more 
than they would on a high
speed (our-lane highway. 

massive impacts on the area. 
The blasting, bulldozing, 
and filling that would be 
necessary in this rugged and 
beautiful terrain would be 
an environmental disaster 
for the region. 

We concur wholeheart
edly with the Maine 
Sporting Camp Association 
that Maine stands to lose 
much more than it could 
possibly gain from a four
lane east-west highway. 
This idea has been consid
ered and abandoned before 
in this century. It is time to 
retire it again. 

FRIENDSOFTHE 
BOUNDARY MOUN

TAINS 
April 23, 1999 

Contact: Jo 
Josephson,207-778-2021 

P. 0. Box204 
Buckfield, Maine 

04220 
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CoastalWatezsWa t ch 

OILSHIPPERS, ENVIROS, AGENCIES SPAR 

OVER OILTANKER RULES 
King's legal advisor says rules 

will stand federal challenge 

by Ron Huber 

AUGUSTA-In a dramatic ending 

to a bruising Junt 9th encounter 
between oil industry lobbyists and 
coastal protection advocates over 
who has the right to enforce oil
tanker safety on Maine's "marine 
highway." the Maine Attorney 
General's office told the Maine 
Board of Environmental Protection, 
and federal and global opponents of 
the state's oil tanker safety rules, that 
Maine's power to control oil tankers 
in state waters "would · pass 
Constitutional scrutiny" if chal
lenged by federal and multinational 
interest before the United States 
Supreme Court. 

Federal officials and a 
global oil tanker trade group 
called INTERTANKO are 
jointly petitioning the US 
Supreme Court to hear their 
emergency appeal of states' 
rights to check on oil ships 
operating in state waters. They 
have asked Maine to suspend 
its oil tanker rules before the 
High Court hears the INTER
TANKO case, claiming they 
need more time to understand 
and comment on the state rules. 

David Sait, Maine's direc
tor of Response Services, made 
the case to the Board for pass
ing the revised oil tanker rules 
in their existing form. Sait was 
accompanied by MDEP oil 
experts Stacey Ladner and Rick 
Kaselis. 

"Just as our state cops keep 
Mainers safe from tired truck
ers, Maine also keeps its 
Marine Highways safe from 
tired tankers," said Ron Huber, 
director of Maine's Coastal 
Waters Project. 

Huber and representatives 
of several other environmental 
organizations, including 
Conservation Law Foundation 
and Friends of Casco Bay, 
spoke in favor of the proposed 
rules. 

"The oil tanker industry is 
no different from any other 
transportation business," said 
Penobscot BayWatch's Herb 
Hoche. "We should no more 

exempt them from passing state 
safety inspections than we do 
Canadian truckers using 
Maine's interstates. I think the 
Board will agree." 

TIN response to a Board 
inquiry, MDEP's David Sait 
asked Maine assistant Attorney 
General Mary Sauer to give the 
Board the Attorney General's 
position on whether Maine's oil 
tanker safety rules were consis
tent with the US Constitution. 
Sauer said that their office had 
looked at the rules, examined 
the court cases brought by 
industry against Washington 
state r:ules and met with 
Washington state officials and 
come to the conclusion that 
Maine could . sustain a chal
lenge. 

Thi~ unexpected revelation 
of high level support for the 
rules set rumors flying that 
Governor Angus King will 
allow Maine to join the newly · 
forming alliance of US coastal 
states mounting a collective 
defense of their right to regu
late the growing fleet of oil 
tankers that annually move bil
lions of gallons of dangerous 
cargo. 

An . even higher level of 
support from an unexpected 
quarter is also cheering coastal 
protectors. The Supreme Court 
h~s been petitioned by the oil 
tanker industry in . a Writ of 
Certiorari which a~ks the Court 
to set aside Washington state 
barge arid tanker laws. 

Court watchers say tlie 
High Court is expected to take 
the case. Environmentalists are 
encouraged by the June 23rd 
decision upholding and even 
qpanding states' rights. 

' Speaking for the majority, 
Justice Kennedy wrote, 
"Although the Constitution 
grants broad powers to 
Congress, our feder,alism 
requires that Congress treat the 
states in a manner consistent 
with their status as residuary 
sovereigns and joint partici
pants in the governance of the 
nation." 

TASK FORCE ATLANTIS SHADOWS 

NEW ENGLAND SCALLOPERS 
A group of cod,restoration

minded activists, fishermen, and 
scientists are keeping close watch 
on the activities of i:he scallop 
fleets presently deploying from 
New Bedford as they carry out a 
controversial dredge fishery on 
Georges Bank, in the middle of 
recovering essential cod habitat, 
and are preparing to deploy a con
servation buoy rigged with a 'web 
cam' in a nearby protected juvenile 
cod nursery to deter incursions of 
the protected area by scallopers. 
Coast -Guard fisheries enforce
ment officials and a NOAA fish
eries scientist say that the infor
mation gained could aid in off
shore protected area management, 
and may be duplicated elsewhere, 
including the Pacific coast. 

"If the scallopers stay below 
latitude 41.30, they can scrape in 
peace," - said Ron Huber, 
spokesman for Task ·Force 
Atlantis, a Maine-based .group· 
that was galvanized into existence 
by the opening of Georges Bank's 
recovering cod grounds to scallop 
dredging. "If you go north of that 
line with operational fishing gear, 
be ready to smile for the camera." 

As Georges Bank's seascape 
recovers, it has begun to provide 
safe harbor for the spat of all of 
the Bank's wild animals and 
plants. Scallop meadows, tree 
coral forests, sponge fields, 
anemone dotted cliffs and canyon 
walls, and even giant kelp, have 
begun to re-appear, and the bank's 
fishes, too, their livi-ng homes 
restoring, have begun to reappear. 

More than a thousand square 
miles of recovering Essential Cod 
Habitat, however, were recently 
opened to scallop draggers in areas 
of southern and ,central Georges' 
Bank, following successful lobby
ing efforts by former 
Congressman · Gerry Studds . and 
others to gain an exemption to the 
closure, over the objections of the 
mainstream scientific . community 
and conservation groups. 

The Task Force Atlantis 
group will deploy several remote 
sensing conservation buoys within 
a 250 square mile designated juve
nile cod nursery area on the 
Northern Edge US/Canada 
undersea border area of Georges 
Bank. The buoys use a combina
tion of randomly activated web
cam and passive sensors to detect 

. vessels entering the closed area; 
this information will be uplinked 
via satellite ,phone to the Task 
Force's Shore Group for uploading 
onto their world wide web page. 

Vessels deployed by Task 
Force Atlantis from lo<:ations in 
Maine and·Massachusetts will also 
be examining the sea floor of the 
protected area to deter if unlawful 
dredger incursions have taken 
place. 

Task Force Atlantis leader 

Ron Huber said that the deploy
ment of remote sensors offshore 
will be critical in management of 
offshore marine protected areas. 

"The Coasties simply don't 
have the resources and time to 
babysit every offshore protected 
area. As our sensor buoys will 
demonstrate, round- the -clock 
oversight of these offshore areas 
can take place from the comfort of 
home or office." 

In response to concerns that 
the buoys represent an incursion 
of Big Brother into ,the offshore 
fishing grounds, Huber said 
"Protecting the public's property 
on Georges Bank from theft or 
damage is just as important as 
protecting money banks on land. 
There are a lot of valuable 
resources in both kinds of'bank'." 

"Anyone that tries to unlaw
fully plunder Georges Bank's pro
tected areas," Huber added, "bet
ter be prepared to face the legal 
consequences of doing so. The 
wild west days of free ranging over 
the public's offshore property, are 

' over. 

Noting concerns by marine 
scientists from the United States 
and Canada, who have seperately 
predicted that the buoy cam's lives 
will be cut short by gunfire from 
privacy-craving fishermen, Huber 
said, "That's just a chance we'll 
have to take. Over time, these 
guys are going to come to under
stand that they are fishing the 
public's fish on public property, at 
the public's pleasure. If it is the 
public's pleasure that certain areas 
be freed of industrial activity, 
they'll have to learn to live with it. 
The logging industry has survived 
the designation of Baxter state 
park. The fishing industry is about 
to learn that it willsurvive the des
ignation of the Gates of Atlantis 
Park, too." 

A rocky and biologically rich 
region of rugged undersea land
scapes, the so-called "Gates of 
Atlantis" area of Northern 
Georges Bank was the first place 
in the North Atlantic to receive 
the Groundfish Habitat Area of 
Particular Concern (HAPC) des
ignation by the New England 
Fishery Management Council and 
the federal government. 
' Centered at Latitude 42 

degrees NORTH Longitude 67 
degrees WEST, the protected area 
will form . the central core of a 
planned Hague Line international 
marine wilderness area, spanning 
1,500 square miles of sunken 
canyons, rugged seamounts, 
underwater prairies and other wild 
offshore ocean lands within five 
kilometers of the US/Canada off
shore border as it crosses the Gulf 
of Maine and Georges Bank. 
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UffeDATE ON MAINE'S BIG LAND &MILL SALES 
© 1999 Jym St. Pierre 

An article on "Doing Deals in Maine'; in the 

Mid Spring issue of the Forum detailed the 
major land and mill sales which have occurred 
during the past year in the paper plantation state. 
The prevailing paradigm in Maine continues to 
be shaken at its foundation. 

On April 13, Sappi, the South African 
owner of the old S.D. Warren paper mill in 
Westbrook announced it was closing the pulp 
mill there and shutting down a paper machine. 
That meant the loss in late June of 315 of the 
810 jobs at the facility. Sappi had already sold all 
of its 905,000 acres of forestland in Maine last 
fall to Plum Creek Timber Company. 

On April 26, Georgia-Pacific Corp. 
announced it was going to sell its 446,000 acres 
in Maine to unnamed investors for an undis
closed sum. The news of the sale of G-P's Maine 
lands came just two weeks after the company 
said it would sell its 390,000 acres in New 
Brunswick to the provincial government there for 
$41 million. The G-P lands straddling the inter
national border include most of the St. Croix 
watershed. However, New Brunswick, unlil<e 
Maine, recognizes the value of large public lands. 
Approximately }:ialf of the province of New 
Brunswick is already in public ownership, nearly 
eight million acres compared to less than six per
cent of the state of Maine. Finally, in late June, 
Maine Times revealed that the buyers of 
Georgia-Pacific's Maine lands are Yale 
University's pension fund and McDonald 
Investment Company of Alabama. The price is 
about $55 million or only $125/acre. The low 
price reflects the poor tree stocking condition of 
the lands due to excessive logging. These land 
sales leave the future uncertain for G-P's three 
mills in Maine, a pulp and papermill, a stud mill, 
and a composite board plant. The company says 
the mills are "doing really well" and will not be 
dumped like the land. Perhaps. 

On May 19, Bowater abruptly announced its 
intention to sell all of its Great Northern Paper 
properties in Maine to Inexcon, a small company 
based in Quebec that specializes in rescuing 
businesses on the brink. GNP qualifies. After 
more than a year of failing to attract a buyer, 
Bowater was within months of shutting down 
the GNP mill in Millinocket. Inexcon plans to 
buy not only the paper mill in Millinocket but 

also the mill in East Millinocket, and Great 
Northern's huge hydropower system and remain
ing forest lands here totaling close to 380,000 
acres. According to research by The Katahdin 
Times, lnexcon Papers is a new company incor
porated in April just a week before its two prin- · 
cipals, Joseph Kass and Lambert Bedard, arrived 
in Millinocket to kick the tires of the Bowater 
assets. Inexcon owns no mills and employs no 
papermakers, but Kass and Bedard claim to have 
more than 60 years of combined experience in 
the paper industry. 

Bowater had been cooperating with a group 
of its mill employees who were trying to put 
together financing to buy, at first, just the 
Millinocket mill, then, by the beginning of May, 
all of the GNP real estate. How desperate 
Bowater is to sell its Maine holdings is demon
strated by how suddenly it suspended negotia
tions over the worker ESOP (Employee Stock 
Ownership Plan) proposal, and how quickly 
Bowater agreed to sell to a couple of guys from 
Canada who say they have financial backing to 
buy and restructure Great Northern Paper. No 
one will reveal the sale price, who is backing the 
purchase, or wh~ther some or all of the lands will 
be resold. 

The sale comes at the· moment in history 
when Great Northern is marking its centennial 
anniversary. But the old Great Northern Paper is 
long gone. The end began in 1970 when the 
company merged with Nekoosa Edwards Paper 
of Wisconsin to create Great Northern Nekoosa. 
In 1990, Georgia-Pacific took over Great 
Northern Nekoosa in a hostile purchase, then 
sold off the Maine properties in 1991 to Bowater 
of South Carolina. So after 100 years of paper
making, thirty years of neglect, and three (soon 
to be four) owners within a decade, Great 
Northern may have something to celebrate this 
year. May is the key word. lnexco.n has already 
told union officials it wants concessions in work
er benefits. It will not follow through with mod
ernization of the East Millinocket mill. It is cal
culating how many jobs will not be needed in the 
new incarnation of the company. And the sale 
has not even closed yet. 

On June 29, Mead Corp. said it planned to 
shut down four uncoated paper machines at its 
Rumford mill by the end of the year. That will 
slash its workforce of 1,400 in the state by 200 

jobs. Mead is shifting production of security 
papers from Maine to Ohio. The company said it 
is cutting back here because the machines are 
very old and it wants to focus on making coated 
papers. 

Some of the impacts of the t,ig land and mill 
changes are starting to be felt. McDonald 
Investment Company, for instance, has stirred up 
a hornets nest in the north woods this summer 
by putting the 656,000 acres it bought this year 
from Bowater under the recreational manage
ment of North Maine Woods, Inc. NMW has · 
established a revamped gate system. New resi
dent day use fees and camping fees for everyone 
have angered a lot of visitors who have been 
lashing out. Leaseholders have to pay higher 
access fees and several businesses located behind 
the gates have seen business drop by as much as 
50 percent. The Maine Leaseholders Association 
is threatening to sue. The restaurant at Pittston 
Farm may close. A force representing the 
Millinocket Fin & Feather Club showed up at 
one gate to practice some semi-civil disobedi
ence. After the NMW attendant broke down in 
tears, the Fin & Feather guys left. Following the 
first couple of weekends under the new system, 
one NMW checkpoint attendant said "We 
should have gotten com~at pay." 
As the advantages of the old system evaporate, 
more and more people are recognizing the bene
fits of restoring to public ownership a lot more 
areas iri the Maine Woods, such as the 
Moosehead-Katahdin region, which are impor
tant for traditional recreation. 

Jym St. Pierre is Maine Director of RESTORE: 
The North Woods, 7 North Chestnut Street, 
Augusta, ME 04330, 207-626-5635, 
jym@restore.org. RESTORE is promoting the estab
lishment of a new 3.2-million-acre Maine Woods 
National Park & Preserve. 



MAINE'S WILD LAKES & LURC's ERRORS OF OMMISSION 

by Russell DuPree 

G overnor King's land purchase plans, will 

focus on southern Maine. That much is 

indicated by the final report of the State 

Planning Office's Land Acquisition 

Priorities Advisory C ommittee, which sub

ordinates concern for the northwoods region, 

listing it under "Other Important .. . 

Priorities." Says LAPAC, the wildness and 

remoteness of this region "are not immedi

ately threatened ... as long as present land 

use patterns continue ... "(1) 

The existing level of protection, repre

sented in part by the Land Use Regulation 

Commission's lakes plan, spells doom, over 

the long term, for the relative continuity of 

Maine's wildlands and the undeveloped 

character of most of the lakes in. the north

woods. Maine faces a fragmerttation of forest 

lands and disruption of habitat amounting to 

a "sea change" in the LURC territory. 

LURC's LAKES MANAGEMENT 

CLASSIFICATIONS 
The new state law, LD 1730, prohibiting jet skis from 
three protected classifications oflakes within the 
jurisdiction of the Maine Land Use Regulation 
Commission (LURC) ought to generate some curios
ity regarding LURC's management plan for its lakes, 
including its lakes classification system, and what this 
plan means in terms of protection or possible devel
opment in Maine's northwoods. 

The lakes management plan has particular 
importance for advocates of a giant northwoods 
region closed to development, because the plan serves 
as part of LURC's strategy to shield core regions of its 
territory from development. Unfortunately, LURC's 
strategy is at best a delaying action- to which the 
lakes plan contributes some weaknesses of its own. 

LURC, created in 1971 as a division of Maine's 
Department of Conservation, decides zoning and 
permitting issues within a region equaling approxi
mately half the state, comprised mostly of unorga
nized townships and concentrated primarily in the 
northern half of Maine. D evelopment pressure on 
this region, which peaked about 199, has stayed at a 
high level since, causing mounting concern. T he state 
began a survey in 1986 to identify lakes especially 
worthy of protection and to put together a more 
coherent management plan. 

The result was an Amendment of the 
Comprehensive Land Use Plan, adopted by the com
mission in June, 1990. It includes LURC's Wildlands 
Lake Assessment, completed in 1987, which evaluates 
and classifies as to resource value each of the commis
sion's 1,500 or so "great ponds" (ponds ten acres or 
more in size), and An Action Program for 
Management, completed in 1988, put together in 
cooperation with large landowners, giving each lake a 
management classification identifying how much it 
will be protected or developed. 

As a resource assessment, the Amendment pro
vides a huge amount of valuable data, but the man
agement classifications need to be substantially 
changed to be part of a serious strategy to safeguard 
the undeveloped character of LURC core regions. 
The resource classifications are a grading of each 
LURC lake based on its fisheries , wildlife, scenery, 
shoreline character, botanic features, cultural features, 
and physical features (as its geology or hydrology), 
with equal weight being given to each of the seven_ 
categories. To receive the top resource rating of"lA'', 
denoting a lake of "statewide significance", a lake 
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must be rated "Outstanding" in at least two categories 
or "Outstanding" in one category plus "Significant" in 
four more. "lB" lakes, having one outstanding natural 
feature, are also considered of"statewide significance." 

Even allowing the assessment's authors' caveat 
that its ratings are minimal (2), there is a glaring 
weakness in this system: An "Outstanding" rating for 
a large lake such as Baskehegan or Spednik might 
have many times the value of a similar rating for a 
smaller lake simply because of the quantitative factor. 

(Spednik and Baskehegan, the parts of them in 
LURC's jurisdiction (around 13,000 acres) approach 
in size the area of all the "gem" lakes and remote 
ponds (207 in number) that LURC has made off-lim
its to development (15,781 acres). 

To put it another way, the merely "Significant" 
fisheries of Baskehegan or Spednik may be quantita
tively so significant as to be, in fact, very outstand
ing---deserving of a rating that reflects this. 
Additionally, from the standpoint of biological values, 
giving each of the categories equal weight skews the 
assessment's final grading; Scenic value, after all, is 
purely aesthetic. 

LURC, by its size-unspecific grading system, has 
hurt the prospects of many of our, most valuable lakes 
of receiving the recognition and protection they merit. 
But this is a minor flaw of methodology compared to 
the grim significance of the management classifica
tions, which reveal the commission's 

MC 1, 6, and 2, which are for "undeveloped" lakes 
only, account for 18.3 % of all LURC lake acreage. 
These are the lakes on which jet skis are prohibited. 
(One needs to consider that there's a lot more unde
veloped shoreline than the "undeveloped" category 
reveals. Under LURC guideline; a lake which aver
ages more than one development unit per mile of 
shoreline is classified as "developed" even though it 
may be overwhelmingly characterized by undevelop
ment. A case in point, Ragged Lake, which appeared 

undeveloped from the air, had to be reclassified as 
"developed" because of objections from the owner, 
Great Northern Paper). 

CLASS 7 LAKES 

The commission has the majority of its undeveloped 
lakes (196,962 acres), in a catch-all class, Class 7 
(which additionally includes many developed lakes 
that make Class 7 the home of over half of all LURC 
lake acreage). Class ? lakes have been dispensed an 
old-fashioned prescription of "multiple use", includ
ing "recreation'', one element of which, historically, 
has been residential development. There are 111,470 
acres of undeveloped "lA'' and "lB" lakes in Class 7, 
among them, Baskehegan, Chamberlain, East Grand, 
Millinocket (south of Baxter), Seboomook, Spednik, 
and U mbagog, more than the entire amount pre
served in MC 1, 6, and 2. (An even larger amount of 

"lA'' and "lB" lakes can be 
overwhelming support to potential 
development: 81.7 %, by acreage, of all 
LURC lakes are classified for further 
development without any radical pre
scriptions for protection (as of this writ
ing) . A blanket prohibition on develop
ment was never intended for more than 
some "best examples": Only 2.6 %, by 
acreage, ofLURC lakes-Management 
Class 1 (MC 1, whose average lake size 
is 348 acres) and Class 6 (MC 6, 

81.7 %, BY ACREAGE, OF ALL 

LURC LAKES ARE CLASSI

FIED FOR FURTHER DEVEL

OPMENT WITHOUT ANY 

RADICAL PRESCRIPTIONS 

FOR PROTECTION. 

found among the developed 
Class 7 lakes) . 

The most significant 
thing about Class 7 is that, 
along with MC 1, 6, and 2, 
it embraces undeveloped 
lakes in LURC's roughly 
identified core regions , the 
"heart" of the northwoods. 

"Remote ponds" averaging 32 acres)- are protected 
from all development, with a 1/4-mile protection 
zone for the former and 1/2 miles for the latter. 
Rainbow and Katahdin are two of the most notable 
lakes in MC 1. 

At the next best level of protection, Management 
Class 2 (MC 2), which accounts for 15.7% of all 
LURC lake acreage and includes two of Maine's 
biggest lakes (Flagstaff and Chesuncook) and many of 
it most notable ones, development will be permitted, 
averaging one dwelling unit per mile of shoreline 
within a 500-foot protection zone (not counting 
grandfathered parcels and special exceptions). This 
translates to over 600 dwelling units divided among 
the 36 lakes in this class. 

Such as they are then, these protected classes, 

The Northern Forest Forum 

Here the commission says it 
is committed to keeping 

sub-divisions off of lakeshores and, where possible, 
out of the area entirely, finding them inappropriate to 
these wildlands. It does this by applying a rule of 
adjacency, which says a proposed sub-division must be 
located within a mile of an exi~ting ,mb-division. A 
proposed lakeshore sub-division cannot claim adja
cency to a non-lakeshore sub-division, and vice-versa. 

But there are giant loopholes, one being that the 
commission can approve a proposal for a sub-division 
in one of these remote areas if the developer utilizes a 
"Lakes Concept Plan'' or, outside of lakeshores, 
applies for recognition of a "Planned Development 
(D-PD) Subdistrict". In 1996, the Gardner Land 
Company, using a Lakes Concept Plan, tried to sub
divide its land on Snake, Carpenter, and two neigh
boring ponds in the core region northwest of Baxter 
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State Park. The strenuous opposition 
of a coalition of groups including 
Maine Audubon, the Sportsman's 
Alliance, I.F. & W., and others, may 
have been what tipped the scale 
against the attempt.(3) 

CLASS 3 LAKES 

The remaining undeveloped lakes 
(17,973 acres, of which 79 % is "lA'') 
face the full brunt of development 
pressure: Judged "potentially suitable 
for development", they have been 
placed (along with many partially 
developed lakes) in Management 
Class 3 (MC 3), where the commis
sion has even waived the adjacency 
requirement for sub-divisions. 
Pemadumcook, Pocumus, Endless, 
and Fish River Lake are among the 
undeveloped lakes facing the effect of 
this waiver. 

The principal criteria for MC 3 
lakes are 1) location near existing set
tlement 2) no public ownership or 
conservation easement which would 
preclude development on all or the 
major portion of the lake, and 3) , 

l 

superior water quality (4). Full devel-
opment of an MC 3 lake, using the 
commission's general planning guide
line, would mean a limitation of 
"below an average of one dwelling 
unit per 400 feet of shore frontage 
[or] one dwelling unit per ten acres 
oflake surface area". (That would 
allow about 60 dwellings on a lake 
the size ofTogus Pond). Beyond this 
the commission says it will seek to 
prevent further development.(5) It 
seems, however, to contradict itself in 
its treatment of some MC 5 
("Heavily developed") lakes. (See 
below). 

DEVELOPED LAKES 

More discouraging than the fate it 
allows a large majority ( 65. 9%) of its 
undeveloped lakes is the uncertain 
future the commission has laid out 
for its developed lakes: The most 
protection a conservationist can 
count on as a certainty for a LURC 
lake which has already experienced a 
degree of development' is that it has 
been placed in Management Class 4 
("high value, developed lakes"), as 
Ragged Lake, above. In Class 4, 
whose average lake size is 1,800 
acres, the commission will allow what 
it calls "reasonable" development, 
including sub-divisions. Rangeley 
and Cupsuptic lakes, the Togue 
ponds, Upper Wilson, and West 
Carry ponds are among the lakes in 
this class. 

Nearly 48% (by acreage) of 
developed lakes, in MC 3, MC 5, 
and part of MC 7 Developed, is slat
ed for development to the extent that 
each lake's water quality and the 
availability ofbuildable frontage 
allow. Some of the developed lakes 
facing the ravages of MC 3 are 
Indian and First Roach ponds, 
Brassua, Onawa (extremely endan:
gered by water pollution), Caribou, 
Middle Jo-Mary, Ambejejus, South 
Twin, Schoodic, and West Grand 
lakes. 

MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC 

Keeping Wild Character Intact 
A Close Look at Pemadumcook-. One Instance of the Inst!fft~iency 

.. , of LURC's Lakes Assessment 
LURC's management plan was not meant to serve as a tool for preservation beyond 
the levels set in the plan, but it can still be put to that use. Studying it, one gets a fuller 
picture of the state's position as a middle man and the need for renewed advocacy. 
With an eye toward advocacy; the following is a look at issues of preservation in the 
LURC region as they apply to just one sampling of lakes among those facing the full 
brunt of LURC-accelerated development (Ed. Note: For Mr. Duptee's valuable commen

tary on other lakes, please send a stamped, self-addressed envelope to The Northern Forest 
Forum at POB 6 Lancaster, NH 03584.) 
The classification of Pemadumcook Lake (Undeveloped, "1A", 7356 a.) in MC 3 
underscores how LURC's management classification system is in some respects a poli
cy of fragmentation where one can't see the community of lakes for the individual 
lakes . . Recognizing communities of lakes-l*es in a matrix of land-is an essential 
aspect of identifying specific wildlife habitats and, by extension, identifying general 
core regions where the intent is to protect wildlife and keep those regions' natural and 
wild character intact. 
Pemadumcook's shores form the southern perimeter of the 'Debsconeag community of 
lakes. Formerly managed by Great Northern Paper as part of a roadless "Remote 
Recreational Area," this community includes Nahmakanta (MC 2) to the immediate 
west; Rainbow (MC 1) immediately northwest; Third Debsconeag and Passamagam~t 
(both MC 1) immediately to the north, with Baxter Park just beyond; and Lower Jo
Mary (MC 1) immediately to the south. Further highlighting Pemadumcook's impor
tance, a four-mile stretch of the Appalachian Trail runs alongside its west shore. 
Putting a road through to develop any part of Pemadumcook (west of Nicks Gut), or 
the west shore of Ambejejus, would have a negative effect upon the wild character of 
this community of lakes. Discouragingly, logging roads and clearcuts (both of which 
the legislature has lately failed to address) have sunounded Pemadumcook in the last 
two years.(12) 
Pemadumcook deserves protection as part of a northwoods wildlands core, but LURC, 
besides making Pemadumcook a Class 3 lake, has avoided making a commitment to 
establishing the perimeters of such a core other than its crude guideline of encouraging 
development only "within two townships [ distance from] the organized portion of the 
state or existing settlements with public services.''(13) This means that the de facto 
perimeter will erode. Also, a steady growth, year by year, of single-family vacation 
homes is going on within the core, allowed under the adjacency principle and the two
lots-from-one division permitted every five years. 
The worst loophole in the law affecting the northwoods core is the exemption oflarge
lot sub-divisions 1/4 mile away from bodies of water from the commission's review. 
(MRSA 12, Sect. 682, § 2). In these sub-divisions the size of the resulting individual 
parcels must be 40 acres or more. The Patten Corporation, between 1987 and 1993, 
developed half of Upper Enchanted Township in this manner. LURC wants the legis
lature to remove the large-lot exemption, considering it counterproductive. As it says, 
"many values are tied to the maintenance of large blocks of undeveloped forestlands," 
and "the development pattern that has taken place since 1971 is not conducive to pro
tecting these types ofvalues."(14) LURC has nothing good to say about the adjacency 
principle whe.n considering its possible application by large-lot sub-dividers. • 
The ,commission has given some thought to what it would take to designate core 
regions that would be protected absolutely from further development, regions with dis
tinct borders. It has a model on paper for such a region, called a "Natural Character 
Management (M-NC) Subdistrict", designed to maintain the natural and wild charac
ter of certain remote undeveloped areas comprising at least 10,000 contiguous acres of 
the jurisdiction and "to promote their use primarily for forest and agricultural manage

•· ment activities .and primitive recreation". This subdistrict has never been applied and, 
says LURC, "will only be applied if proposed or agreed to by the affected landown
ers.~(15) 
The Nature Conservancy's recent purchase of 185,000 acres in western Aroostook 
County from International Paper and the impending purchase and protection, by the 
NewEngland Forestry Foundation, of development rights to 3/4 of a million .acres of 
Pingree l~d in n.orthern Maine(16) ~ay give LURC an opportunity to nnayyestab
lish such a subdistrict. It seems unlikely, p.owever, that LURC would advocate protect
ing parcels in between M, .. Nc subdistricts, or even join contiguous subdistricts which 
~~d.diffe.rent owners, in order to create a larger subdistrict. It's apparen~from its defin7 

itiorrof the M-NC Subdistrict that LURC's intent, as with its lakes policy, is to.wo-) 
tect only a few prime recreational areas, circumscribed mini-t~gions, nothing .9n a 
granger scale~ · 
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plans for them. Says Nancy Perlson of the 
Rangeley Lakes Heritage Trust, the objec
tions raised at a series of local hearings 
centered on the rule of adjacency, which, 
by favoring rezoning to allow development 
next to existing development- so as to 
steer it away from remote areas- encour
aged over-development of partially built
up lakes. One can imagine a speaker from 
the floor saying that if further develop
ment , by and large, wasn't going to 
improve the quality of a partially devel
oped lake, then the state shouldn't be get
ting into the business of making tradeoffs 
that encouraged it. 
Since that time, the part of 
Mooselookmeguntic's undeveloped west 
shore owned by Bessie Phillips has been 
protected by a private effort, and 29 miles 
ofMoosehead's east shore, in a zone 500 
feet wide, from Lily Bay to the state's con
servation easement next to Mount Kineo, 
may soon be protected in a deal between 
the state and Plum Creek Timber 
Company.(6) As a caution against eupho
ria about the proposed 29 miles of state 
protection, we need to keep in mind that 
LURC still has Moosehead and the five 
other lakes it simultaneously withdrew 
from MC 3 listed as "Potential 
Management Class 3 Lakes". 

7,~00 DWELLINGS FOR. MOOSEHEAD 

Moosehead, twice the size of Sebago and 
3 1/2 times the size of Flagstaff, needs 
much more protection still to prevent it 
from becoming terribly congested. 
LURC's guidelines for desirable develop
ment would allow between 2,400 and 
7,100 dwelling units on Moosehead, per
haps concentrated on the west shore in a 
kind of gigantic cluster zoning. 
Protecting the essential wildness of 
Moosehead requires protecting the vast 
undeveloped forest that surrounds it, as 
well as the 250-500-foot fringe around its 
shore. Some of the lakes integral to this 
protection- Brassua Lake and Long Pond 
on the ·Moose River, and Indian and First 
Roach ponds- have been classified MC 3; 
Ragged Lake, Big Lyford Pond, and 
Upper Wilson Pond are MC 4. If these 
lakes are developed, Moosehead's wilder
ness value will suffer. 

The zoning component of a 1989 
protection plan for Moosehead by Maine 
Tomorrow of Hallowell, besides protectjng 
a big section of the undeveloped east 
shore, would additionally have protected 
the four major islands--Moose, Deer, 
Sugar (now protected), and Farm, placed 
low-density zoning on the remainder of 
the east shore north of Greenville, and 
done the same for the entire shore north 
ofTomhegan Township. (Who would pay 
for this, however, was a sticking point: 
Developers were expected to foot the bill. 
None came forward).(?) 
Focusing protection on major headlands 
such as the Sandbar Tract and the six or 
seven miles of shoreline around Burnt 
Jacket Mountain in Beaver Cove 
Township would complement the idea of 
limiting development to the west side of 
the lake. Also needed are upgraded man
agement classifications for the lakes neigh
boring Moosehead; increased set back 
requirements for home-building along 
rivers that are not already specially pro

tected (Ordinarily, the requirement is only 75 or 100 
feet under basic shoreland zoning(8)); increased 
frontage requirements on these rivers; and restrictions 

LURC originally tried to list Moosehead and a hand-

ful of other large lakes- Mooselookmeguntic, Upper 
and Lower Richardson, Aziscohos, and Square-in 
MC 3 but faced an opposition spearheaded by the 
Mooselookmeguntic Improvement Association and 
withdrew the lakes to Class 7, pending more elaborate Continued Next Page 
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(continued from previous page) that thwart 
the building 

of"Castle Aeries" on the higher elevations 
(Except where the commission agrees with 
submitted evidence that a proposed devel
opment will harm significant scenic values, 
LURC prohibition of mountain home
building doesn't kick in until 2,700 feet 
(9)). 

FURTHER LIMITATIONS TO LURC's 

ASSESSMENT 
Water quality is the most vital issue oflake 
preservation, but conservationists have little 
leverage, within the framework of LURC's 
regulations, to protect the more pollution
vulnerable lakes, identified by LURC as 
"Water Qyality Limiting Lakes," number
ing 1,000, 2/3 of all LURC "great ponds". 
These lakes, if fully developed, would face 
"a significant risk", says LURC, of experi
encing the maximum allowable increase in 
phosphorus.(10) LURC admits its water
quality tests and standards are rudimentary 
( 11), and there is no discussion in the 
Comprehensive Land Use Plan of short
stopping potential water problems on some 
of these lakes by a publidprivate strategy of 
buying development rights to buildable 
frontage. There is only LURC's require
ment of cluster zoning, which, for all the 
good it does, doesn't reduce the number of 
new living units allowed on a lake. 
Finally, LURC has indicated that it intends 
to keep the majority of its lakes in the man
agement classifications they are presently 
in. It will be difficult to shift a lake out of, 
say, MC 7, the catch-all class, and into MC 
2 ("Especially high value, accessible, unde
veloped lakes") . But, at the same time, we 
are told that the lowest resource rating, 
Resource Class 3, can mean a lake has not 
been evaluated or has been only partially 
evaluated, and the lake's overall resource 
value is unknown. LURC has identified 
over a hundred such RC 2 and 3 lakes with 
information missing. One suspects there are 
more. This, coupled with the inadequacies 

. in the resource classification system men
tioned earlier, put LURC's rigidity about its 
management classifications in an unflatter
ing light: Together they show that the man
agement plan represents an accomplished 
deal between large timberland owners and 
the state about how much lake frontage the 
former would donate to public protection 
and what the state would give as a quid pro 
quo. 

MAINE'S PACT WITH LANDOWNERS 

To sum up, LURC has severely restricted or 
prohibited development on a significant 
percentage-18.3%, by acreage-of the 
lakes in its jurisdiction. According to Fred 
Todd of LURC, the percentage of preserva
tion was not "preordained" but involved the 
commission's gut sense of what was feasible. 

. It makes sense that the commission's long
standing working relatioqship with 
landowners in its region would enable it to 
make informed guesses as to what each 
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major owner's contribution to a lake preser
vation plan might be. However, says Todd, 
"the subsequent agreement was not to a 
man. Some landowners were mighty upset 
and contemplated legal action." 
The fact that the plan represents a willing 
(if begrudging) contribution by the affected 
owners could excite enthusiasm; on the 
other hand, it could cause a sobering real
ization that the state will not likely initiate 
a move toward preservation goals in the 
LURC region beyond the scope of the lakes 
plan or beyond "fringe" protection of a few 
key lakes such as Moosehead and Flagstaff 
To do so might jeopardize the agreement 
with land-owners that the plan represents. 
Such a commitment to the plan could 
explain the state's failure in the period pre
ceding the most recent flurry of giant tim
berland sales to follow through on the rec
ommendation of the Land Acquisition 
Priorities Advisory Committee that the 
state actively solicit federal Land and Water 
Conservation Fund money and money 
available through the Forest Legacy pro
gram for northern forest protection.(12) 
Having these funds in hand-even just pur
suing them-might commit the state to a 
larger preservation goal in the LURC 
region than it wishes. 

Russell DuPree lives and works in 
Freeport, Maine. 
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Allagash Wilderness Waterway 
Management Plan Released 

by Jon Luoma 

The much debated and long awaited (30 years') management plan for 
the Allagash Wilderness Waterway was released by Maine's Department 
of Conservation this past January. The result of almost 3 years' work by 
Bureau of Parks and Lands staff and a citizen advisory board, the plan 
was, astonishingly, the Wilderness Waterway's first management plan 
since its establishment in 1966. 

Some new policies include: 
• Most controversially, new vehicle access at John's Bridge, just north 

of Eagle Lake and south of Churchill Lake, will be permitted as of 
2000. 

•Closure of parking (never strictly legal to begin with) at the bridge 
across Allagash Stream, and of a foot trail from the bridge to Little 
Allagash Falls. 

•The seeking of "opportunities for agreements from landowners in 
the One Mile Area" (mostly still private land) "for state acquisition of 
land, or interests in land, before such lands are sold or leased to others." 

•Consideration of one parcel of public land within the Mile Area as 
an ecological reserve. 

•Allowing all-terrain vehicles in the Waterway "between January 1 
and March 31, except for within one mile of Allagash Lake." 

•The creation of an advisory "council" of "users and interested par
ties." 

Other policies may lead to relocation of roads near the water and 
the closing of the spur logging roads after timber harvesting. (These 
spur roads have proved notoriously difficult to close in the past .. ) 

In general, the plan protects true wilderness values best in the 
Allagash Lake/ Allagash Stream area (essentially a side trip, where 
motors have always been prohibited and access is more difficult), while 
these values are permitted to erode in many cases w_ithin the bulk of the 
Waterway. But much depends on the individuals doini; management in 
the future. 

The John's Bridge decision, controversial within the Bureau itself, 
was finally made by Conservation Commissioner Ron Lovaglio, with 
Governor Angus King's support, against staff recommendations. "The 
John's Bridge issue," said Commissioner Lovaglio, "is a clear example of 
our challenge to strike a balance between accommodating recreational 
uses while preserving the wilderness character of the waterway." Left 
unasked is how much "accommodation" wilderness character can take. 
As the Maine Sunday Telegram editorialized: 

"(t)he problem with the state's view of the fabled Allagash 
Wilderness Waterway is that it doesn't really regard the river and its 
associated lakes, ponds, and streams as wilderness. Thoreau's "universally 
stern and savage" aspect, as he wrote of the Allagash, is an alien concept 
at the Maine Department of Conservation." 

Part of the problem is that, within the Bureau of Parks and Lands 
bureaucracy, the Wilderness Waterway's status has gradually been whit
tled back until it essentially is no different from any other state park's. 
There is no clear mandate either for the Waterway or for any other 
state-managed parcel, to manage for true wilderness values (or even, 
generally, just limited vehicle access). 

Allagash management has been further complicated and possibly 
endangered by the Bureau's decision to fire long-time Waterway manag
er (formerly supervisor) Tim Caverly, for insubordination. Caverly spoke 
at the final management plan public hearing last year in favor of wilder
ness values, and was subsequently issued a written reprimand. He has 
also been charged with gender bias by several female employees. "I will 
vigorously fight this," said Caverly, and PEER (Public Employees for 
Environmental Responsibility) will challenge the firing. 

Artist and ardent canqeist j on Luoma provided this Allagash summary 
(and this issue's cover) on his way out the door to canoe the Allagash. 

Copies of the Allagash management plan are available from the Maine 
Department of Conservation, 22 State House Station, Augusta, 
Maine 04333-0022 or on the Department's web site at 
www.state.me.us/dodallaga_sh 
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Letterftom Maine 
We may have, for only 
the second time I know of, 
a state regulatory body that 
rejects economic blackmail. 
A Washington county blue
berry packer wants to pump 
down the Downeast rivers 
for irrigation, in the critical 
low-water period of the 
vanishing Atlantic salmon' s 
cycle. The Land Use 
Regulatory Commission 
restricted Cherryfield Food' 
s water use, despite the 
company' s invoking its 
self-proclaimed economic 
importance and its assertion that blueberry cultiva
tion, compared to forested land~ ~ugments stream 
flow. The, best exchange, betyveen the company man
ager andJeffrey Perry, a commissioner, who rejected 
the number-of-jobs argument and asked i4 denied 
more water, the ()nadian-owned company "Y?u1d 
leave fytaine? (Only thereviv~ Maine '..fimeireport-
ed this passage.) ' · •·•·•· · •. > · .. 

When the late Great Northern Paper Cq. W'ant.:. 
ed the Big A damsite on .th~ :genobsCot, they 
promised someftiing ll~e 1400 Jobs in the mill if they 
were given the hydro power; c9ritnuty tQ resen~ 
report that they were i-efused, LURC gr~tr4 th~ 
dlUll license,. BUT, it was conditioned on the 1400 or 
so jobs GNP had promise~. :No.Odam, GNP's bluff · 
had been c~ed: •··· · 

Whatever you make .ofb{ · ·yersityi b.~re 
something in 'l'he Restless Siia Rt>berf l<u~ig. 
about species diversity .in. the deep; Oi;i a. large scale, . 
the deep sea is comparatively stable, co~pareg,with 
shallow•·and.more storin-tossed w(l,ters, and .. th.is sfa .. , 
bility is prerequisite.• to 91versity; dis~,;l',1:1.nce QV~ a 
small area create1rthe sUverse mosai<:, BµJ, ov~r a 
large area disturbance reduces c<>mplexity and (}iyt;t
sity. Does dtls remind anyone ofw~t1t¥aine indtis-
trialJprestry has ac;1c-0mplishe ·· · 

· After the e'kettitive 
Americitn·Forest 
market-cf riven pr9fessi9p;'.' 
that SAF was. blind to,,· 

be taken as a working definition of prostitution. All 
the more startling that their magazine of June '99 
would turn up a factor measuring sustainability that 

' I haven't encountered. 
The piece is called 
Defining Stand-Level 
Sustainability / Exploring 
Stand-Level Stewardship. 
It argues "for a more eco
logically an~ socially 
based forestry." It doesn't 
come from a US school. 
but from the University of 
British Columbia, and is 
based on a model calculat
ing wh.at may happ~n 
under a few ratµer sunple 
forest regimens. What J 

found challenging was this: "Users may also track 
several social indicators of sustainability, such as eco,
nofuic summaries, employment, an9 ner energy b49-
gets.'' Note that jobs is an output of this model. 

A call to the Maine Bureau ofLabOr Statistics 
yieldeg little on tl1e. numbers of those producing 
logs/pulpwood) and chips. Sue~ information, 4ad 

, politicians wanted it, .y:as what our big 1andovyners 
wr11te.d, ~ept<>4tf of thf public eye-they maintained.
the fiction that none of-those in the woods were 
empl9yees; arid, lfonce; needed rio insurapce, social 
security, ,or :unempldyment support. And, of course, 

1they then avoid .f~porting the commuting 
Canadians~ the woodsmen ofpreference? 

· The latest emergence of the Land For Mai~~•s · · 
FufUI'e scam to bob up is here in Hancock County: 
Th~ de.u is for a fOVYJl;§hip of 20,000 acres, forming 
one side ofNicatouS Lake, with a lot of islands. Thh{ 
lanq was part of DilUllond-Intemational' s holdings, 
:1~1· liq\Jidated. Ost~nsibly, the Robbins family 
:sa."'1'mill bought the parcel, with the right to cut qnly 
w-hite plne, The deeds confer all other timber t◊' 
Ohatrtplon~rnt. for an amount to be .determined 
iater;. .f;hampion is joint owner. The property trans-
fer tax was paiq .. So farf qui~e .;convep,tional. . Well, 
ih,ere isa rn().;tgage} '$9.5 P1illion.faax;,cheld .by Farm 

it;,.vvhich does t~~l sott ef dc;~Jnvolving {o!e§t 
. n: Farm\ Cred~t. iS pttblif>ro()ney. . 

. gazines •. ·.I .f9undJt.. 

your application is endorsed by a paper company. 

So Robbins Lumber is in hock for the mort
gage; if the timber doesn' t pay it of~ th~re is the 
prospect of Selling 159 )00-fi: fr9ntage camp lots, 
which had been mapped and recorded in. the state 
archives by Diamond4nternational in. 1968. Better 
-yet for Robbins and Champion, the ,threat of this 
shoreland development might extort public money 
for an easement, say from LMF.This is .precisely the 
deal Robbins laid out in the Bangor Daily News last . 
year, stating that their imtial intention was shoreland 
development to cover the gap between the purchase 
price and the timber. proceeds. H,ow much is 
Champion's contribution we. are supposed not to 
think about. ·· 

To sweeten the dealt Rophins, .through Alan 
Hutchinson, of the Forest Soci.ety of Maine, offers 
title to 78 islands in ~katoos, ·Here the problem is: 
neither Robbins nor Champio'n (?WO the islands. 
Maine law says that uril.ess the state ~ad sold them. 
they belong to us, .N9 deed ~s btel¼/iecorded. In 

·. Maine, it is not;1 crime to offer to selJ,Jand you don.' 
town.But, it ought t(J g~1~ndso ~~b~d trying · .. ~ · 
con the pubµc into .. buyingisla,i~stl;ify:,~eady oJri, > 

N .:,···:::.,: 

An aromaticfootnote :reg9ing i~ that 
. the I>resident-~f th~ Ear . C)FMaine i{ 
Henry W~~ttemor . e11~ ' to brtJ;ie 
leader of the Han . -. . 

_.. ., .. ,,.,.· .-,,•.·, .•,. . 

IRONY; in spades: Tl}e C 

this LMF acqutsitl?~ indude1 
conflict) alld; otbet: bii)and?"'~; · Pierce 

Atwo~'. rre. pre . . Pape~ i,d~~try•~~n ·•· J?-W)'et. 
()n~ ofJ~s ;recom , < f 9.11sis i~~g llix Real Estatf, 
Transfortax as·a funding$9'1tcf fort . tton-one 
of .. the c~nn11ittte \l'bting for tbi~ epresentf the ... 
Pingree he~, Steve Scluey&?Co; '.Puess What " 
they snuck through aJaw that allowed the.m to avoid 
this· tax. §otdid 9eorgiaSf acific. :when its timberland 
hit the fan. lt's not .yet t1me'lo. revoke my comment 
that Mitdl Lansky · his book ,~Tile ,. . .. . .. . . . . ... .. ,., 
basfairij~ hate t◊ pay' ' .. ,. 

A Canada lynx has given birth CANADA LYNX GIVES BIRTH IN MAINE 
to a male and female in north-
western Maine, confirming the presence of the 
cats in the state. The discovery of Canada lynx 
kittens in Maine on June 18 is evidence that the 
animals do exist and reproduce in the state, fed
eral biologists announced Monday. 

"We can now say, without question, that 
there is a lynx population in Maine and not just 
an occasional animal passing through from 
Canada," said Dr. John Organ, a biologist with 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

This discovery adds to the biological evi
dence on the status of cat that the agency is 
reviewing as it considers listing the Canada lynx 
as threatened under the Endangered Species 
Act. A decision is expected in January 2000. 

Organ and a team of federal biologists 
began a study this past winter to learn more_ 
about the status of Maine's lynx populations 
and to determine what management actions, if 
any, are needed to conserve the species. 

The biologists captured a female lynx in a 
trap in northwestern Maine in March, fitted her 
with a radio collar and released her back into 
the wild. She was observed later in March trav
eling on a logging road with two smaller lynx. 
The biologists said the two were probably off
spring from the previous year. 
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_ . At the end of May, the cat's movements 

stopped. According to what is known about the 
lynx, the biologists suspected she had estab
lished a den to give birth to a litter of kittens. 
After allowing the cat three weeks to settle, the 
biologists went to the den site to confirm that 
she had given birth. They found two kittens, 
one male and one female. 

The den site is a young forest that appears 
to have been logged 10 to 15 years ago. The 
dense re-growth of young trees combined with 
larger uprooted trees provides a tangle of vege-

- tation to hide newborn lynx kittens. 
"The forest that we found the animals den

ning in was young forest with lots of under 
story, lots of blow down, lots of cover," said 
Organ. 

While this is just one sighting of one ani
mal, the discovery is evidence that the animals 
can survive in a young forest habitat, said 
Organ. Some environmentalists have argued 

_ that the cats need old-growth forests for their 

survival. 
"We don't have old-growth forests in 

. Maine," said Organ. "Perhaps it is the structural 
diversity that may be a factor." 

The cats, which have large feet that act like 
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snow shoes, allowing them to hunt in deep 
snow, feed primarily on snowshoe hare, a large 
rabbit found in young forests, 

Lee Perry, commissioner of the Maine 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, 
and Ronald Lambertson, Northeast regional 
director of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
agree that the managed cutting of timber in 
northern Maine has created ideal conditions for 
snowshoe hare and, therefore, likely for lynx as 
well. 

Lynx were historically found throughout 
much of Canada, the northern forests of the 
U.S. and the subalpine forests of the central and 
southern Rocky Mountains, The service has 

proposed listing the lynx as a threatened species 
under the Endangered Species Act in 16 of the 
lower 48 states, because of a decline in popula
tion numbers and a reduction in the amount of 
suitable habitat occupied by the animals. 

Re-printed from The Environmental News 
Network: www. env.com 
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Saving Mount Katahdin-The Unsung Life ofJ~hn Francis Sprague 

.. _ No one heeded the plea at the time. 
Katahdin was privately owned by a num-

. :.- ber of timber (and later, paper) compa
nies. They harvested the trees and 
allowed hunting, fishing, and camping on 
their lands. By the late 1880s sporting 
camp owners were advertising guided 
climbs of the mountain as a benefit of 
rusticating in the northern Maine 
Woods. 

It was at this time that Sprague entered 
the lists to do battle for the mountain. As 

founder and president of the Maine Fish and 
There have been calls to protect the lands around Game Association, and president of the 

North American Fish & Game 
Illustration f!0 m The Knoc~about ~lub: The . Association, he was in a position to exert 

Adventures of Six Young Men in the Wilds of Mame leadership. A few years later, in the early 
and Canada by CA. Stephens, 1886. 1890s, a number of Bangor citizens, 

Mt. Katahdin in Maine far at least a century including Mayor Augustus Hamlin, suggest-
and a half. Best known are the efforts of ed the establishment of a game preserve 

Percival Baxter to acquire and preserve lands around the mountain. A Bangor newspaper 
surrounding the mountain in the state park added support in 1895 by proposing that a 

named far him. The fallowing excerpt from the thirty-nine mile area around the peak be 
book john Francis Sprague by Marius B. designated a State Park. All this talk of con-
Peladeau (L. C. Bates Museum, Hinckley, servation went against the wishes of the 

Maine, 1988) tells the story of one of the earliest, state's timber interests, then as now, one of 
least known and most persevering of advocates. Maine's most powerful lobbying groups. 

It is reprinted with permission. 

For information on current efforts to protect 

lands in the Katahdin region, contact Jym St. 

Pierre, RESTORE: The North Woods, 7 N 

Chestnut Street, Augusta, ME, 04330, 207-

626-5 635, jym@restore.org. 

John Francis Sprague's life reads as that 
of a man whose "plate was full." His interests 
were varied, his achievements numerous and 
his reputation considerable. Yet, all his 
accomplishments pale ~hen compared to the 
role he played-very silently and unrecog
nized-in the preservation of Maine's great
est Katahdin. 

To the original native Americans (and their 
descendants today), Katahdin was a sacred 
site, the home of Pamola, an evil God, and 
the location of many important Indian leg
ends. The first white men to make the ascent 
of the 5,267 foot peak were a party of sur
veyors under Charles Turner, Jr., in 1804, 
but it was the 1846 visit by philosopher-nat
uralist Henry David Thoreau which first 
focused attention on the magnificent moun
tain. His two additional trips to northern 
Maine in 1853 and 1857, and the journal 
which he kept is the basis for his classic, The 
Maine Woods. It was Thoreau who made 
the first plea for wilderness preservation: 
"Why should not we ... have our natural 
preserves, where no villages. need be 
destroyed, in which the bear and the panther 
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In his Journal of Maine History, Sprague 
had praised the leadership of Theodore 
Roosevelt, an early leader in the outdoor 
movement, and Sprague shared with his 
good friend, Rev. Hinckley, a love of Frank 
Forrester and William Henry Harrison 
("Adirondack") Murray, the "apostles of out
door life." The latter, especially, served as 
an inspiration for Sprague. 

Nothing concrete came of these early calls 
for the preservation of the mountain. 
Although the public became increasingly 
aware of the issue, more camps, roads and 
trails were built, the Bangor & Aroostook 
Railroad promoted the mountain as a 
vacation mecca and the timber and paper 
continued to cut timber. 

It is essential that two important factors not 
to be forgotten in the Katahdin preservation 
story. First, that the mountain was in his 
Piscataquis County, where he was known as 
the leader of the outdoor movement and 
where he had been laboring in the vineyard 
of natural resources preservation since the 
late 1870s; and secondly, that these efforts 
had been ongoing and unceasing for over 25 
years before he and Percival Baxter became 
acquainted in Augusta. 

Baxter himself admits that he did not come 
to know Sprague until sometime between 
1900 and 1906, and that even then the 
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"acquaintance" did not "ripen into friend
ship" until a few years later. This clearly 
places Sprague-and all his Maine and 
North American fish and game supporters
as among the first in the field, years before 
Katahdin became a "cause" down-state in 
Augusta and Portland. Through all his writ
ings in regional and national sportsmen 
magazines he became the identifiable "envi
ronmentalist" of the North Woods. No one 
equaled him in stature, both in his own 
county, across the state and in national cir
cles. His labors- all the lobbying, publiciz
ing, speaking and writing that occupied so 
much of his time from the mid1880s- pre
date Governor Baxter's entry into the fray. 

Finally, in 1913 a tentative step was taken. 
Congressman Guernsey (Sprague's old 
Dover friend) introduced a bill authorizing 
the Secretary of Agriculture to "examine, 
locate and report to the National Forest 
Preservation Commission for purchase, such 
lands in the region of Mt. Katahdin as in his 
judgment may be suitable for a National 
Park." The bill died in committee that ses
sion. Its :3..ij)porters decided to enlist Sprague 
in the cause. In 1916 Guernsey re-intro
duced the bill in the U.S. Congr~ss, this time 
with Sprague s more active involvement. 
Writings seem to indicate that Guernsey 
introduced the bill at specific request of 
Sprague's fish and game organization. 
Secondly, in the Journal Sprague indicated 
he was throwing the weight of his magazine 
behind the legislation and wrote an editorial 
~rging the bill's passage~ 

The Congress was not ready for such a bold 
and expensive step and the bill died again in 
committee. Maine proponents, however, 
kept up the pressure. Sprague's good friend, 
Arthur G. Staples, editor of the Lewiston 
Evening Journal and its prestigious weekly 
Journal Magazine, wrote for the latter an 
article, published in the fall of 1920, that 
pushed the idea further into the public con
sciousness. In January of the following year, 
when Sprague and Baxter served together in 
the Senate, the latter, as President of the 
Senate, introduced a bill on January 25 to 
"establish the Mount Katahdin State Park." 
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In a carefolly planned move to gain immedi
ate publicity and media attention for the leg
islation, Sprague invited Baxter to address 
the fish and game association at its annual 
meeting on the 2 7th, only tvrn days later. 
The timing could not have been a coinci
dence. 

This was Baxter's most eloquent statement to 
date on the need to preserve the mountain. 
The speech was ordered printed as a Senate 
document with photographic illustrations. It 
was obviously meant to be more than a dry 
legislative document but rather a pamphlet 
for public distribution. Baxter and Sprague 
were working in canclem. Shortly thereafter 
Baxter, under the IVlaine Constitution, 
ascended to the governorship on the de,J.th of 

the incumbent and before the session was 

out he delivered two messages to the legisla 
ture pushing the idea of the State Park. The 
bill failed, however, because of the opposi
tion of the state's business interests, led by 
the president of the :rvlaiEe Chaflilber of 
Commerce and the Great Northern Paper 
Company, which owned the mountain's tim
ber rights. _, 

All the supporters of Katahdin's preservation, 
including Baxter and Sprague, had reason to 
be discouraged. Sprague pushed forward, 
trying a new strategy. In the Eightieth 
Legislature of 1921 he had been named to 
the Committee on Inland Fisheries and 
Game in recognition of his expertise in this 
area. He pushed hard for every reasonable 
piece of legislation that would positively 
affect the Fish and Game Department and, 
as a result, further cemented already dose 
ties with the Department Commissioner, 
Willis E. Parsons of Dover. Parsons became 
further indebted to Sprague when he tried to 
raise Parson's salary and travel fund to 
$4000, an increase of $2500 over the 
Commissioner's previous reimbursement and 
nearly double that of any other state depart
ment head. 

Sprague justified the expenditure because a 
strong .fish and game department would 
s.o1idifyl\1aine's reputation as a sporting par
ad1;se .. Because ofall this support for Parsons 
it is easy to understand why he was well dis
posed to return some favors to Sprague. 
Spr.:igue soon called in this debt. Working all 
the remainder of 1921 and through the win
ter of 1921-22, he marshaled every friend, 
fraternal brother, voter and sportsmen to 
present an overwhelming petition to create a 
Katahdin Park game preserve." If Baxter, 
Sprague and others could not get iegislation 
passed to protect the area, Sprague would try 
to achieve part of their shared dream 
through Executive Order. On March 31, 
1922, Parsons issued this Public Notice: 
On the foregoing petition of John E. 
Sprague and others, after due notice and full 
hearing, it is hereby ordered and decreed that 
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the prayer of the petitioners be granted and 
that due notice of the same be given and 
rules and regulations be promulgated as fol
lows: ... " 
The rest of the Public Notice sets forth the 
laws that prevented hunting or trapping of 
any fish or game in a 90,000 acre region 
around Katahdin, including the peak. Acting 
on his own, without Ba,"ter's assistance, 
Sprague had accomplished the :first big step. 
The timber and water power interests were 
on notice that the state had "put its foot in 
the door" and pried it partially open. Yes, 
dams might still be erected, timber cut, 
sporting camps built, but the people of 
Niaine could see that the state had indicated 
an interest in preserving the Katahdin region 
as a wilderness and that the momentum was 
building. 

Sprague made another stab at engendering 
support for the wilderness concept. It cannot 
be determined, with his physical handicap, 
how dose Sprague ever got to the majestic 
peak, or if he had to enjoy it from a far dis
tance. In the summer of 1922 he told his 
Senate compatriot and friend, Judge George 
C. Wing, Jr., that he ·would publish in the 
Journal an account of an excursion Wing 
planned to Katahdin that August. The party 
consisted of Wing, Parsons, three game war
dens, Leroy Dudley, the famous Katahdin 
guide, two women and a teamster with hors
es and wagon to carry supplies. Wing's 
reportage of this trip included not only a 
story of the actual ascent but also a historical 
and geological exposition of the moun-
tain's past, a bibliography oflitera- ........,.. ,_, 
ture on Katahdin, and a recounting 
of the steps that had been taken, 
spearheaded by Sprague, to pre
serve it. In all its facets the article 
is a thorough explanation of all the 
reasons the peak should be saved 
from commercial exploitation. 

Sprague's Journal published the 
story of the trip in the Fall 1922 
issue as the lead story, and to 
assure its wide, public distribution, 
itwas off-printed as a separate 
pamphlet available to all for 75 
cents. It apparently achieved wide 
circulation since copies are uncom
mon today. Sprague most likely bore 
all the costs of publication and distribu-
tion as his contribution to the Katahdin 
cause. 

Governor Baxter again raised the concept of 
a State Park in 1925 in his outgoing message 
as governor but the time was still not right. 
Finally, Baxter decided to do what the state 
seemed unwilling to accomplish. Using his 
considerable personal fortune he bought the 
land outright from the paper companies. In 
1930 Baxter made his first purchase of 5,960 
acres from Great Northern Paper Company 
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and continued to add acreage for thirty years 
thereafter until by 1962 he had amassed a 
total of over 200,000 acres. These he pre
sented as a gift to the State of Maine as the 
State Park he, Sprague and others had envi
sioned. 

Sprague was not alive to see B'axter make the 
first purchase in 1930. He died in 1926. His 
contributions to the conservation of 
Katahdin were forgotten in the wake of 
Baxter's largesse, The printed record today 
totally ignores the vision and efforts of 
Sprague to k-=ep the northeast comer of 
Pi:,cataquis County a wilderness forever as 
the Native Americar:.s had known it. There 
are hundreds of books on B::>~xter and/or 
K~ltahdin and none even ment;ons Sprague 
m pass.mg. 

Yet the written record is dear: John Francis 
Sprague, from the 1870s until his death in 
1926, was a consistent force in the effort to 
save the mountain. Taking nothing away 
from Governor Baxter's great generosity, it is 
important that recognition be accorded 
Sprague as a powerful factor in the entire 
:rvfount Katahdin movement. 

To read more on Baxter State Park, see 

Northern Forest Forums v. 6 # 6 & v. 7 #1; 
they contain a two part interview 'With Baxter 
State Park's current forester Jensen Bissell V. 6 

#6 aho has an article by David Carle on efforts 

from the 1930s onward to establish a National 

Park in the Katahdin region. 

Thomas Staley "Towards Katahdin" woodcut 

An exhibit on Sprague, including information 
about his work to protect Katahdin is on dis
play in Maine at the York Institute through 
July 31 and at the Bethel Historical Society 

from August 6 into next year. A separate 
exhibit, Looking at Katahdin: The Artists' 
Inspiration, is on display at the L.C. Bates 

Museum in Hinckley through October 12. It 
moves to the Blaine House in Augusta from 

October 18 through December 6, 1999. 
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''Let the good green earth prevail" 

Public Commentary on U.S. F. & W. S. Nulhegan Basin Purchase: Supp 
"CORPORATE GREED HAS GOTTEN Us WHERE WE ARE TODAY" 

A letter from the Bloomfield Selectboard, signed by 20 residents 
"We are writing this letter to express our support in regard to the pro
posed acquisition of the Nulhegan Basin by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service. 
"The people of Bloomfield have been informed of the proposed mat
ter At our town meeting there was no discussion about the proposal 
of the Nulhegan Basin. The people of Bloomfield understand the his
tory of what has happened in the past to 

these lands. The ecological value of the area 
in cuestion is without a doubt one of the 
state)s greatest treasun:s. We need to ask 
ourselves why are we at this partiCular junc
ture at this point in time? If you look at the 
history of events in the past 20 years it will 
tel] 'Oc: that corporate greed has gouc:n us 
,::,

1 :re >Ne are to·>1v is most ._mEortunate 
to c0111;::y this to ye::,. however it 1s ct • .:: 
truth. In writing this letter we will tell you 
that the deer herd is not in the Basin at 

,:. Due to cutting , ·-1•~ir s '.telter 
,1;1c:< i:11at they :i,::cr;•".ately depen," H1 for 
c_ . ;- s no longe We aL '.:•'.)ne.::rned 

about the opposition of some hunting dubs 
with the ide2 of federal acquisition. VVhere 
we1e i:hese people vv}1en the area was being 
heavily cut? \l\There were these people when 
they were proposing to aerial spray tens of 
tt<:u~?_nds of ac"'2 n: ::h.e very ,1re;1 tt 1t the 

governmeL' -'': now.propo",nt! to buy 
and protect. 
"We support the federal acquisition of the Nulhegan Basin. It is our 
understanding that the agreement signed between the State of 
'Vurnont and the US Fish & Vli.Jdlife will insure that some cutting 
will take place to insure habitat benefit and the long term benefit of 
the [deer] herd. This arrangement should be honored for the health 
and integrity of all species that the Nulhegan Basin supports. We 
would also appreciate our neighbors from all communities of our great 
state to support us at this time. Having the U.S. Fish & Wildlife as 
neighbors will insure that the Basin will be taken care of for genera
tions to come." 

SUPPORTIVE OPINION FROM VERMONTERS 

Ralph Rogosch, Enosburg Falls, VT 
"I am a member of the Northeastern Loggers Association. I cut wood 
for a living. Still I would support the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service's 
purchase in full feeof26,000 acres in the Nulhegan Basin. I believe it 
is important to have some set asides of old growth timber, just to 
know they are there and won't be disturbed. I understand that respon
sible logging and timber management will be allowed in other areas of 
the former Champion lands." 

John Savlove, N. Bennington, VT 
"\Ne are at a critical stage in human evolution. Those who would 
compromise what remains left of the eco-systems god so generously 
endovved this world with are not fully aware of how urgently our sur
viv1JJ depends on biodiversity and ecological integrity. 

"As z. Vermonter, a lover oflife, animals, health, and economic pros
perity (the future of human economy depends on land conservation 
although the logic of this has not yet been figured out by many 
Industrial Age businesspeople), I ask you with a heavy heart to under
stand. and act wisely regarding this opportunity to protect the 
Northeast Kingdom. Again, please buy in full, and let the good green 
earth prevail." 

David L. Deen, River Steward of the Connecticut River Stewardship 
Council 
"The issue of historic uses and the expectation of the public that these 
uses should continue versus protection of valuable specie,s habitat will 
be the biggest challenge for the Service. CRWC holds the protection 
of the habitat to be the higher priority for the Service over historic 
uses by the public. The Assessment sets out some time limits on camp 
leases as well as expectations for the future of hunting, fishing, trap

ping and snowmobiling on the lands. The public 
process envisioned to set the new criteria for the tra
ditional uses will be interesting to observe to say the 
least. What is vital for the Service is to be responsive, 
where they can be, to the public but to hold to the 
higher priority and protect the habitat in the water
shed." 

EC~OLOGICAL FlESERVES ON THE 
Cf-L12c.MPIO:N U.NDS 
Marc Lapin, Cornwall, Vermont 

. "In short, the refuge is best able to serve the broad 
~ . . , 1 n,,,;-;agement gmrJs bv trustm.J; ro n2.tura ecosys::::rr: 

dvnar1ics to p:cvicic for a dive!.':;it/ of vegetati:::, 1 ::: ~res 
. , succession:1J ,~over-type :end forest struc,:;irc~) ·f 

the proposed federal fands and state lands are man
aged more-or-less together under a regime of natural 
ecosystem dynamics, there is d1e opportunity to :,ave 
nearly 50,000 contiguous acres functioning under a 
natural disturbance regime. Truly, this is rare in the 
C'.stern United St.:i.tes. Although · our lives v;re arc 

unlikely to see the patchwork structural and vege
tative diversity created by natural ecosystem dynamics, the coming 
generations will inherit a piece oflandscape that has been allowed to 
develop naturally and unencumbered by human preferences for certain 
spec1es and certain forest stand characteristics. 

"I urge you to change the language and the intent expressed on page 
17, section 3. 'Management Flexibility Over Time,' page 46, section 
1. 'Forest Products Industry' and page 53 section 2. 'Managing for 
Species Richness and Abundan~e.' Rather than the old paradigm and 
management style of attempting to create by manipulations 'a balance 
of habitat types on a landscape scale,' should we not forge the nevv 

paradigm of allowing natural forces to operate on nature's temporal 
and spatial scales to provide for a diverse 50,000 acre landscape in the 
1 ,, 
ong term. 
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ort for Ecological Reserves on Champion Lands 
Rick Paradis, University of Vermont Environment Program 
"Acquiring the land in the Nulhegan Basin in full fee will allow the 
Service the best opportunity to manage the area for biological diver
sity values, providing its expertise to the mix of public and private 
ownership evolving in this important land conservation project. 
Providing a 'core reserve' in the Nulhegan Basin with adjacent lands 
managed for more diverse uses mimics reserve design models devel
oped by conservation biologists here and elsewhere. This important 
and special natural region of Vermont deserves no less!" 

Eric R. Sorenson, Community Ecologist 
The Nulhegan Basin is an exceptional natural area of both state and 
national significance. The combination of bedrock geology, glacial 
surficial deposits, climate, and the force of moving water over thou
sands of years has created an ecosystem in the 
Nulhegan Basin that contains many species and 
natural communities typical of more north
ern or boreal regions of the continent. 
These species and communities ( terres
trial, wetland and aquatic) are a very 
important aspect of this region's bio
logical diversity. Jv1anagement of this 
critical basin and associated lands to 
the south in the Paul Stream water
shed should be for the long terf':'1 
protection of ecological integrity, 
with appropriate public access pro
vided. These goals can best be accom
plished through public ownership. 

"I have specific concerns that relate more to 
ultimate management of the Nulhegan Basin 
land should the Service proceed with fee-simple acqui-
sition. First, although I clearly believe in and understand the impor
tance of maintaining public access to these lands and waters, any 
future management by the Service should focus primarily on restor
ing and maintaining the ecological and biological integrity of these 
lands and waters. Locations of existing or proposed roads and trails, 
and access by motorized vehicles should be judged critically against 
their affect on ecological integrity. 

"Similarly, managing for species richness or abundance of particular 
species of interest should be weighed against the effect of these prac
tices on ecological integrity and the species that may be displaced by 
management. In many cases it may be that communities under the 
forces of natural disturbance will provide the diversity of habitats and 
successional types necessary to sustain individual species of interest 
over the long term, without forest management practices. 
Maintaining management flexibility over time is a logical goal and 
should provide the basis for making decisions of this type." 

Comments from Ken and Pat Ward, Brandon Vermont 
" ... the Nulhegan Basin is the home of Vermont's largest free-flow
ing stream; the state's largest deer wintering yard; significant wetland 
complexes such as the Yellow Bogs, home to rare, threatened and 
endangered species including Spruce grouse, Common Loon, 
Blackbacked woodpecker, Three-toed Woodpecker, Grey Jay, and 
Boreal Chickadee. The area also contains 200 acres of old-growth 
spruce forest, and pristine streams for native trout and Atlantic 
salmon. 

"It has been my very recent pleasure to work on and complete the 
research and documentation needed for the nomination of a parcel to 

be included in the 
, these pages:© Robert McCann/Photonica:Wasp nest; Dead National Audubon 
Destroying Angel &Hairy Tailed Mole. Per requestof a reader we Society's 'Important 
he deadly nature of amanita muscaria & recommend avoiding 

Bird Areas' or IBAs. 

The essence of the program, initiated very successfully in Europe, 
where pressure on environmentally sensitive and ecologically neces
sary areas is extreme, has three action criteria: Identify the most 
essential areas for birds; Monitor these areas for ctanges in the habi
tat; Conserve these areas for long term biodiversity. The creation of 
the Nulhegan Refuge will enable and guarantee the success of guar
anteeing that biodiversity ... " 

OPPOSITION, RESERVED JUDGEMENT & ECONOMIC 
CONCERNS 
'!A TREMENDOUS BREACH OF FAITH" 

Kerrick L. Johnson, vice-president, Associated Industries of 
Vermont 
"AIV opposes the [proposed USF&W purchase] because we believe 

it is unnecessary as there are other more accountable parties and 
levels of government who are involved with management of 

the lands. VVe oppose the proposed action because it will 
needlessly harm the forest products industry by unnec

essarily reducing timber production levels lower than 
virtually any other party that might acquire the land 
would allow. We oppose the proposed action 
because its very existence constitutes a tremendous 
breach of faith by the Service with Vermonters, 
especially those of us who specifically asked how 
much land the Service would acquire in fee simple 
ownership and were told 600 acres. What is the 

Service's response to how many additional acres it 
will seek to acquire in fee simple ownership, regard·

less of what happens with this proposed action? Given 
that the management plan for the Refuge begins anew in 

2010 and that the Refuge has no clear boundary, what is the 
total acreage the Service believes has the potential to be 

acquired? What does the Service consider to be the maximum num
ber of acres that this Refuge should acquire in fee simple ownership? 
More importantly, what assurances do we have that the Service will 
abide by the verbal representations made by officials on its behalf and 
by its own written plan? 

"Buy It All"-Comments of Sherburn E. Lang, Lyndonville, 
Vermont 
''As the logging industry winds down from this area, and it surely 
will, then some other means of economic support must be available 
to the residents of the Northeast Kingdom. By buying this land, you 
are stating to us that the industry is tourism. Well, leaf peekers and 
tree huggers will not sustain a decent economic means for the resi
dents of the area. We must be allowed to provide services. Canoe and 
boat rentals, guide services, including hiking guides, fishing and 
hunting guides, bicycle guides, and science related guiding can all 
become assets to the area. Mini marts, hotels, restaurants, bed and 
breakfasts, and camp rentals can also be assets ... 

"I do not want to see the area 'commercialized' nor do I want to see it 
'restricted' in any manner. That is my opinion. What you must deter
mine, 'what is best for the people of the Northeast Kingdom and the 
Champion Land.' Buy 
the land. Buy it all and 
get control of it all, and 
let Vermonters manage 
it for all of Vermont." 
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Motts' Side of the Mountain: One Family's .Forest 

At barely over a thousand feet in height, Almanac :rvfountain doesn't seem to be 

much of a mountain. From the firetower on top, however, one can see from Eastport 

to Katahdin, with ,m impressive view o:f the numerous connected lakes that include 

Sysladobsis, Junior, Bottle, and Duck. To the south, below the tower, is a cliff called 

"the ledges," which also has an imposing view of lakes, mountains, and vaileys. And 

below this is a beautiful mi.'tedwood forest, full of huge glacial boulders. 

In some of this forest, there are piles of hemlock bark indicating cutting to sup

ply the leather tanning industry-which had left the area at the turn of the century. 

On 50 acres of these woods, however, there is no evidence of any cutting. Some of 

the trees are quite large. I measured a red spruce at 27 inches in diameter, a white ash 

at 28 inches and a yellow birch at 33 inches in diameter. The site is registered with 

the Natural Area Program as old grovvth. 

I visited the mountain, with its views and old growth, at the invitation of 

Gordon Mott, whose family had recently purchased much of this land. Gordon had 

told me about the old growth for a few years, but it was not until last year that l 

finally had a chance to get a tour of the land, Besides walking though the old growth, 

I also wanted to learn more about Gordon's plans to balance protection of the public 

values, connected with the old growth and viewsheds, with the private vak1es of 

home, farm, and woodlot. 

I have known Gordon since the late 1970s. In 1976, the Maine Forest Service, 

as part of the spruce budworm spray program, drenched my entire property-spring, 

brook, fields, gardens, house, and all-with chemical insecticides against my wilL I 

wasn't exactly pleased. At that time, Gordon was with the US Forest Service, which 

was then justifying (with environmental impact statements) and subsidizing the pro

gram. We had some very interesting debates on the subject, 

Despite such a contentious introduction, I have stayed in communication with 

Gordon, off and on, for over two decades. Although we don't always agree, I have 

benefited from our relationship. Gordon is knowledgeable, having spent twelve years 

as a researcher and forester with the Canadian Forest Service-eight of those years 

studying and modeling the dynamics of spruce budworm outbreaks, After twenty 

years with the US Forest Service, he worked as a consulting forester (including years 

working with the Passamaquoddy Tribe), a teacher at Unity College, and a consul

tant with the Natural Resources Council of Maine. 

We still disagree on some issues (the last was the Forest Compact), but we are 

"neighbors" now that he lives in Lakeville. We also share many of the same concerns 

over social and environmental values, Gordon has been generous at printing some of 

my documents (when I had more primitive computer equipment) and checking some 

of my articles for technical errors. Lately, Gordon and I have stopped debating 

forestry politics-he has been more interested in the challenges presented by 

Almanac Mountain, His mention of protecting old growth and managing other parts 

of his forest with "long-rotation, high canopy closure," made me realize that he had 

something of importance to contribute to the long-term approaches of low-impact 

forestry. I had to see it. I took some friends as well.-211'.L. 

FINDING THE HOMESTEAD 
The Mott home seems isolated, It is at the end of a long steep 
?riveway, with no neighbors in sight. Gordon and his wifo Ginny (who 
~ an ele~me~tary s~hool teacher) are used to. living in isolated places. 
-?efore h1:-dmg their current property they lived for two years on an 
island off the coast of Maine. There they pilot tested approaches to 
enhanced use of island natural resources-including portable 

Resrrkted Screened 
Drv<'inprnent 

sawmilling of island timbers, pioneering steelhead aquaculture in mid
Maine coastal waters, and testing out agricultural crops and techniques 
for the Island Institute. 

The isolation of the island suited them fine as it allowed them to 
raise their sheep and coyotes with minimum hassle .. Their three coy
otes were born in captivity and placed with them by the National. 
Wildlife Service. The last died a few years ago, aged 17. After living 
with coyotes, Gordon and Ginny became advocates against coyote 
bounties. Gordon's e-mail name is "coyote." 

After their stint on the island, Gordon and Ginny looked for an 
attractive place to settle in a climate similar to Ginny's home in Dover
Foxcroft, and somewhat accessible to the ocean and Gordon's roots in 
New Brunswick. Gordon wanted a ffiL'i:ture of softwoods and hard
woods to manage. They found what they were looking for in 1989 on 
106 acres on the south side of Almanac Mountain. This land was for
merly part of a 6,800 acre parcel bought from the Penobscot Tribe and 
liquidated and subdivided by a large developer, Trott Fortunately, not 
all of Mott's purchase had been stripped, though other lots in the sub
division had been. Indeed, the cutting had begun, and Mott had it 
stopped upon his purchase. 

The Motts did not build here immediately. Gordon still had unfin
ished business with the Passamaquoddy Tribe, and so they moved their 
sheep and coyotes to a farm at the end of a dirt road nearby in 
Topsfield. Gordon did visit and explore his own and the surrounding 
land that went up the mountain. On one such excursion, he came 
upon a stand of impressively large trees on a steep, boulder-strewn 
slope. He suspected this was old growth and contacted the owner of 
the land. The owner acknowledged there was some large timber on the 
land (loggers had approached him), but the land was not for sale. 

BUYING THE REST 
The Motts moved into their new owner-built home on the mountain 
in 1995. Three years later, Gordon was looking on the Internet to see 
if another lot was for sale when he found the upper mountain lot on 
the market. It was a 160 acre quarter section. Twelve acres on the 
1047-foot summit were owned by the Maine Forest Service for its fire 
tower. Three acres were owned by Maine Public Broadcasting for a 
TV antenna relay. There were also a few lots createc1 to settle wills. 
This left 135 acres surrounding the summit-including the old growth 
and "the ledges." 

Mott called up the real estate company and found out that an 
agent was nearby. He jumped in his pickup-"Hell, I chased him"
and found out the land, indeed, was for sale. "I said I was 'interested."' 
The owner accepted an offer at the asking price contingent on 60 days 
to arrange financing. Three of Mott's sons were immediately vvilling to 
participate in acquiring ownership. Together, they were able to put up 
25% of the purchase price. But, because of federal rules established 
after the Savings and Loan crisis, the banks required 35% cash. Now 
what? 

"It looked like this was more land than we would be able to 
acquire/' Jvlott said. "VVe were. acting in our private interest, but were 



also motivated by our perception of the public interest. This little 
mountain should not be entirely in private hands. It is the most signif
icant element of the viewscape from a number of lakes. It should not 
be stripped by feller bunchers going up the hill, as so many other 
mountains in the area have been. The old growth should not be con
verted to veneer. It should be kept pristine. Generations of people 
from a large region here go up to the ledges for the view-especially in 
foliage season. There have even been marriages up there. This is land 
that should be in public ownership." 

Just as it was becoming clear the Mott family couldn't afford to buy 
the land, by serendipity, a '_'green angel" appeared. Mott was talking to 
a client, "a man of some means with environmental values," who asked 
what was happening and if he could be of help. He could indeed. Mott 
worked out a deal. He went through his client, 
instead of the bank. 

"He is an investor who deserves a return on " \~ ,, 2• . \ 

his money," Mott said. The Motts are paying ~>>.'"' 
him at competitive rates. He also has security ~\ 
on the investment-if the Motts are unable to _ ""•· · · ":.; .• ;:<. 

pay, he gets th2 land-an ordi~ary mortgage ~~'-__ -___ , . ., __ , 
arrangement. More people with money to ~-.. '->.(:.;""'.\ ~" 
invest would probably readily engage in ·such ,-:- " 
'green investments' if they were offered com
petitive returns," suggests Mott, implying that 
there is an opportunity for interested institu
tions to facilitate such transactions in an open 
investment market. 

ZONING FOR PRIVATE AND PUBLIC 

BENEFITS 

small bulldozer and winch. The products include firewood for the 
local market, birch bol~ood, hardwood pulp, and several thousand 
feet of fir and hemlock beam timbers. Mott processes the beams him
_self on a small bandmill. 

In the forest production zones, as with the old growth and buffers, 
there will be no development. The Mott family will donate the ease
ment to this right. His neighbors, who own the proqiinent east face of 
the mountain, have also indicated a willingness to sell an easement. 
There will, however, be some limited areas where future development 
will be allowable. Indeed, the family is planning to build a camp on 
one of these areas. Any structures that they build, however, will not be 
highly visible from the lakes , and they will screen outdoor lighting 
from external view as well. 

WHY EASEMENTS? t~-
' .'f ' I asked Gordon why the family is trying to sell 

.- :' conservation easements on land with public val
,_ · ues, rather than sell all the rights for full fee. He 

responded that "This is part of our backyard. 
t Part of the conservation easement would be 

within three hundred feet of our house. What 
· we are seeking is a private/public balance. With 

an easement, we have standing to enforce agree
ments. It gives rights to my family (or whoever 
else might own the land) for the long term to 
have a say over what the public does right next 

, to them. At the same time, it gives the public a 
say over what we do with our part of the ease
ment. This leaves checks and balances and cre
ates a buffer for the area of public interest. It's 
the best place to be. It's win-win." 

Having purchased the land, the Motts now had Mott has concerns that public access to more 
the challenge of managing it to ensure that sensitive areas in the old-growth be restricted 
public benefits would not be lost. Under the until the flora and fauna are cataloged and that 
Mott family's management, all of the old public access be on planned routes to avoid ero-

sion and disturbance of sensitive areas. He growth is off bounds to any cutting or develop-
would particularly like to ensure in the easement 

ment. A buffer of non-old growth can be man-
agreement that nesting and denning creatures not be disturbed in cer

aged, but biological considerations are primary in this zone. What 
tain high-risk seasons. The cliffs and boulders create may potential 

Mott calls "heritage trees" (large, old trees that were formed primarily denning sites. He also wants to ensure that hunting and trapping in 
by natural forest influences) will not be cut-and there will be no-cut the natural area be prohibited, while retaining the privilege to hunt 
zones (around 1 acre) around these trees. Cutting elsewhere in the elsewhere on the property. 
buffer wou.ld "anticipate mortality and be based on biological, not eco- The Mott family has s~t up a committee to make sure that the 
nomic, rotations." Mott's management system in this zone, "long- intentions of their management plans are carried out for the long term. 
rotation, high closed-canopy forestry" is equivalent to the goals With a school teacher, builder, surveyor/civil engineer, electrical engi-
espoused by low-impact forestry. neer, and a forester, the Motts contribute plenty of diversity to this 

Outside of the old-growth buffer is a managed forest zone, where committee. 
timber and economics have more importance, but ecological aspects While they are hoping to sell easements to the state through the 
are still considered. Logging will be sensitive to the viewscape and not Land for Maine's Future Fund- the existing public ownership of the 
leave large openings. All trees with cavities are retained and effort is fire tower parcel is a plus in this regard- they are open to other possi-
made to restore tolerant species in the regeneration. In this zone, Mott bilities if this arrangement falls through. Land trusts, which could 
plans to follow "sound, science- hold easements, for example, could protect the same values. But 
based silvicultural standards" and r.===================il there are no land trusts in this area. They could, however, help 

to establish a regional land trust as a repository for the conser-
retain all high-quality stems in Almanac Mountain Properties · h A h · h h 1 b" d" 
the growl. ng stock Here too Land Use ___ "' ,{DI. vation easement ng ts. not er opt10n, t oug ess m mg 

· ' ----~--- '\ V.f,T unless a second party owns and can enforce the terms, is placing 
minimizing impacts to the resid- c::,------ \ "•"" . restrictions on the deeds. 
ual stand, is key to the long-term \ f-l \ ______________ ~ Mott finds an irony in the opposition of "property rights" 
strategy. r--\ r-\ \c \ \'---\ groups to public funding of land purchases. "First they said if 

While Mott sees potential for , • \ LJ \ ·-·· ,-7 · \ you want it, buy it. Now the public wants to buy it and they are 
good economic returns in the opposed. It's perverse," he said. 'Tm a firm believer in private 
long term in the managed forest, property rights. 'Property rights' people betray their own princi-
in the short ter.rn they wiU be ples when they oppose any private property owner's absolute 
cutting small volumes of mostly --- - -r-_-:_c.-~->-- right to protect public values for the future on a willing buyer, 

low value wood. He is up against '·,.ts\• •-_ / _ _ : willing seller basis." 

poor economies of scale com- \.,, - . __ _-__ _ ~~~----~-------- :,_ I' Ob n a ?roa1derdpe~shpecbtiv1e, Mk ott offereh~: "L11·ke mh~st ?f w~at 
bined with low prices. "It's darn ---~ -- ve een mvo ve wit , y uc or somet mg e se, t 1s s1tuat10n 
difficult to do the right thing to a \ found me. I thought I was at the end of my little contribution 

degraded forest," Mott said. 
"You're lucky to break even at the 
front end." 

Mott has started logging, uti-

EJ No fk:...-elopment, No Till'lht!r har\.'t::~bn~ Xtnk, Publk ActtS$ 

0 
0 
0 
[J 

~·1dnc1g~ fon~t - long rotation, Sl'f!II' pn1U'tbon, no d~tlopment. 

M,mag\!J Fon~t, Ri!'StrictCl"d Develop1.um1t. 

l'ublk l,,nd. 

to how things are done in the woods when I got blessed by the 
most complicated management proposition I've looked at- in 
my own backyard. Now, we've got the obligation to set a good 
example out in public." 

lizing a good local logger with a L===================.I 
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ASSESSING SOIL The Spruce Budworm 

by Mitch Lansky 

Soil is the foundation of the forest. It is 
where the roots dig in . Soil not only 
holds trees up, it also supplies water and 
nutrients for the trees. Damaging soil can 
lead to siltation of water, regeneration 
problems, undesirable shifts in species, 
and lowered productivity. With Low
Impact Forestry, we try to minimize 
such damage. Favored low-impact 
logging systems try to keep distribu
tion and area of roads, yards, and 

POST LOGGING 
ASSESSMENT 

Ready or Not, It's Coming 
Jim has developed systems to measure the 
area of land taken up in roads, yards, and 
trails as well as the degree of damage to 
soils.As the area in roads, trails, and yards 
increases, the area of productive forest 
decreases. Much logging damage occurs 

Operational Constraints Period of optimum 
operability for skid trails for forests of Maine 

trails to a minimum. DRAINAGE PERJ0D OF OPTIMUM OPERABILITY 

With the death in 1997 of soil 
scientist J aliet Cormier, the Low
Impact Forestry Project lost a price
less resource on soil information.Janet 
did an important study on Best 
Management Practices the year 
before, and within months of her 

Excessively January through Decbr. 
May through February 
June through February 
July through September 
July through September, 
Frozen soil 

Well 
M~derately Well 
Somewhat Poorly 
Poorly 

Very Poorly 
death from cancer she participated in 

On frozen soil 

a LIF conference in Ellsworth, 
describing her results.BMPs are 
designed mostly to prevent siltation of 
water.They are not designed to minimize 
soil damage in general. 

Last year we approached Jim 
McLaughlin, Assistant Research 
Professor of Forest Resources, 
Cooperative Forestry Research Unit, 
University-of Maine, to see if he could 
come up with a system for assessing soil 
damage. We had already benefited from 
the expertise of Jim's colleague at the 
CFRU, Bill Ostrofsky, who had demon
strated to us a system for assessing dam
age to residual trees.We asked Jim to 
come up with a numerical rating system, 
similar to Ostrofsky's. 

Jim came up with a system that he 
first demonstrated in Vermont in late 
April at a conference put on by Barbara 
Alexander of the Vermont Loggers' 
Guild. In early June, Jim took five mem
bers of the Maine Low-Impact Forestry 
Project out to the University Forest to 
demonstrate his system to us. 

ASSESSING SOIL HAZARD 
To accurately measure soil damage, one 
has to do a pre- as well as a post-logging 
assessment.The pre-logging assessment is 
key to pre-

CLASS2 

near the trails- especially to tree roots.In 
Scandinavia, landowners 
expect loggers to have no 
more than 20% of logging 
areas in trails.By hauling 
cable and setting trails up 
to 150 feet apart, loggers 
can have less than 10% of 
the land area in trails. 

To determine the per
centage and degree of soil 
disturbance, the forester 
lays out transects (perpen
dicular to trails if possible) 
with periodic survey 
points.When the forester 
stops at a "point," he or she 
then scans an area approxi
mately 36 square feet 
around that spot.The fol
lowing chart summarizes the 
classes of soil disturbance m the 
McLaughlin system: 

Jim is working on a spread sheet 
form that will allow foresters to check off 
criteria as they do their surveys to quickly 
come up with damage ratings.The next 
step is to do a number of surveys on a 
variety of logging sites to determine what 

CLASS3 CLASS4 

by Mitch Lansky 

QUESTION. When is the best 
time to manage a forest to be less vul
nerable to spruce budworms? 

a) During an outbreak? 
b) Between outbreaks? 
c) It is not necessary to man

age for the budworm because the 
government will fund the neces
sary spray program? 

d) What's a "spruce bud
worm"? 

Since the latest spruce bud
worm outbreak ended in 1985 in 
Maine, it is possible some readers 
may not know what a spruce bud
worm is. Spruce budworms are the 
larvae (caterpillars) of a moth that 
co-evolved with the forest of this 

region and which can, at times, defo-

liate vast tracts of conifers. An out
break in Maine 1911-1919 n:portedly 
killed 27.5 million cords of spruce 
and fir (mostly fir). Between 1954 
and 1985 Maine sprayed insecticides 
22 times. From 1972 to 1985 spray
ing was annual and massive. In 1976, 
the state sprayed chemical insecti-

cides over 3.5 mil-
lion acres-the 

venting dam- CLASS 1 
age.With the Undisturbed 

McLaughlin 

Slightly disturbed 
subsoil exposed 

Deeply disturbed, Surface soil removed and 
equivalent in size 
of Connecticut 
and Rhode Island 
combined. 

Rutted, compacted 

system, the 
forester A. Litter in place A. 0 to 6 inches Despite the 

spraying, there was 
still a lot of mor
tality of balsam fir. 
And despite the 
higher vulnerabili-

determines B. Litter removed and miner soil exposed B. 6 to 12 inches 

potential C. Mineral soil and litter mixed C. > 12 inches 

hazards by D. Mineral soil deposited on top oflitter 

examining 
the climate, 
soil types, hydrology, and drainage of the 
area to be logged. The forester lays out 
transects, digging occasional pits to 
determine depth to soil restricting layer 
and soil texture.The forester also deter
mines topography and slope. 

Jim has come up with a point rating 
system for these categories.With a high 
hazard rating, the logger has to take spe
cial care-including restricting logging to 
certain times of year.Jim recommends the 
following restrictions, based on drainage 
class type: 

the numbers mean.What ratings are 
unacceptable?What are acceptable?What 
are desirable? Once this has been worked 
out, LIFP foresters can better assess log
ging operations using McLaughlin's and 
Ostrofsky's systems. Landowners need to 
know if loggers are living up to desired 
standards.Landowners can use these 
assessments to find out if the logger qual
ifies for a bonus fqr high-quality prac
tices.These assessment systems will be 
crucial in learning what techniques and 
technql6gies yieldc the most desirable 
results in given situa"ijons. 

~. ~·t 

ty o{ fir over spruce, landowners ( the 
majority of the spruce-fir forest has 
been owned by industrial landowners) 
consistently cut more red spruce than 
balsam fir both during and after the 
outbreak. Because of the extensive 
clearcutting in the 1970s and 1980s 
(and 1990s), Maine now has millions 
of acres of young, even-aged fir 
stands. Fir is a more aggressive recol
onizer than red spruce. Thirty four 
percent of all trees 1-3 inches are bal
sam fir. The only "good" news con
cerning budworm vulnerability is that 
1.5 million acres of the spruce-fir 

type were converted to hardwood 
(mostly low value,species). 

The latest report from the Insect 
and Disease Management Division of 
the Maine Forest Service has some 
news that ought to make state offi
cials and landowners take notice: 

"While Maine is catching 
increased numbers of moths, Qyebec 
is experiencing more significant bud
worm changes. The area of moderate 
to severe defoliation in Quebec 
increased significantly in 1998. Even 
though the total acreage defoliated in 
1998 is tiny compared to outbreak 
years in Quebec, the trend toward 
increases has caused concern. Some 
defoliated stands in Qyebec are rela
tively close to areas of increased moth 
catch in Maine." 

Some landowners have insisted 
that their "intensive management" of 

planting white and black spruce, 
pre-commercial thinning, and 
herbicides, will make their 
stands less susceptible to bud
worm. There is evidence, how
ever, that these practices, that 
are mostly being used by indus
trial landowners who overcut 
over the last few decades, might 
make outbreaks worse. 

One of the most severe 
outbreaks in the mid -60s in 
Quebec, _for example, was in 
once of the largest white spruce 
plantations in the province. 
Research in 1984 in New 
Brunswick found that all four 
spruce types (red, white, black, 

and red/black hybrid) were 
equally vulnerable in an intense out
break. Other research has suggested 
that "Capital-intensive activities such 
as planting on good sites and apply
ing fertilizer on poorer sites, may lead 
to increased vulnerability because 
higher foliar nitrogen content will 
lead to increased vulnerability." 
Canadian researcher J. R. Blais con
cluded that herbicide spraying over 
extensive areas, "could, render the for
est more subject to depredations by 
[the budworm]." 

Other research has suggested 
that mixedwood stands and stands 
with mature spruce are less vulnera
ble, in, part because these stands have 
richer mixes of predators and para
sites. Unfortunately, landowners seem 
to have declared war on red spruce. 
Between 1982 and 1995, the cut of 
red spruce was three times the 
growth. As a percent of inventory, the 
cut of red spruce was greater than for 
any other species. 

There still may be time to pre
pare for the next outbreak. Given the 
greater involvement of environmental 
groups in the policy mix, it is doubt
ful that the old strategy of having the 
government subsidize chemical spray 
programs will persist: The state needs 
to start formulating a more compre
hensive policy towards spruce bud
worm-the sooner the better. 

!RMln~Jlt 



FORESTRY CooPERATIVES UNITE EcoLOGY & EcoNOMICS 5 Reps om Nort east 
by Andrew Whittaker 

:§mall landowners own in the aggre-' 
gate some 393 million forested acres in 
the United States, or 58% of forested 
land, according to statistics presented 
at a daylong seminar hosted by the 
Nat io na l W ildlife Fed er at ion's 
Northeast Office in Montpelier on 
M ay 27. 

M ost of these ~wne rships are 
small, under 100 acres. Cooperation 
across property lines can and has mag
nified individual efforts to add value to 
wood, manage for wildlife and manage 
in the context of the wider ecosystem, 
presenters said. 

Speaking at the con
ference were repre
s en ta ti ve s of 
cooperatives in 
the upper . 
Midwest and rural · 
Southeast as well as 
incipient community 
forestry efforts closer , 
t o home such 
Vermont's Coverts, 
Vermont Family Forests , 
the Hancock County Low 
Impact Forestry Project of 
eastern Maine and UMass 
Extension . The recently 
formed Woodworkers Alliance 
of Western l\:.1aine was also repre
sented. 

Keynoter E .G. Nadeau who · 
has worked with cooperatives for 25 
years outlined key characteristics of ,. : . 
cooperative enterprises. Democratic 
ownership and control are what they 
have been intended to embody- if 
they do not then membership needs to 
reassert control. "Without a commit
ment to sustainability," he added, 
"cooperatives mean nothing to me." 

Economically, the genius of the 
cooperative model, which he said is an 
under-regarded yet historically signifi
cant alternative to the more dominant 
corporate model of organization, is 
that members pledge the capital and 
volume of resources which enable the 
coop to process a finished product
the return from which exceeds the 
value of a raw resource sold as a com
modity. Among recent examples of 
successful coops cited by Nadeau is a 
Dakota pasta producer owned by 
durum wheat growers which since 
start-up this decade has gained signifi
cant market share. 

LANDOWNERS RECOGNIZE 

ECOSYSTEMS 
UMass Extension forester David 
Kittredge surveyed Franklin County, 
Massachusetts landowners to gauge 
willingness to work across property 
lines. Kittredge found within his sam
ple a fairly broad recognition that 
management issues-and ecosys
tems-do cross boundaries, that stew
ardship responsibilities span genera
tions and that cooperating with neigh
bors is a viable option for many. A pilot 
project intended to test the survey 
findings faltered when forestry consul
tants could not be found who could 
work together with interested 

landowners. 

G us Townes from the five state 
Federation of Southern Cooperatives 
told how economic backlash against 
the black farmer during the civil rights 
movement spurred particip at ion in 
buying clubs and cooperative agricul
tural efforts such as cotton ginning. 
Federal money from the Office of 
Economic Opportunity enabled the 
creation of the FSC in 1966 with a 
mission of amplifying such efforts and 

especially 
increasing the 
, availability of 

credit to 
,.. black farm-

w ho 

,:;;;:·: nated against in 
,;;,,,- the locally controlled dis-

persal of federal farm credit and other 
programs. 

Land tenure remains an issue in 
the region: ownership of land by 
black farmers in the Louisiana
Mississi ppi -Alabama-Georgia 
Florida region has fallen from 35 to 
3 million acres since the FSC's start
up, and membership from 50 to 20 
thousand. Townes said that FSC 
began to look to woodlots as an 
opportunity to address this only 
recently. The general attitude has 
been to look on the woodlot as a 

bank account to be periodically raid
ed and depleted as needed, while the 
wider context of forest management 
in the Southeast has been toward 
clearcutting, plantations and herbi
cides. Townes is hopeful that raising 
standards of management will 
improve economic prospects for coop 
members, provide an alternative to 
the industrial model, and contribute 
to such ecologic efforts as longleaf 
pine restoration. 

Townes' observations were 
echoed by that of Phil Guillery of the 
Institute for Agriculture and Trade 
Policy (a co-sponsor, with Businesses 
for the Northern Forest, of the 
Montpelier seminar). Guillery noted 
that the context for cooperative models 
in his Great Lakes region is "clear-cut-

ting, high-grading and forest . Sign Roadless Area Letter 
fr agmentation , a negative 
impact for rural communities 
coupled with a r ising 
demand for forest products." 

How to meet the one and avoid 
the other? Guillery is part of the Forest 
Stewardship Council , which has 
devised standards underlying green 
certification. He views certification as a 
major vehicle to ensuring quality of 
management and gaining marketplace 
distinction for products. The IATP 
works with several Minnesota and 
Wisconsin coops that crystallized 
around the certification concept and 
seeks to provide start-up templates for 
other such efforts. 

Jim Burkemeier of southwest 
Wisconsin contrasted the virtues of 
vertical integration, as he practices on 
his family farm and forest, with the 
general trend toward cutting faster 
than growth and high-grading. On his 
200 acres, Burkemeier started in the 
1960s with a stocking of 350,000 
board feet, is presently at 400,000 after 
three decades of "taking a little bit 
every year'" and intends to achieve an 
ultimate stocking of 1,000,000 feet. He 
logs, mills, kilns and markets hard
wood lumber. 

Burkemeier is confident that 
cooperatives that operate similarly 

can help address some of the funda
mental problems with forestry. 
These include what he termed a 

welfare attitude that land man
agement cannot pay and indus
try unwillingness to pay. 
Burkeme'ter is a co-founder of 

Wisconsin's Sustainable Woods 
Cooperative as well as a Smartwood 
certified resource manager. 

WESTERN MOUNTAINS 
WOOD ALLIANCE 

(June 24, 1999) A bipartisan lette 
signed by 166 Representatives wa 
sent to President C linton today, 
calling on the Administration t 

rotect all National Forest roadles 
areas 1,000 acres and larger. "A 
the millennium dawns, safeguard
ing those remaining wildernes 
areas will provide a lasting legac 
akin to the bold actions taken b 
President Theodore Roosevel 

hen he set aside our first fores 
eserves.'1 said the letter sponsore 
y Reps. Maurice Hinchey (D 

NY) and Steve Horn (R- CA) 
"We urge you to act boldly in tha 
tradition so that these nationa 
treasures are not lost." 

"We wish to thank all of thes 
Representatives for standing up fo 
our nation's natural heritage," sai 
Steve Holmer, Campaig 
Coordinator for American Lands. 
"Roads harm the environmen 
through habitat loss,fragmenta 
tion, and sedimentation o 
streams. As a result, roadless area 
contain much of the remainin 
high- quality habitat fo r salmo 
and other coldwater fish ." 

When President Clinto 
announced the development of 
oadless area policy, he said tha 

"these unspoiled places must b 
managed by science, not politics.' 
Hundreds of scientists sent th 

resident a letter stating that " 
scientifically sound policy fo 
oadless areas should, at a mini 

mum, protect from developmen 
all roadless areas larger than 1, 

acres." According to th 
National Marine Fisherie 
Service, the EPA, and th 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
these areas are 'aquatic strong 
holds' that should remai · 

The Western Mountains Wood Alliance of west
ern Maine was established last June. According to 
its brochure, the WMWA is "an association of 
small to mid-size primary and secondary wood 
professionals in the Franklin, Oxford and 
Somerset areas. The alliance works to improve the 
competitiveness of small business in an increasing
ly global economy." 

unroaded. 
"The Forest Servic 

admits that only 18% of th 
roads are being maintaine 
each year and the total back 
log of needed repairs is ove 
$8 billion dollars and grow 

The Alliance membership includes woodworkers, 
sawmill and kiln operators, foresters and timber 
harvesters. Members seek to cooperate "in market
ing, purchasing and training programs." 

ing," said Randi Spivak 
President of American Lands 
''As a result, crumbling ro 
are falling into the stream 

For more information, contact the WMWA at: 
Post Office Box 265 
East Wilton, ME 04234 
207-645-2400 or krauss@megalink.net 

and causing catastrophi 
landslides each year. Wit 
over 433,000 miles of roa 

on the National Forests, i 
doesn't make sense to kee 
buildin.g new roads tha 

hreaten our remaining pristin 
· 'ldlands." 

or more information, contact: To 
lliott, American Lands Northeas 

Organizer 603-643-3433 or vis 
www.americanlands.org 



A Native Ecosystems Restoration Act 

, by Reed Noss 
Conservationists interested in pro
tecting and restoring native ecosys
tems have been forced to rely on 1) 
the good will of land management 
agencies and private landowners, or 
2) legislation that is vague or was 
designed for other purposes . The 
Endangered Species Act of 1973 is 
the only federal law in the United 
States that contains an explicit goal 
of conserving ecosystems . 
Unfortunately, the Endangered 
Species Act contains no enforceable 
provisions or even guidance for 
ecosystem conservation . The 
National Forest Management Act 
(NFMA) of 1976 contains provisions 
for maintaining viable populations 
and a diversity of plant and animal 
communities, but these provisions 
are vague and difficult to interpret at 
the ecosystem level. A few other 
laws, such as the Clean Water Act 
and its requirements to maintain 
biological integrity, have similarly 
vague connections to ecosysq:m con
servation. 

Hence, many conservationists 
over the last decade and a half have 
discussed a need for an "endangered 
ecosystems act" or something similar. 
I propose a "Native Ecosystems Act" 
that would serve to protect and 
restore the entire spectrum of native 
plant and animal communities across 
the United States. The Act would 
have three sections: 1) endangered 
ecosystems, 2) representative ecosys
tems, and 3) ecosystem inventory, 
research, and monitoring. An inde
pendent Ecosystem Conservation 
Panel, with representatives from the 
relevant professional scientific soci
eties (Society for Conservation 
Biology, Ecological Society of 
America, Natural Areas Association, 
American Institute of Biological 
Sciences, etc.) would be established 
to advise the Department of Interior 
on ecosystem listing, protection, 
recovery, and management decisions. 
If drafted and passed as legislation, 
the Native Ecosystems Act would 
give some oackbone to ecosystem 
management. 

CLASSIFICATION 

Conservation of ecosystems must 
begin with a comprehensive, hierar
chical classification· of ecosystems for 
the region of concern-in this case 
the United States. The Act would 
follow the convention of classifying 
ecosystems as vegetation types or 
plant communities. A geographically 
defined ecosystem (e.g., the 
Everglades, Southern Appalachians, 
Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem, etc.) 
would consist of many such commu
nities. Ecosystems would be classi
fied according to the National 
Vegetation Classification System 
developed by The Nature 
Conservancy with the assistance of 
other organizations and agencies. 
This system was endorsed by 
Secretary of Interior Bruce Babbitt 
in October 1997. The classification 
includes a complete physiognomic 
(structural) classification of the vege-

tation (hierarchy and classes), and a 
floristic (plant species-based) classifi
cation of 4149 specific plant commu
nities (associations). Floristic taxo
nomic units of plant communities are 
crucial to habitat delineation and sci
entifically based ecosystem manage
ment at a spatial scale useful to land 
managers. Other, older classifications 
can be cross -walked (explicitly 
linked) to the national system. 

ENDANGERED ECOSYSTEMS 

This section of the Act would be 
modeled after the Endangered 
Species Act. Ecosystems would be 
first assessed according to their 
extent of decline since European set
tlement. Decline would include out
right destruction, conversion to other 
land uses, or significant degradation 
of ecosystem structure, function, or 
composition (for example, see the 
fire-dependent ecosystems listed in 
Table 2) . Ecosystems at any level of 
classification hierarchy would be 
considered, and separate assessments 
for major regions of the country 
would be conducted. Following the 
convention of the 1995 National 
Biological Service report on endan
gered ecosystems, those ecosystems 
that have declined by 98% or more 
would be considered critically endan
gered, by 85-98% would be consid
ered endangered, and by 70- 84% 
would be considered threatened. To 
supplement the classification based 
on floristics, ecosystems defined by 
seral stage, structure, functional rela
tions, condition, and other ecologi
cally relevant factors would be recog
nized. Hence, free-flowing rivers, 
old-growth forest, unplowed grass
land, and ungrazed shrub- steppe 
could be considered critically endan
gered, endangered, or threatened 
ecosystems depending on their 
extent of qualitative decline in par
ticular regions. The National 
Biological Service report would serve 
as the initiaJ list of ecosystems, to be 
enforced until refined estimates of 
decline are available through further 
research. 

After ecosystems have been clas
sified according to their extent of 
decline, an additional criterion of 
rarity would be applied. The Nature 
Conservancy ranks plant communi
ties (as well as species) primarily 
with regard to their rarity and geo
graphic extent of occurrence. A com
munity is ranked as G 1 (critically 
imperiled globally) if five or fewer 
occurrences are extant or if the total 
extent of occurrences is less than 
2000 acres. A -community is ranked 
as G2 (imperiled globally) if fewer 
than 20 occurrences or less than 
10,000 acres are extant. Plant com
munities ranked as G 1 or G2 by The 
Nature Conservancy and/or state 
natural heritage programs would be 
added to the list, with G ls as criti
cally endangered and G2s as endan
gered ecosystems. Ecosystem types 
in any category that are at high risk 
of further decline, for example due to 
human population trends and devel
opment pressures in the regions 

where they occur, would be 
high priorities for immediate 
protective actions (analogous 
to emergency listings and 
protective actions under the 
Endangered Species Act). 

Endangered and critical
ly endangered ecosystems on 
public lands, like species list
ed under the Endangered 
Species Act, would be pro
tected from all "take" that 
would degrade them in any 
way. Thus, roading, logging, 
livestock grazing,-mining, 
development, or other habi
tat alteration would be pro
hibited unless necessary for 
restoration (thinning, for 
example, might be necessary 
for some fire-suppressed 
savannas or forests, and live
stock grazing may have to 
substitute for grazing by 
native herbivores in some 
grazing- dependent grass
lands whose native herbivores 
have been extirpated and 
cannot immediately be rein
troduced). Ori private lands, 
landowners would have two incen
tive-based options for conserving 
listed ecosystems: 1) generous tax 
credits for developing an adequate 
conservation plan, or 2) an option to 
sell the property, or a conservation 
easement, to a public or private con
servation agency at fair market value. 
Threatened ecosystems would be 
monitored and managed on public 
lands in such a way as to prevent fur
ther degradation (i.e., no net loss). 
Federal actions (e.g., permits) that 
led to degradation of these ecosys
tems on private lands would be pro
hibited. Tax incentives for managing 
threatened ecosystems would b; pro
vided to private landowners. 

Recovery goals would be estab
lished and recovery (restoration) 
plans developed for each listed 
ecosystem type. The recovery goal 
would be reestablishment of viable 
ecosystems in their native land
scapes. Wherever possible, the nat
ural distribution of vegetation along 
environmental gradients would be 
restored, as would 11atural distur
bance regimes and populations of 
extirpated species. Multi-ecosystem, 
geographic- based recovery plan·s 
would be strongly- preferred over 
individual-ecosystem recovery plans. 
All plans would include site-specific 
management actions, and .agencies 
would be required to implement the 
plan according to specified timeta-· 
bles and schedules. The Ecosystem 
Conservation Panel would advise the 
Secretary of Interior on the suitabili
ty of recovery plans. 

REPRESENTATIVE ECOSYSTEMS 

Th~ purpose of this section would be 
to represent viable examples of all 
native ecosystems (plant communi
ties) in a network of protected areas, 
regardless of their current rarity and 
across their full range of natural vari
ation. The emphasis here is to assure 
that ecosystems that are still relat'i.ve-
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ly secure and healthy will remain that · 
way. Analyses of representation in 
the United States indicate that most 
ecosystem types are poorly represent
ed, and many un - represented, in 
protected areas . The Gap Analysis 
(GAP) project, organized by the US 
Department of Interior and being 
implemented in every state, is assess
ing the level of representation of veg
etation types nationwide. In Idaho, 
for example, the GAP project identi
fied 29 out of 71 vegetation types 
that were either not represented in 
protected areas or had less than 
10,000 hectares (25,000 acres) repre
sented. The forest types with no rep
resentation were limber pine/grease
wood, lodgepole pine floodplain 
riparian, subalpine fir - mountain 
hemlock, western juniper/mountain 
sagebrush, Douglas - fir - limber 
pine/mountain brush mosaic, and 
western juniper/low sagebrush mosa
ic. Although these types are not 
presently under intense pressure for 
timber harvest, they may be vulnera
ble to other human activities, includ
ing livestock grazing, mining, and 
residential development. Forest types 
with less than 10,000 ha protected in 
Idaho include several types with high 
timber values that are threatened by 
logging: western redcedar-western 
hemlock, grand fir-western redcedar, 
western larch-Douglas-fir, Douglas
fir- Engelmann spruce, ponderosa 
pine - lodgepole pine, grand fir 
Douglas- fir, and lodgepole pine
mixed conifer. 

Forest types in each state that 
are found to be unrepresented or 
under-represented in reserves would 
be protected by a moratorium on 
timber harvests- except legitimate 
restoration forestry-on public lands, 
at least until adequate representation 
has been achieved. What amount is 
adequate would be determined by 

Continued Next Page . .. 
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Return of a Native: the American Chestnut's Re.;overy 
by Ed Metcalfe 

Iln 1904, the chestnut blight was first spotted on trees in New York 
City. By the 1940s the tree was virtually wiped out of its former 
range from Maine to Georgia and · west to Michigan, Indiana, and 
Mississippi. It was the old growth species of the East, and in mature 
stands, trees could be 600 years old and average 5 feet in diameter 
and 100 feet in height. It was a big tree, mature individuals averaged 
three to four feet in diameter and 80 to 100 feet in height. Maximum 
size was much greater. In the heart of its range, specimens of nine to 
ten ' feet were regularly reported with diameters of over 12 feet 
recorded and heights of 140 feet . The wood was remarkable. It was 
straight-grained, lighter in weight than oak and more easily worked. 
It was as rot-resistant as redwood and was used for virtually every
thing: telegraph poles, railroad ties, timber frames, shingles, paneling 
, fine furniture, musical instruments and even pulpwood. 

From the fores ter's point of view, .the tree was exceptional for sev
eral reasons. In addition to its broad utility, the chestnut grew rapid
ly, occasionally putting on as much as one inch of new wood annual
ly. Also unusual was the strong sprouting ability of the chestnut. 
When a tree was harvested, the remaining stump sent up new 
sprouts. 

Some of the more interes,ting studies made by dendrologists are 
those relating to the range of this species. The post-glacial pollen 
record indicates that the tree did not enter New England until about 
2,000 years ago and further show that the tree was migrating north
ward at a rate of about 600-800 feet a year at the time of its demise 
from the blight. The northern range of the species was up through 
central New York, Vermont and New Hampshire extending even far
ther north in the Hudson River and Connecticut River Valleys. To 
the west, the tree populated along the shores of Lake Ontario and to 
the east through large portions of southwestern Maine. 

By 1950, however, the species was on the verge of extinction. 
Serving as a keystone in the ecological structure of the eastern 
forests, it was the most important food source for a wide variety of 
wildlife. With the demise of the Chestnut, many populations of ani
mals and birds plummeted. The spread of the deadly chestnut blight, 
which killed an estimated nine million acres of trees as it moved 
throughout the eastern United States, is considered to be the worst 
ecological disaster to have hit this country in the first half of the cen
tury. The tree was, without a doubt, one of the most important 
sources of lumber to our region and its nuts were the most important 
source of food for many species. 

For many years, the federal government launched vigorous pro
grams in an effort to stem the spread of the blight and to develop 
resistant varieties of the chestnut, but no trees were produced which 
combined high levels of resistance with the desirable traits of the 
American Chestnut. However, with recent developments in genetics 
and plant pathology, there is promise th;t this critically important 
wildlife food source and timber tree will again become part of our 
natural heritage and landscape. 

To make this promise a reality, a group of prominent scientists 
established the American Chestnut Foundation (TACF) in 1983 as a 
50l(c) 3 non-profit organization. The Foundation's mission is sim
ple: to restore the American Chestnut as an integral part of the east
ern forest ecosystem. 

The Foundation's primary approach is to use the backcross 
method of plant breeding to transfer the blight resistance of the 
Chinese Chestnut to the American Chestnut. This method involves 
crossing the Chinese and American trees to obtain a hybrid which is 
one-half American and one-half Chinese. Successive generations of 
offspring are then continually backcrossed to further generations of 
American Chestnuts to eventually produce a tree which is fifteen
sixteenths American, one-sixteenth Chinese. Through a selection 
process, trees will .be developed that have the growth characteristics 
of the American C hestnut and the disease resistant qualities of the 
Chinese trees. 

Currently, TACF is expanding the regional diversity aspect of its 
breeding program. Native trees are being sought throughout the 
tree's former range. These trees are then being incorporated into the 
extensive breeding program now under way. It is hoped that in this 
way, greater genetic diversity will be incorporated into the resulting 
blight resistant trees. In northern New E ngland this diversity may be 
especially important as the trees in our area may have developed cer
tain strategies for surviving our colder winters. 

.. . Nativ e Ecosystem Restoration ... 

the Ecosystem C onservation Panel. C ombined 
with other major initiatives (e .g., projects of The 
W ildlands Project and The Nature Conservancy), 
GAP data would be used to determine the optimal 
location of new reserves to meet representation and 
other conservation goals . General reserve design 
and management (including restoration) guidelines 
also would be provided in this section of the Act. 

E COSYSTEM INVENTORY, RESEARCH, AND 

M ONITORING 

This final section of the Act would apply existing 
programs (e .g . , Gap Analysis , the US 

Environmental Protection Agency's monitoring 
programs), augmented by new studies, to provide 
up-to-date assessments of the status and trends of 
ecosystems nationwide. New studies would include 
detailed analyses of the extent of decline of plant 
communities since European settlement and exper
imental studies of the effects of alternative restora
tion and management practices for each ecosystem 
type . A nationwide monitoring system, using 
remote sensing and ground-level measurements, 
would track trends in ecosystem distribution, qual
ity, protection status, and response to management. 
Information from research and monitoring would 
be used adaptively to revise lists of threatened and 
endangered ecosystems, modify recovery goals and 
methods, and eventually to delist ecosystems that 

have been adequately restored. Degenerative trends 
in nonendangered ecosystems would be noted and 
mitigated to prevent the need for the drastic 
actions required· for endangered ecosystems. 

FUNDING 

All sections of the Act would receive adequate, 
annual levels of funding for implementation. The 
Ecosystem Conservation Panel would determine 
what levels of funding are adequate . Your com
ments and suggestions for improving and drafting 
a Native Ecosystems Act would be appreciated. 
Please direct your comments to J a~per Carlton at 
the Biodiversity Legal Foundation and Reed Noss 
at the Conservation Biology Institute. 

-END 



LET'S BANK ON WILD LANDS AND ECOLOGICAL FORESTRY 'Forestry Intellectual 
Property,' Herbicide 
Resistant Trees, & 
Other, Wonderful 
Things 

by Sue Higby 

Mother Nature invested wisely 
and received bountiful rewards 
for her prudent savings and 
expenditures of earth's basic cap
ital: the atom carbon for an eter
nity. But ever since 1850 or so, 
people quickly squandered these 
investments for short-term 

,rewards gained from plowing 
soils, using fossil fuels, and 
destroying forestlands. 

With global climate change 
now a recognized reality-that 
is, the amount of carbon 
released by combustion and res
piration exceeds the amount 
'fixed' or saved by photosynthe
sis: countries will soon begin to 
formally use carbon as units of 
exchange. Esoteric as this might 
sound, a shift to this kind of 
'currency' has huge implications 
for forests since forests, especial
ly wild, old-growth forests, are 
excellent 'banks' for this new 
carbon currency, and ecological 
forestry-forestry that mimics 
nature---provides a great way to 
put carbon in the bank. 

The Kyoto Protocol that 
came out of the December, 
1997, Climate Convention sets 
legally binding emissions targets 
for industrial countries and rec
ognizes carbon sequestration 
( the accumulation of carbon in 
terrestrial instead of atmospheric 
forms) as a way to meet these 
targets. The Protocol proposes a 
kind of balance sheet for indus
trial countries involving emis
sion 'credits' for carbon seques
tration and 'debits' for deliberate 
carbon release actions, such as 
fossil fuel combustion. Trees 
play a significant role in this bal
ance, as their life cycle involves 
taking in carbon dioxide for 
photosynthesis and storing up 
reserves of carbon in trunks, 
branches, and roots. Oceans , 
soils and forests all offer some 
potential to be managed as 
sinks, that is, to promote net 
carbon sequestration. 

Many questions were raised 
when representatives from 
Forest Watch and environmental 
groups around the country 
assembled at the Center for 
International Environmental 
Law in Washington, D .C., in 
late January to consider the 
Kyoto Protocol. What makes a 
good carbon sink? How do we 
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get more sinks? How do we 
keep track of carbon sinks and 
sources? Because many, many 
millions of dollars of 'free mar
ket' profit are at stake in the 
answers to these questions, 
interest groups are eagerly get
ting out their messages-some 
inaccurate-to the administra
tion and other decisionmakers. 
The Protocol allows a great deal 
of 'wiggle' room that cannot 
help but entice players to pos
ture for debits and credits that 

. promise to be difficult to moni
tor and track. 

The success of the Protocol 
depends on how accurately the 
reported forestland activities 
mirror reality. At present, there 
is much room for improvement. 
For example, the Protocol does 
not look at 'deforestation' as 
including timber harvesting, but 
the forest industry wants to 
count post-harvest replanting 
(which they would likely do 
anyway) as 'reforestation.' Forest 
creation, re-establishment, and 
conservation are only vaguely 
described in the Protocol; more
over, grassland and agricultural 
soils are only viewed as carbon 
sources-not sinks. 

Not surprisingly some forest 
industry representatives are 
pushing for rapidly growing, 
monoculture tree plantations as 
a way to sequester carbon while 
ignoring the immense value of 
the carbon stored in existing 
old-growth reserves as well as 
the long time that is required to 
restore this carbon after it is 
released (e.g., logged). With the 
fate of our planet at stake, 
monoculture tree plantations
known to be ecological deserts 
and at high risk to insects, dis
ease, and fire-must not be 
banked on for carbon sequestra
tion. 

If New England's forests, 
and those of the nation, are 
allowed to age and become 
structurally complex, and vast 
areas are allowed to rewild then 
they would possess great value 
for carbon sequestration and 
biodiversity and more. Sedjo, 
Sohngen, and Jagger noted in 
their recent report that, " ... if 
forests managed for carbon 
sequestration are allowed to 
mature and remain unharvested, 
one of the long-term effects may 
be enhanced biodiversity." Net 

biomass accumulation is the key 
to carbon sequestration, but it 
must be done with the conserva
tion of biodiversity in mind. 

We need to promote a clear 
vision for ecological forestry and 
ways that our forests can store 
carbon to meet targets set forth 
in the Protocol in New England 
and around our country. Forest 
Watch and the group of envi
ronmentalists that recently con
vened in Washington, D.C., 
offer the following recommen
dations: 

Refine the Kyoto Protocol to 
include the carbon sequestration 
benefits 'of forest conservation, 
wild forest protection, and eco
logical forestry in the accounting 
system; Protect, as a matter of 
public policy, all old-growth 
forests on federal and state land 
and create new opportunities for 
public forests to age and rewild; 
Cease whole-tree harvesting, 
especially on public land, and 
allow the carbon and nutrients 
in the branches and twigs to stay 
in the forest; Reduce clearcut
ting, especially on public land, 
and increase the number of 
uncut wildlife snags and den 
trees that are left standing
never to be cut; Increase the 
rotation length-time that a tree 
is allowed to grow before cut
ting; and Provide incentives for 
landowners to permanently con
serve forestland, create wild
lands, and practice ecological 
forestry; 

Washington Irving wrote 
long ago that "speculation is the 
romance of trade, and casts con
tempt upon all its sober realities" 
(1855). But we need to carefully 
consider these realities and rec
ognize plantation tree farms as 
mere junk bonds of the environ
ment-not investments for the 
future. Let's accelerate our car
bon savings programs, (while 
simultaneously reducing fossil 
fuel consumption) , by strategi
cally investing in protecting 
wildlands and promoting eco
logical forestry. 

· Sue Higby is a Deputy Director of 
Forest Watch, a regional conservation 
group working to protect and 

Company Press Release 
NEW YORK, April 6 

/PRNewswire/ -- Fletcher Challenge 
Forests , International Paper, Monsanto 
Company and Westvaco Corporation 
announced today their intent to form a 
forestry biotechnology joint venture to 
produce and market tree seedlings that 
will improve forest health and produc
tivity for the forestry market worldwide. 
The four companies will contribute $60 
million (US) in total over five years to 
the joint venture. 

The companies also announced 
their intent to contract with Genesis 
Research and Development 
Corporation Limited, an Auckland, 
New Zealand, biotechnology research 
company, to provide genomics research. 
The joint venture also will acquire 
forestry intellectual property from 
Genesis. 

The participating companies envi
sion the joint venture as a worldwide 
magnet for future developments in 
forestry biotechnology and believe that 
as international demand for wood fiber 
increases, significant business opportu
nities will result from additional break
throughs in forestry science. Each com
pany possesses significant biotechnology 
capabilities and will share its individual 
strengths as an equal partner in the joint 
venture. The joint venture also plans to 
actively seek technological advances 
from independent laboratories, universi
ties and other companies in order to 
position itself to market new advances 
in forestry biotechnology to the world's 
tree growers in the shortest possible 
time. 

The joint venture will focus on tree 
species that represent a majority of the 
seedlings now planted by the forest 
industry around the world and will ini
tially direct its efforts toward various 
eucalyptus and poplar species, Radiata 
pine, loblolly pine and sweetgum. 
Targeted genetic improvements include: 

• herbicide tolerant planting stock 
to enable more cost effective, as-needed 
control of competing vegetation; 

•higher growth rates to allow more 
wood to be grown on less land at lower 
cost; 

•improved fiber quality and unifor
mity to increase efficiency in paper and 
wood products manufacturing process
es. 

These improvements are expected 
to enable forest landowners to meet the 
growing demand for paper and wood 
products while strengthening their abil
ity to manage forestlands in a sustain
able and eco-efficient manner for the 
benefit of future generations. Increasing 

re- create wild forests and to ~ ,-r~ 

reform public land manage- r":--;' ~'i· ~1"r, 
the productivity of tree 
plantations safely and 
sustainably will help 
meet the world's wood 
and fiber needs without 
increasing pressure on 
native forests. 

.ment. P-isit the Forest Watch '-';,:'1'". , _;l 
website (HYPERLINK " '-
http:l/wwwforestwatch. org ~-- - '--.,,-::-\ 
www.Jorestwatch.org) to find :-. ~- co, J/ 
out mor(F) Sedjo, Sohngen, " <$l.J • ...__, V 
Jagger, Carbon Sinks in the , , 
Post- Kyoto world: Part 1, '--... 
1998. 
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NH Legislature Delays Herbicide 
Reform-Mead & Champion to Spray 

by Daisy Goodman 

Senate Bill 68 was introduced to the New Harl!-pshire 
State legislature this session by Senat~r Richard 
Russman and several co-sponsors. The bill had .. two 
parts originally: it required a 300 foot_ buffer ( no
spray zone') around bodies of water, senngs, _wetla~d 
areas, and streams t<? protect water quality dunng aen
al herbicide applicat10ns. 

Pressure from the paper industry, NH Timberland 
Owners Association and the Society for the Protection 
of New Hampshire Forests caused the committee 
(Senate Environment) to reduce the required buffer 
from the original 400 feet and removed protection _for 
runoff area-areas of intermittent water flow which 
feed streams and other water bodies after rainfall. The 
second section of the bill provided both a mandate and 
funding for monitoring of water quality after aerial 
spraying by the NH Departm~nt o~ Environmental 
Services. Until now, DES representatives have regard
ed the responsibility to monitor water quality after 
pesticide use as discretionary. 

S68 passed through the Senate Environment 
Committee and was approved by the full Senate. From 
there it moved to the House Environment and 
Agriculture Committee. Continuing industry lobbyi~g 
convinced this comrnittee to recommend the bill 
"inexpedient to legislate." However, a motion ?n ~he 
floor of the House is proposed to pass the mo~itonng 
portion of the bill alone. This motion has yet to be 
considered. 

Monitoring water quality after aerial spraying _is 
particularly important in light of recent res~arch m 
Switzerland. A study of rainwater chemistry by 
Stephan Muller scheduled for publication in the jour
nal Analytical Chemistry showed that 41 samples ~f 
rainwater contained significantly higher levels of pesti
cides than are allowed in drinking water in Europe. 
Evaporation during application of pesticides results in 
volatilization of molecules of pesticides and their pres
ence in rainfall. Evaporative loss was identified as a 
serious component of off target movement of pesti
cides by EPA's Environmental Effects Branch as early 
as 1994. The problem is compounded during aerial 
pesticide applications due to widespread drift and 
shearing of larger droplets into small ones by turbu
lence. 

A recent study published in the Journal of the 
American Cancer Society (March 15, 1999) reveals 
clear links between the herbicide glyphosate, manufac
tured by Monsanto Corporation for aerial forestryt 
applications as the product Accord and for lawn, gar
den and farm use as Roundup, with non-Hodgkins 
lymphoma, a form of lymphatic cancer that is parti~u
larly difficult to treat. The incidence of non-Hodgkins 
lymphoma has increased 73% in the United States 
since 1973. 

MEANWHILE 

Champion International will be spraying 95 acres, it is 
reported, from skidders this summer in Pittsburg, 
NH the headwaters of the Connecticut River. When , . 
Vermont's legislature was considering a moratonum 
on forestry herbicide use, it went beyond Forest 
Resource Advisory Council recommendations and 
imposed restrictions on "broadscale ground applica 
tions" as well. This was in response to testimony that 
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Champion was considering a 
ground application. At the 
time, Governor Dean and 
industry lobbyists cried foul. 
Time has demonstrated that 
herbicide opponents were not 
delusional. 

Champion's Northeast 
forest policy manager Joel 
Swanton testified to the NH 
legislature this winter that 

" S en ate B ill 6 8 is part of a l!.iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:.I 

long-term effort by those who 

oppose pesticide use in New r.===========:======:====,i 
Hampshire and across the Northeast The Orion Society's 
to stop their use and undermine the Forgotten Language Tour 
economic viability of private forest 
land ownership." It is an argument 
worth confronting that private land 
ownership depends on pesticides. 

Mead, which opened the spraying 
issue in Vermont in 1995, also plans 
to spray clearcuts in the 
Androscoggin headwaters region 
from helicopters this summer. The 
acreage will total 450 acres. New 
Hampshire is now granting these 
permits to spray which will take place 
in early August. . 

The federal Environmental 
Protection Agency took note of 
clearcut spraying in its 1999 State of 
the New England Environment 
report. In a short section entitled 
"Reconsidering the North Woods," 
the report leads off by mentioning an 
"essentially healthy" forest impacted 
by anthropogenic stresses such as cli
mate change and ozone pollution. 

It also states, "Use of pesticides, 
especially herbicides, in forests has 
been a significant issue for several 
years in New Hampshire, Vermont 
and Maine. Major concerns include 
pesticide drift from target application 
areas, im'pacts of the chemicals on 
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public health and the environment, lb===============::=.1 
and clear-cutting and other forest 
management practices that use · herbicides to suppress 
hardwoods and enhance conifer competitiveness." 

The EPA report mentions the Vermont moratori
um which will "remain in effect until 2003"-an error. 
A report is due then but the moratorium remains in 
place until reversed by law. 

It also states, "The NH Pesticide Control Board 
recently revised its rules to provide more notification 
and greater opportunities for public input .. 
.Although the Maine Board of Pesticide Control 
rejected a petition to ban aerial application in 1995, 
the Board is sensitive to forest herbicide issues and has 
begun to implement improved notification and over
sight measures."-A. W 
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Wild/and Voices Needed NOW for Saddlehack 
By Pamela Prodan 

The final days are fast approaching 
for the controversy over land acquisi
tion to protect the Appalachian Trail 
(AT) on Saddleback Mountain in 
Maine. The Environmental 
Assessment is out and the National 
Park Service (NPS) says the matter 
will be decided by December 1999. 
Now is the time for people to com
ment to preserve the existing 
Appalachian Trail experience over 
Saddleback Mountain and the ecologi
cal integrity of the mountain ecosys
tem itself. 

~r 
f<'.vliu~ chamo.evnorvS 

It is extremely important that 
wildlands advocates speak up now for 
this irreplaceable mountain ecosystem. 
'.fhe Appalachian Trail Conference 
(ATC) has been the strongest environ
mental voice throughout this process, 
yet has endorsed the option that pro
vides protection for only 893 acres. 
While this is better than the other two 
options that allow ski lifts to intrude 
upon the trail experience, keep in mind 
that Saddleback Mountain hosts a 
Critical Natural Area (described 
below), which is estimated to cover 
1,524 acres. 

I admire the persistence of the 
ATC and other members of the trail 
community in advocating for the AT 
on Saddleback for over a decade, but 
the scarcity of other strong voices for 
wildlands conservation in this process 
is unfortunate. Most of the discussion 
locally about what is 'reasonable' and 
'unreasonable' for public acquisition is 
now focussed on the 'views' offered 
hikers by the various proposals and to 
what extent they are obstructed by ski 
development. Less is being said about 
the integrity of the mountain ecosys
tem, and the human experience of the 
mountain environment itself, although 
to many people, these have as much 
value as any 'view.' Although trail pro
tection is not simply an issue of 'hiker 
viewsheds', that is how it is being por
trayed locally by opponents to trail 
protection. One particularly narrow
minded opponent who is also the area's 
State Senator has characterized hikers 
as being elitist for demanding virgin 
views. 

Trail protection on Saddleback 
also includes the protection of the eco
logical integrity of a unique mountain 
that hosts an irreplaceable plant com
munity and fragile soils. An encounter 
with such a majestic mountain as 
Saddleback includes not just scenic 
and recreational values, but also the 
scarcer values of passing though undis
turbed habitat, hearing rare alpine bird 
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species and discovering signs of alpine 
wildlife. However, NPS needs to hear 
many more voices for protecting more 
than 'hiker viewsheds', or that is all 
that will be protected. If NPS ade
quately carries out this land acquisi
tion, the human experience of the AT 
on Saddleback will also include other 
values as well as knowing with certain
ty that the mountaintop will remain 
forever wild and protected for future 
hikers. 

A final plea-I sincerely hope that 
environmentalists will not leave this 
battle up to the Appalachian Trail 
community. Whether or not we as 
individuals and -organizations feel a 
connection to the Appalachian 
National Scenic Trail is less important 
now than how we feel about the pro
tection of a unique mountain ecosys
tem. Whether or not we plan to ever 
hike Saddleback Mountain, we should 
care what happens to Saddleback. The 
experience of the Appalachian Trail on 
Saddleback is the experience of the 
mountain itself. 

EA OPTION OF PRESERVING 

EXISTING TRAIL EXPERIENCE 

Over the years of negotiations and 
study, various alternatives have been 
developed: by NPS, its consultants, the 
trail community and the landowner. 
NPS is inviting comment on five alter
natives that are examined in the 
Environmental Assessment: 

1. No BUILD OPTION. Ignores the 
Congressional mandate to protect the 
entire trail from Georgia to Maine. 

2. PRESERVATION OF THE EXIST
ING APPALACHIAN TRAIL 
EXPERIENCE. Acquire 2,860 acres, the 
preferred option ofNPS in 1987. 

3. PROTECTION OF THE VISUAL 
FOREGROUND ZONE. Acquire 893 
acres to protect hiker views. 

4. DONATION INTEREST. Accept 
easement on 600 acres to allow passage 
of hikers through the property. 

5. OPTIMAL SKI AREA DEVELOP
MENT. Provide ski area with full oppor
tunity to maximize its expansion 
potential; 784 acres described as pro
tected. 

HISTORY OF SKI AREA'S 

ExPANSION PLANS 

·From their inception in the late 1980s, 
Saddleback Ski Area's expansion plans 
have had a dubious legal foothold. 
Maine's Land Use Regulation 
Commission (LURC) has stretched 
Maine laws and regulations and bent 
over ba~kwards in order to approve 
Saddleback's rezoning and develop
ment permit applications. Absence of 
required data, missing plans and an 
unclear record were ignored because 
LURC presumed that Saddleback 
could and would ultimately fashion a 
Final Development Plan that would 
meet all the legal requirements. 

Register of Critical Areas on January 
27, 1978. Uncommon species grow 
over an estimate 1,524 acres on 
Saddleback. It is the third most diverse 
of all the Maine mountains. Nineteen 
of the 34 arctic- alpine plant species 
occurring in Maine are found on 
Saddleback. Species include plants on 
Maine's watch list such as Baked
Apple Berry (Rubus chamae"inorus); 
species of 'special concern' such as 
Diapensia (Diapensio lapponica); and 
the Alpine Blueberry (Vaccinium 
boreale), a candidate for listing as an 
endangered species in Maine. 

The SPO in its testimony 
expressed concern about further 
impacts on the alpine tundra vegeta
tion from additional skiing, foot traffic 
and trail grooming. The SPO felt that 
a proposal to relocate a portion of the 
exiting AT would not allow the 
panoramic views that the current trail 
provides, and thus wouldn't be the pre
ferred route of most hikers. If the 
alternative trail is established, the SPO 
reasoned, the result will be that two 
trails will be used by hikers, conse
quently denuding more of the arctic 
tundra vegetation. The SPO further 
argued that based on potential impacts 
from the proposed ski facilities, certain 
areas of the proposed development did 
not meet the Commission's criteria for 
rezoning in that prot~ction of existing 
resources would not be provided. 

Although the Preliminary 
Development Plan application and 
zoning petition arguably failed to meet 
legal requirements, they were, in the 
words of LURC's order, "guardedly 
and conditionally approved" on 
February 16, 1989. The order warned 
that "meeting these conditions will not 
only be a heavy burden for the peti
tioners, but will no doubt result in 
alterations to the specific elements of 
their proposal that have raised the con
cerns highlighted throughout this doc
ument." Ahhough of questionable 
legal basis, LURC's decision was never 
appealed. Saddleback submitted an 
application for a first phase of its Final 
Development Plan over two years later 
on April 1, 1991. Amendment A to 
the Preliminary Development Plan 

was to allow uses and activities that 
were not proposed in the original plan. 
LURC staff rejected and then rewrote 
the amended plan, which was 
approved by LURC. The expansion 
has never been butlt. 

SADDLEBACK'S OFFER 

Many not very familiar with the situa
tion have wondered whether it is not 
possible for the AT to coexist with ski 
area development. They ask why it has 
been so hard for NPS and the 
Saddleback Ski Area to reach an 
agreement. The simple answer is that 
this particular landowner is primarily 
interested in getting a return on his 
investment and not environmental 
stewardship. The ski area is on the 
market. The facilities are deteriorating. 
The owner's present strategy appears 
to be to inflate the value of the land, 
including the land over which the AT 
passes, by claiming that this area is 
needed to access valuable ski terrain. If 
true, this position serves two purposes: 
first, it raises the resort's value to a 
prospective buyer (if one can be found) 
and thus the seller's profit in a sale; and 
second, it raises the amount that the 
U.S. government will have to pay 
(meaning, we, the taxpayers) to acquire 
the land for the AT corridor. Naturally, 
the very fact that the owner is trying to 
sell the ski area means that the owner 
rebuts with vehemence every assertion 
by NPS that the mountain is not does 
not have as much viable ski terrain as 
the owner claims. 

One of the options explored in the 
Environmental Assessment is a dona
•tion interest proposed by Saddleback 
Ski Area. The ski area's proposed 
'donation' amounts to little more than 
a wish list of future expansion activi
ties. Although titled a "Donation 
Warranty Deed," a close look at con
veyance language indicates that the 
deed is a conveyance of rights to the 
United States Government, not land, 
and the rights are simply passage over 
the land and maintaining the trail. The 

• land over which the right of passage is 
granted is called the "Granted 
Passageway." The ski area would retain 
an "easement in, across, along, under, 

and through the entire 
Granted Passageway," for 
purposes of using the 
Granted Passageway for vir
tually all kinds of recre 
ational activities and associ
ated infrastructure such as 
building roads, posting tres
passing and other signs, 
piping water for snow mak
ing and installing utility 
lines. 

During the LURC rezoning pro
ceeding in 1988, the Maine State 
Planning Office (SPO) indicated con
cern about the Saddleback Mountain 
Arctic-alpine Vascular Vegetation 
Community, which was placed on the 

Vo.cc.i11ivm.. boveo1le.. 

NPS and owners of 
Saddleback Ski Area have 
attempted to negotiate a 
settlement, so far to no 
avail. The owners continue 
to fight the acquisition of 
significant land to protect 
the AT. Having made no 

and Zoning Petition was also submit
ted. The purpose of Amendment A 
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secret of the fact that 
Saddleback Ski Area is for 

sale, the owners are now insisting on 
retaining virtually all rights to develop 
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... Saddle back ... 
the mountain to the maximum extent 

possible. 
NPS does have the power of emi

nent domain. Saddleback Ski Area 
maintains that the Park Service is lim
ited to using eminent domain to 
acquire 125 acres for each of the 3.5 
miles of trail over Saddleback. 
However, courts have held that NPS 
can acquire more. Many people do not 
like to think about eminent domain, 
and some refuse to even discuss it at 
this point. However, the ongoing pos
ture of owners of the ski area, r.e., that 
they have the right to develop the ski 
area without regard for the integrity of 
the AT, makes a settlement unlikely 
and the use of eminent domain proba
ble. If eminent domain is used, NPS 
could acquire whatever land is needed 
to protect the present 
AT experience . This 
would also protect the 
alpine tundra vegetation, 
aesthetics and tranquili
ty of the mountain. If 
that means acquiring 
upwards of 2,000 acres, 
so be it. 

Without question, 
the ski area's owners 
fully intend that ski 
facilities be developed to 
the maximum at some 
point in the future, or at 
least is marketing that 
potential. Since the 
owners (present or 
future) may try to devel
op the entire mountain, 
it is essential to act now 
to protect all of the 
mountain that needs 
protection, and not 
assume that LURC or 
the Maine Department 
of Environmental 
Protection will keep 
Saddleback's fragile 
areas from being developed. LURC's 
present Comprehensive Land Use Plan 
gives less attention to mountain areas 
than its previous plan (see my article 
Mountainous Challenge Faces Maine: 
Veneration or Neglect? Forum, Vol 4, 
No. 3, Mid Winter, 1996, pg.16). The 
fact that LURC rezoned three town
ships of mountain ridgelines for 
Kenetech Wind power in 199 5 illus
trates the low regard that LURC can 
have for Maine mountains. 

DEVELOPMENT ON AND ACROSS 

THE RIDGE 
When Thompson Appraisal Company 
prepared an appraisal . of the 
Saddleback Ski Area for NPS in 1998, 
it hired SNO.engineering (SNO.e), a 
resort planning company, to develop a 
master plan for the ski area with full 
opportunity to maximize its expansion 
potential. This is another option 
described in the Environmental 
Assessment. According to the apprais
er, SNO.e's master plan avoided the 
Saddleback Mountain ridgeline due to 
its wind exposure. High winds across 
the ridge result in insufficient snow 
cover over the bare ground and, more 
importantly, ski lifts in areas of high 
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winds frequently must be shut down. 
Some areas have shortened their lift 
systems to eliminate areas of high wind 
velocity that have resulted in entire lift 
shutdowns (e.g., Waterville Valley). 
The appraisal states: 

The inability to install lifts on the 
ridge line of Saddleback Mountain 
does not impact the potential for the 
ski area expansion since this terrain is 
unsuitable for ski area development 
due to high winds, exposure, and lack 
of sufficient snow cover. The terrain on 
the south side of the mountain is not 
part of the planned expansion area due 
to its remoteness from the existing 
infrastructure, south facing slopes, and 
difficulty access due to the inability to 
install lifts to the top of the ridge. 

The appraiser's judgement about 

Saddleback's high winds and the 
unsuitability of the ridge for ski area 
facilities is consistent with U.S. 
Department of Energy estimates of 
annual average wind power for the 
area . That data indicates that 
Saddleback Mountain sits in one of 
only three inland Maine areas with 
extremely high wind power on moun
tain ridge crests. Another area sur
rounds Mount Katahdin. 

It is important to understand that 
the power of the wind increases eight
fold when the speed of the wind dou
bles. The term used for describing how 
energetic the winds are during a period 
of time is 'power density.' Wind power 
developers attempt to measure power 
density at a site because it has a indi
rect impact on the economic feasibility 
of a win·d power generation project. 
However, high power density also 
translates into the need for stronger 
and more costly towers and other 
infrastructure that must be engineered 
to endure the load thrust of high winds 
without buckling. In addition, as expe
rienced hikers know, there simply will 
be times when it is dangerous for peo
ple to be on the mountain due to the 
wind and associated factors like wind 

chill and lack of visibility from blowing 
snow. Some of these occurrences will 
be impossible to predict. Thus, in the 
case of Saddleback, development of 
the ridgeline for .skiing leaves open the 
possibility that skiers will become 
trapped on the mountain in life
threatening situations, even if the ski 
area could afford to build the necessary 
infrastructure. 

THE So-CALLED PROTECTIVE 

COVENANTS 

The proposed donation deed is not a 
conveyance in fee, but a release deed 
and a contract allowing NPS a right of 
passage on the mountain. In the docu
ment, Saddleback Ski Area has 
retained as allowed uses activities that 
LURC has already expressly disal-

lowed. A list of restrictions and protec
tive covenants on the ski area's activi
ties in the granted passageway 
includes: 

No lifts or buildings above tree 
line (these are already disallowed by 
LURC, as well as have ski trails); 

No lifts to cross the AT footpath 
(LURC already requires the ski area to 
examine a wide range of suitable alter
native locations for the ski area's pro
posed lifts and ski trails in order to 
avoid visual intrusion on the AT); 

No restaurants or commercial 
concessions. (The fact that the ski area 
considers this restriction to be a pro
tective covenant show how little is 
actually being conveyed in the pro
posed 'donation;' 

No commercial non-ski season 
operation of ski lifts for non-hiking or 
non-sightseeing activities, such as for 
mountain biking or alpine slides. 
(LURC already restricts the general 
public use of proposed ski lift facilities 
to times of snow cover, and for ski 
related purposes only; and 

No motorized vehicles to cross 
from May 15 to October 1, except 
within a 200' wide Right of Way the 
ski area would retain and except for ski 
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area constn,iction, operation or mainte
nance activities or for emergencies. 

Other protective covenants are 
intended to benefit the ski area rather 
than the AT and are actually reserved 
rights. These would allow the ski area 
to install up to five lifts and other facil
ities in the Granted Passageway, oper
ate one lift in the summer and relocate 
the trail within the Granted 
Passageway so that none of the lift ter
minals would be visible from the AT. 
Presumably, this would move the AT 
off the ridgeline. 

In justification of the development 
rights reserved to Saddleback Ski 
Area, the deed contains references to 
conditions at other ski areas along the 
Appalachian Trail where ski area 
development intrudes upon the trail. 

For example, the deed states, "Unlike 
BROMLEY (Vt.) and WILDCAT 
(N.H.) SKI MOUNTAINS, to the 
extent reasonable feasible, ski facili 
ties, structures and buildings [ within 
the Granted Passageway] shall be 
located in such a way as to minimize 
their visibility from the Appalachian 
Trail." Of course, Saddleback ignores 
that the circumstances of the AT at 
those ski areas are different-they 
are located in a National Forest mul
tiple use area. The Saddleback deed 
then goes on to state "when not rea
sonably feasible, it is acknowledged 
by both parties that they [ the struc
tures, etc.] may be visible therefrom." 
More light is shed on what is meant 
by 'reasonably feasible' in the third 
sentence: "In case of conflict, it is 
expressly acknowledged by both par
ties that skiing facilities (such as 
trails, lifts, buildings, etc.) shall take 
precedent over hiker views and the 
GRANTOR need not have to incur 
extra cost for hiker viewsheds." In 
other words, the ski area agrees to 
minimize the visibility of its facili
ties, structures and buildings, located 

on the very land it purports to convey 
for the AT, but only if it can be done 
cost-free. Is it any wonder why this is a 
donation? In terms of protection for 
the AT, it is practically valueless. 

PUBLIC HEARINGS 
The Park Service will accept written 
comments on the Environmental 
Assessment and plans to hold open 
houses in Rangeley on Wednesday, 
August 4 and in Portland on Thursday, 
August 5. To receive a copy of the 
environmental assessment, contact: 
Pamela Underhill, Manager 

Appalachian National Scenic Trail 
National Park Service 
Harpers Ferry Center 
Harpers Ferry, WV 25425 
You can view the Environmental 

Assessment at www.nps.gov/aptr/>. 
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DEC, and after extensive review of information IROND CK 
PARK 

REPORT 

--iir~::::;;;:=~_::;::...:~:::::::::~===._;.----=-=~~:;_:;_::_~~-:.=::--11 generated through Discovery in this case, have 

y Peter Bauer 

Tm "'!-~irondack .Pa~k is a '!1odel for people living amidst wild areas in a way that's usually mutually beneficial to both. At 
stx-mtllion acres tn stze--bigger th~n the State of Vermont-c-the Adirondack Park contains a checkerboard of publicly owned 
Forest.Pr~serve land: (2.5 million acres), which is managed as wilderness, and J.5 million acres of private lands, 2.5 million 
of whtch t: co1:1mercially managed forests. The Forest Preserve is protected as lands "to be forever kept as wild forest" in the 
state constitution. 

This is .the tightest wi(derrteis protection in the U.S.; no timber harvesting, strictly limited use of motor vehicles. Created 
in 1885, lands in the Forest Preserve represent 85 percent of the total wilderness lands in the eleven Northeast states. 130,000 
people make their homes and livelihoods in the Adirondacks spread throughout better than 100 communities. 

brought a counter-suit against the DEC for mis
management of the Forest Preserve and rampant 
violations of the State Constitution. A the root 
of the matter is the DEC's issuance of 
Temporary Revocable Perfllits (TRPs), which 
the DEC issues for any temporary non-confor
mance with state law on the Forest Preserve. 
Things such as motor vehicles for road or trail 
maintenance or fish stocking or wildlife manage
ment and permits to facilitate research. 
Unfortunately, these permits have been issued 
freely and without a coherent policy. Motor 
vehicle use has increased precipitously as has the 
number of permits. DEC hardly ever says 'No.' 
As opposed to denying motor vehicle use, as 
charged by the motor vehicle advocates, DEC 
has been allowing far too much motor vehicle 
use. This suit is now pending in federal court. All land uses in the AdirondackPark are managed jointly by the St1te of New York through various agencies and depart

ments and local governments, While there are many complaints all around,' the Adirondack Park works extremely well and is 
wt only a place where teople ~nd wilderness,systems c?exist, bu/ represeiJts a sucasiful mot/el for large-scale landscape protec-
tion. Each issue the ~dirondack Park &port" details the mostpressingreant issues/acing theAdirondackPark. ·· JETS Kl REGULATIONS 

il==================~========="'=======================J Many complaints about jetskis have been made 

STATE SENATE PASSES Acrn RAIN 

LEGISLATION 
The NYS Senate unanimously passed legislation 
that would prohibit New York utilities from sell
ing excess pollution credits to states upwind of 
the Adirondacks. Under the 1990 Clean Air Act, 
which created the landmark 'cap and trade' pro
gram to regulate sulfur dioxide emissions, com
panies were assigned emission standards by the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). If a 
company emitted less than its standard, they 
could sell pollution credits, by the tons, on the 
open market. These credits are generally pur
chased by either investors or utilities that surpass 
their allocated standards. The NYS Senate bill in 
essence prohibits the sale of New York pollution 
credits to companies in the Midwest, the origin 
for the majority of acid rain that falls on _the 
Adirondacks . Under the legislation, pollution 
credits will be tracked by serial number and com
panies must register sales with state authorities. 
Or, to be exempt from regulatory review, compa
nies can voluntarily create 'restrictive covenants' 
on their sales of pollution credits banning, by 
legal contract, sales of their credits to upwind 
states. 

This bill is important because it puts the 
NYS Senate, controlled by its Republican major
ity, on record in the fight against acid rain. 
Further, this bill shows that the states are moving 
to modify the workings of the federal Clean Air 
Act. The NYS Senate bill is scheduled to take 
effect in three years, a time period that would 
allow federal action to retool the Clean Air Act 
to eliminate acid rain. 

The NYS Assembly passed a similar, but dif
ferent bill earlier this year. The Assembly must 
now either pass the Senate bill or recon_cile the 
two bills in conference committee with the 
Senate. Governor Pataki has indicated his sup
port to sign such a bill into law.Getting New 
York back into the acid rain fight is vital to 
efforts in Washington to pass the Acid Rain and 
Ozone Deposition Control Act. 

In the Adirondacks 500 waterbodies are 
already dead from acid rain and a recent report to 
Congress predicted that if new steps are not 
taken and present trends continue, another 1,000 
lakes will die. Further, there are now mercury 
warnings for a half dozen Adirondack lakes and 
several ongoing studies in the Adirondacks point 
to acid rain as an important factor in forest 
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regeneration failure and the disappearance of tree 
species, such as sugar maple. 

CHAMPION DEAL SEALED 
It's official. The State of New York and 
Champion International closed on June 30, 1999 
a deal for the state purchase of 29,000 acres for 
the Forest Preserve and 110,000 acres in conser
vation easements. This deal protects 70 miles of 
wild rivers, extensive wetland and bog areas, like 
Madawaska Bog and Quebec Brook, Tooley 
Pond, and ushers in the largest sustainable 
forestry operation to date in the Adirondacks. 

Under this agreement, The Forestland 
Group (TFG) has purchased the forestry rights 
on the 110,000 acres where the State purchased 
conservation easements. Under its contract with 
the state, TFG is obligated to practice sustain
able forestry. This transaction is the largest deal 
ever completed by the State of New York. In his 
first five yea;s in office Governor Pataki has pro
tected nearly 200,000 acres in the Adirondacks. 

GROUPS BRING SUIT AGAINST OVER THE 

FOREST PRESERVE 
Five environmental organizations, have brought 
suit against the NYS Department of 
Environmental Conservation (DEC) for violat
ing the State constitutional protections for the 
Adirondack Forest Preserve. Under the State 
Constitution, Forest Preserve lands are to be 'for
ever managed as wild forest lands' never to be 
harvested, leased, sold or destroyed. Under state 
management motor vehicle use has been tightly 
regulated. 

Last year a group of disabled individuals 
closely associated with advocates, such as 
Adirondackers for Access, demanding greater 
access to the trails and roads of the Forest 
Preserve for motor vehicle use, brought suit 
against the State alleging violations of their civil 
rights due to policies that limit motor vehicles in 
the Forest Preserve. These advocates are steadfast 
in their calls for expanded use of motor vehicles, 
especially all terrain vehicles (ATVs), which they 
characterize as 'wheelchairs' in the woods. 
Seeking relief under the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA), these advocates have 
submitted extensive information demands on the 
DEC concerning issuance of special permits for 
motor vehicle use on the Forest Preserve. 

A number of New York environmental orga
nizations intervened in this suit, Galusha v. 
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throughout the Adirondacks. A local resident 
who lives near Lake Flower in Saranac Lake says 
his life in the summer there is like living in a 
hornet's nest due to the incessant buzzzzzzzzz of 
jetskis. From Long Lake to Piseco Lake to 
Cranberry Lake to Fourth Lake to Lake George 
to lakes throughout the Adirondack Park (and 
across New York State!) the cry is the same: Isn't 
there something that can be done about jetskis? 

Unfortunately, not much can be done. There 
are no state laws that regulate jetskis in a mean
ingful way. And local governments don't have the 
authority to regulate and limit them. 
Municipalities are creatures of the State of New 
York and despite the "home rule" provision of 
Article IX of the State Constitution have only 
such powers as the Legislature has given them. 
Regulating the use of jetskis would necessitate an 
amendment of the state Navigation Law, though 
this law has been amended numerous times to 
provide enhanced authority for water craft regu
bition on specific waterbodies or for specific 
counties. Though often referred to as jetskis, the 
official definition in the Navigation Law calls 
them personal watercraft (PWC)- in this article 
we'll stick with the term jetski. 

The Navigation Law was amended in 1990 
to defines a jetski as " ... a vessel which uses an 
inboard motor powering a water jet pump as it 
primary source of motive power and which is 
designed to be oyerated by a person sitting, 
standing, or kneeling on, or being towed behind 
a vessel rather than in the conventional manner 
of sitting or standing inside the vessel." Under 
this same law a "specialty prop-craft" is " ... a 
vessel which is powered by an outboard motor or 
a propeller driven motor and which is designed to be 
operated ... " (completed with language exactly like 
jetski language above). 

The intent of the Navigation Law here was to 
differentiate jetskis from other types of motorized 
watercraft. For instance, jetskis are the only motorized 
watercraft prohibited from operating from sunset to 
sunrise and also from operating within 500 feet of a 
"designated bathing area" except where "the opposing 
shore is 500 feet from the designated area and in 
accordance with speed regulations and restrictions as 
provided by local law or ordinance but in no event at a 
speed in excess of ten miles per hour." Also, there are 
a series of operating standards for jetskis. Short of 
these references in the Navigation Law, there's no 
specific authority granted to any governing body
state, county, town, village-to regulate jetskis. 

. What are the problems with jetskis? They're dan
gerous. They disturb nesting water fowl. They pollute 
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... ADIRONDACK PARK REPORT . .. 
much more than 4-stroke motorboat engines. Because they can travel in shallow 
waters they venture into areas they should not go, such as into rivers and marshes. 
They're noisy. They're disruptive. 

Let's look at danger. The San Francisco Chronicle reported on December 30, 
1997 that 45 percent of all boating acci- . •= ~ ""' ""''~"»•-- _,,,,,,,_ - , .,,. ~-,· ·. """· 

dents in California, and 55 percent of all 
injuries in boating accidents in 1996 were . 
caused by jetskis. Further, in 1996 57 peo- · 
ple died in jetski accidents nationwide. 
W hile just 9 per cent of all motorboats in 
the U.S., jetskis account for 36 percent of 
all accidents . From 1990 to 1995 , the 
Journal of the Ame rican Medical 
Association reported that jetski related ~ 
injuries jumped from 2,860 to 12,288. In ~ 
New York, where jetskis comprise just 8 . 
percent of all boats , they are involved in · 
fully 30 percent of all accidents. When 
talking about jetskis it's important to note a · 
few things. 

They are , as writer Ted Williams · 
described in a recent article "thrillcraft." ~ 

They're not made simply for water travel. · 
They're not made to transport people or 
goods or to use for fishing. They're made to 
ride. To perform. To go fast, to make waves, to jump wakes, to get air, for kicks . 
They're made to be seen. And they're made to be heard. Jetskis alienate and disrupt 
water fowl. After 20 years of research on Barnegat Island, New Jersey, researcher 
Joanna Burger of Rutgers University; found that jetskis, more than any other kind of 
motorboat, have had a greater disruptive impact on nesting terns. She recommends 
that the greatest positive impact would be for jetskis to be operated at least 100 

. meters from any nesting water fowl. This is the first published conclusive study of its 
kind Condor (Vol. 100, p. 528). In the Adirondacks, there are many anecdotes of 
loon nesting areas abandoned as jetskis became more prevalent on a given lake . . 
Some have even reported failing to return to long established nests because of the 
increased traffic. Further, because of their disruptive nature, the Florida Game and 
Freshwater Fish Commission has determined that jetskis must operate fully 25 to 50 
percent farther from nesting areas than outboard motorboats . 

Jetskis pollute. Jetskis dump fully one-third of their oil and gas directly into the 
water. New models of jetskis to be released in 1999 have made improvements, but 
are still bad. An average 2-stroke outboard motor pollutes 250 times more than an 
average car, horsepower for horsepower. The U.S. EPA estimates that one hour of 
operation of a 70-horsepower 2-stroke engine emits the same amount of hydrocar
bon pollution as driving 5,000 miles in a modern automobile. It should be noted 
that conventional 4-stroke engines emit 97 percent less pollution than 2-stroke 
engines. 

Let's look at noise. Measured purely by decibels jetskis are no louder than con
ventional motorboats. It's the operation that changes the pitch and whine. They go 
back and forth all day long. They gun-the-engine, jump, stop, start, drive in circles, 
jump, sprint, crash, gun-the-engine, jump again. Part of the noise problem with jet
skis is that they're out of the water so much their noise isn't muffled like other 
motorboats. And jetskis are big and getting bigger. These high-powered motorcy
cles for the water are big machines. A SeaDoo GTX jetski has a 110 horse-powered 
engine. It can surpass 60 mph and pull a waterskier. Other models are in the works 
for 125 horsepower. 

Jetskis are disruptive. Many see the problem with jetskis as akin to that of sec
ondhand smoke. "I don't want to breathe the smoke from your cigarette. I shouldn't 
have to listen to your jetski." One person's fun jumping wakes messes up the day for 
many others. People are adversely affected by jetskis when sitting lakeside on a dock, 
at the beach, fishing, in their canoes, in their homes, when renting a shoreline cabin 
or room. 

Anglers complain that one jetski can ruin· a day's fishing. Birdwatchers com
plain that one jetski will drive away all shoreline birds for hours. Shoreline property 
owners complain that jetskis drive them inside; some even leave their camps on 
weekends! Resort operators express fear that the big summer attraction in the 
Adirondacks-namely clean, quiet lakes- is being jeopardized as jetski use contin
ues unregulated. 

Jetskis go where they shouldn't go. They travel in shallow areas and rivers. 
Jetskis buzzing up and down the Raquette, Marion, Schroon, and Saranac Rivers, 
among other rivers, strikes many as much more disruptive than the slow moving 
motorboats carrying fishermen. Jetskis have also been reported buzzing on the 
Hudson River north of Hadley. Big wakes on rivers caused by jetskis are disruptive 
to wildlife and a menace to canoeists. 

Nationwide, various actions have taken place. Jetskis have been banned from 
areas around the San Juan Islands in Washington. On the Florida Keys jetskis are 
prohibited from operating within 1,200 feet of 12 public beaches and the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service has banned jetskis from 690 miles of Key West and Great 
White Heron Wildlife Refuges. Jetskis have been banned in national parks includ
ing Everglades, Yellowstone, Glacier, Canyonlands and Dry Tortugas. In Vermont, 
beginning on May 1, 1997, jetskis were banned from all "lakes, ponds, and reser
voirs" that have "a surface area of less than 300 acres." In Maine, Governor Angus 
King signed legislation that banned jetskis from 245 lakes there. Other places have 

placed limitations on the use of jetskis by setting times and schedules for operation. 
Jetskis now sell over 175,000 machines a year compared with sales of 29,000 

annually after they were first launched by Kawasaki in 1987. While it seems that jet
skis are here to stay, sales have dropped off in the last two years. Perhaps anger about 

--~ - • - •--w· '" ,,,, .,., .~ ~- .. -· their use is driving down 
sales. 

I'n New York this 
year a bill was introduced 
in the state Legislature to 
provide authority to 
towns, villages, and cities 
to fully regulate, includ
ing authority to prohibit, 
jetskis in waters under its 
jurisdiction. This bill was 

. introduced in both hous-
es of the Legislature by 
Senator Carl Marcellino 
and Assembly 
Representative Thomas 
DiNapoli. 

a~;di~the]!~t~tea'Lirtas&ipe.•2•;.•v•--,··,~·~"••w .·~-··~·· 
A NaturalJ:[_istory of NewEngt#ttd 

··By'.Tom Wessell 

CarlntrymanPre1s _, . 
Etchingf by $r-lanD. Cohin ; 

• Tom Wessels has written an exceU_ent bookw~ichis atoncr ,a. sumt9a.ryof the ; 
social history of central New England, a h?11db09k for ecologists, and a.guide-;tor ; 

· detectives. · ·· 

Starting with. the arrival o( Eq.fopean' settlers almost 400 years agoi the 900k 
traces the history of forest even.ts from hi.un.an. as weilJlS natural causes.,yvhen the • 
colonists first arrived, the native tribal practice was to burn the f;(}r7sfJnnµally . .• 

· While_. this may seem straQgt bymodern standaid~~~11dee~ seen'\¢dsti~~~Jh~e 
• cokmists at the time-it accomplished what was needed at the tirp.7• · ' · 
was kept to a minimum~ the forest was like a giantrai-¥, and ~t 
allQwed to regenerate annually. Because the larg~ tree~gf~:"". lP gi • · 
practically immune to the m•:i-ge~rof lire,;w~ch . 

. did this practice• die out?. Th~. native 
too. Almost 95%-df the native ·• pl~ 
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THE STORY OF VERMONT 

BY C HRISTOPHER MCGRORY KLYZA AND STEPHEN C. 

TROMBULAK 

Middlebury College Press, 1999 

A new book about the nat
ural and social history of 
Vermont is now on the 
shelves of your local indepen
dent bookstore. Middlebury 
College professors Klyza and 

Trombulak may be familiar as 
editors of the Future of the 
Northern Forest. In this new 
volume, they develop a past, 
present and future view of one 
Northern Forest state, 
Vermont. It provides both a sta
tistically informed overview of 
the sweep of human society 
over the Green Mountain state 
and adds important particulars 
to our appreciation of its natur
al heritage and the effort to 
conserve it. 
The Story ofVermont reflects 
the authors' respective back
grounds in political science and 
biology; both teach in 
Middlebury's Department of 
Environmental Studies. Their 
history i informed by their 
appreciation of both the historic 
and natural forces that have and 
will continue to shape the 
course of humanity's occupancy 
in one small corner of North 
America. 

Excerpts from The Story of Vermont: uThe Return of the Forest" 
During the last two decades of the nineteenth century and the first decade of the twenti
eth, the foundations of Vermont forest policy were laid down. The legislature appointed a 
committee in 1882 to study the forest situation in the state; ten years later, a forestry com
mission was established. In 1894, Governor Urban Woodbury included management of 
the forests as a topic in one of his messages to the legislature: "Owners of timber lands in 
our state are pursuing a ruinous policy in the method used in harvesting timber ... The 
value of our water powers and the attractiveness of our scenery and the preservation of our 
fish and game also call for reform." [The book then traces the development of state 
forestry initiatives, including 1915's town forest law, which enabled town acquisition of 
forestland, the establishment of a state forest service and the Depression era Civilian 
Conservation Corps as well as the two federal acts which would culminate in the Green 
Mountain National Forest]. 
""Many towns took advantage of the 1915 town forest law in order to generate revenue and 
jvbs for the town, to reclaim land, to stimulate wood-products firms in the area, to protect 
water supplies, to provide recreation, or to serve as a memorial to war veterans or deceased 
family members ... [B]y 1930, there were forty-two town forests encompassing almost 
nine thousand acres. A surge of new town forests occurred after 1945 when the original 
law was amended to require the state to reimburse the town for half the purchase price of 
town forestland. Further beneficial legislation was passed in 1951, requiring towns with
out a forest to include articles proposing them at town meeting. The state Department of 
Forest and Parks sought to establish a forest in every town. Following these changes, the 
number of town forests increased quickly. In 1950, sixty-eight towns had forests totaling 
over 16,000 acres." 
"The final component of town forests was the preservation-oriented forest parks. As 
preservation was arising on the national scene in the late 1800s and early 1900s, so too 
was it becoming important in New England and Vermont. Never part of an organized 
campaign, these forest parks were typically donated to a town, as Hubbard Park was in 
Montpelier or Battell Woods in Middlebury. 
"The state forest system was established in 1909 with the aims of stimulating private 
forestry by example, of protecting water sources, and of raising quality timber. The state 
purchased 450 acres for the first forest in Plainfield. During the 1910s, twelve more state 
forests totaling nearly 30,000 acres were established, including one by donation that 
encompassed the summit of Camel's Hump. By 1950, twenty-four such state forests exist
ed, though the state Forest Service envisioned a system of 300,000 acres and a town forest 
in every town that had suitable land. The state park system (technically referred to as for
est parks) was chartered legislatively in 1929, five years after the first such park was donat
ed at Mount Philo. Twenty forest parks were established by 1950." 
"Efforts to establish a national forest in Vermont began in 1905, when Marshall Hapgood 
offered to sell the federal government a large tract ofland in the Green Mountains. A few 
years later, Joseph Battell explored donating some of his land for a similar purpose. In 
1911, the Weeks Act was passed, which permitted the federal government to buy forest
land to protect navigable waters. This law allowed for the creation of national forests in 
the east. Through the 1910s, plans for a national forest in Vermont were put on hold as 
the national Forest Service worked on establishing the White Mountain National Forest 
in New Hampshire and the Allegheny National Forest in Pennsylvania. A 1920 Forest 
Service study identified two areas in Vermont as meeting the Weeks Act requirements for 
potential national forest designation: the Nulhegan or northern unit in the Northeastern 
Highlands, totaling 240,000 acres, and the southern unit in Windham and Bennington 
Counties, totaling 100,000 acres ... " 
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Thoughts on-Facilitation, Agenda 
Setting & Consensus 
Grady McGonagill and Maggie Herzig, the lead facilitators of the 
now-defunct Maine Biodiversity Project raised a troubling point 
about facilitation of forestry issues in their response to Mitch Lansky 
in the Mid Spring 1999 issue of The Northern Forest Forum. They 
write that their role as facilitators is to make recommendations about 
process , and that it is inappropriate for them to 'make and impose 
judgements.· T hat is the role of an arbitrator. By staying out of con
tent, the facilitators hope to preserve their neutrality- and credibili
ty-with all participants. In this way, they hope, they can serve as 
tools for consensus building. 

This sounds reasonable, and I believe Grady, Maggie, and their 
cohorts were sincere in their desire to facilitate positive developments 
in the long-running debate over biodiversity protection issues. Why 
then, did this approach yield such meager results? 

Facilitators involved in a contentious , complex conflict need to 
understand the issues involved and the history of the conflict if they 
are going to be effective in sorting out good faith and bad fgaith 
behavior, and charges by different sides of bad faith against other 
participants. Unfortunately, few, if any, of the facilitators had any real 
understanding of: biological diversity, ecosystem integrity, silvicul
ture, the science of conservation biology, the history of land owner
ship in Maine, the history of the conflict over clearcutting and pesti
cide spraying, and the economics of indutrial forestry and its impact 
on rural communities and biodiversity. Without a solid understand
inmg of these issues how can someone judge if a participant is 
spoutiong nonsense, or raising valid, but controversial issues? 

Industry certainly felt that people like me were operating in bad 
faith because I 'kept trying to get the Maine Forest Biodiversity 
Project to discuss strategies for protecting the ecological integrity of 
Maine, instead of a reserve system composed of a few small, scat
tered rpresentative examples of natural communities. They felt I was 
operating in bad faith when I said we must consider restoration of 
extirpated native carnivores such as wolves, cougars and wolverines. 
They certainly felt I was behaving outrageously when I s_uggested 
that relying on the remnants of the industrial forest as a landscape 
matrix to protect most of northern Maine's biodiversity was a scien
mtifically indefensible strategy. 

But, what of some of the arguments of industry? Some represen
tatives of large landowners complained they could't understand con
servation biology or the concepot of biodiversity. Even after four 
years, they still acted confused. Did they make a good faith effort to 
understand the issue, or were they content to obstruct the project for 
four years with their foot-dragging? 

Representatives of the large landowners were allowed to control 
the Project's agenda from the outset (otherwise they wouldn't have 
participated). Early in the process, the group allegedly reached 'con
sensus' that it would attempt to develop a reserve system in Maine 
that protected "representative" elements of Maine 's biodiversity. 
Representation is, of course, an essential ingredient in protecting 
biodiversity, but it can be a fatally flawed strategy. 

To protect the species, communities, and natural processes 
native to Maine requires that we devise strategies to protect ecosys
tem integrity, not just representative examples in small reserves. 
Small reserves are vulnerable to extinctions, invasions and large-scale 
disturbances. The only way to protect reserves against such pressures 
is to design large reserves that are buffered and connected to one 
another. -

By exercising veto power over the agenda of the Maine Forest 
Biodiversity Project to exclude discussion of ecological integrity as a 
strategy to protect Maine's biodiversity, the representatives of the 
large landowners undermined the democratic process. They assured 
that all participants were not equal. They acted in bad faith. 
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TPL Responds to Flagstaff Criticism 
DEAR EDITOR: 

A recent letter to your newspaper raised objections to Governor 
King's proposal to protect 14 miles on Flagstaff Lake, as part of a 
larger project to protect 65 miles of shorefront along Moosehead 
Lake, Flagstaff Lake, and the Kennebec River. It is important to 
ask questions when public dollars are invested, and I am writing to 
address these issues. 

The State of Maine and Plum Creek used an independent 
professional land appraiser to determine the value of Plum Creek's 
holdings along Flagstaff Lake. Although Flagstaff Lake's shore-

is subject to restrictions, under current LURC regulations, 
substantial development on Plum Creek's shorefront holdings is 
possible. The absence of public roads is not an obstacle to devel
opment, since there are suitable private roads on the property. 
House lots on Flagstaff Lake are an attractive commodity, and in 
recent years, lots between 4 and 9 acres have sold for $33,000-
$45 ,000 each. Flagstaff is an outstanding natural resource 
that the State of :Maine has already invested in protecting. 
LURC's 1987 Maine Wildlands Lake Assessment classifies 
Flagstaff Lake as a 'gem lake' because of its exceptional wildlife 
resources, scenic beauty, fisheries, and proximity to the State's 
Bigelow Preserve. 

The Trust for Public Land is working with the State of Maine 
and Plum Creek to help complete this important project. The 
Trust is a public charity that ha9 worked for 27 years in 45 states 
to protect land for people to enjot as parks and open space. 

In 1998, Consumers Digest magazine gave the Trust for 
Public Land an A+ rating in the article "W-hich Charities are the 
Most Charitable?" The Trust has also been highlighted by Forbes 
magazine and the Chronicle of Philanthropy as one of the most 
efficient and effective charities in the country. Our work to help 
the State of Maine protect Plum Creek's land is supported entirely 
by private charitable donations. Governor King and other com
mitted Maine citizens have worked for years to protect 
Moosehead Lake, Flagstaff Lake, and the Kennebec River. The 
Trust for Public Land is privileged to be part of the effort. 

Sincerely, 
Whitney HatchNew England Regional Director 
The Trust for Public Land 

avid Briars of Craftsbury, Vermont died this last March. David 
supplied valuable technical and moral support during the struggle 
o keep Champion International and Monsanto from spraying 
learcuts in Vermont. He was engaged in numerous other populist 

efforts during a life notable for its simplicity as well as diversity of 
· nterests. His many friends shared stories of his life at a ceremony 
shortly after he died; all knew different aspects of a fun, funny, lov
. ng and inventive man. 

David Briars had the gift above all of a passionate conviction 
'n the virtues and requirements of democracy. As a tech-head, he 
saw and utilized the capacities of computers and the Internet. 

ong his creations was the McLibel Newsletter, a key piece of 
that battle against corporate abuse of power. What fired up David 
Briars, more than corporate arrogance, however, was a belief that is 
uniquely American; a 19th century belief in the dignity of people 
and self-governance. His anarchism was tempered by service to 
mowledge: he knew we have a duty to higher truth, the truth in 
Nature, and fellow beings. The people who knew David are thank
ful for a life that gave shape to this belief. 

the morning of July 5, a powerful thunderstorm swept 
out of Quebec and crossed northern Vermont and New 
Hampshire. This storm which was born in the upper Midwest 
took the life of 32 year old George Miller who was on a weekend 
racation from New York City where he worked as a teacher and 
ad an extensive network of friends. 

Some people die in the manner in which they lived and thus it 
seemed to several of George's friends who valiantly attempted to 
rescue him during the height of intense wind, rain and lightning. 

s a native Iowan farmboy, George knew the force of Nature, yet 
is enthusiasm for the elements had led him to pitch a tent on a 

·aft where he could sleep in proximity to the water. The sudden 
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an erocious storm w ic struc a out 3 swept is tent int 
the water where he drowned. I had met George Miller one nigh 
previously when he had prepared dinner for ten friends and led us 
in spontaneous grace and conversation. He left the impression of 
person whose life here at this time could only be extinguished by 
storm of such magnitude.-A.W. 
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